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Research into objectivity in the news media 
abounds. Much of it indicates that objectivity is a 
flawed concept, one most difficult to incorporate into 
traditional journalistic practice. This study, departing 
from the customary line of inquiry, concentrates instead 
on the ability of journalism to illuminate subjectivity. 
The literary journalism is selected as the focus of this 
study because it both adheres to the journalistic 
contract to sustain factualism and intentionally creates 
individual versions of reality. 
Examples of literary journalism are analyzed to 
determine how they illuminate subjectivity and how they 
deal with the tension between objectivity and 
subjectivity. Examples of the life history and fiction, 
two contiguous forms of writing that also emphasize 
subjectivity, are investigated to determine how they 
meet these same challenges. Choosing for the examples 
works on a similar subject, the lives of mildly retarded 
men, facilitates the comparison of the three forms. In a 
final experimental exercise, the author creates an 
original example of literary journalism on the same 
subject, 
Although authors of all three forms exhibited 
difficulty in dealing with the tension between 
objectivity and subjectivity, the willingness of authors 
of literary journalism to reveal this conflict served to 
help resolve it. After comparing the three forms' 
techniques for illuminating subjectivity, the author 
combined techniques of literary journalism with 
techniques borrowed from both the life history and 
fiction to illustrate major ways by which literary 
journalism can achieve the illumination of subjectivity. 
Literary journalism was proficient both at 
illuminating its authors' subjective realities and the 
subjective realities of the works' main actors. In a 
comparison of the three forms, literary journalism 
proved to be more powerful than the life history but 
less powerful than fiction at revealing authors' 
subjective realities. Conversely, literary journalism 
proved to be more powerful than fiction but less 
powerful than the life history at illuminating actors' 
subjective realities. The strong narrative voice within 
works of literary journalism proved to be the most 
effective of the literary techniques at illuminating 
subjectivity, although the controlling presence of 
authors within works of literary journalism sometimes 
overwhelmed other important elements. 
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The media critic James Carey has emphasized the 
subjective side of journalism in his critical analyses. 
According to Carey, the journalistic report represents 
"a state of consciousness, a way of apprehending, of 
experiencing the world" ("Problem of Journalism History" 
5), This view of the journalistic report sees it as "a 
cultural act, a literary act" that represents a highly 
idiosyncratic organization of social experience that 
depends largely on the subjective view of the world 
taken by a particular journalist at a particular time in 
history (5). Carey's view of journalism also recognizes 
the inherent tension between objectivity and 
subjectivity that exists within journalism, a tension 
that contemporary scholars in the Western world have 
also identified within an extensive variety of other 
disciplines. 
Carey's view of journalism thus differed from the 
traditional view. He did not see the subjective element 
of the journalistic report as alien or dangerous, as did 
journalistic proponents of objectivity. Their 
traditional view regarded subjectivity as a dangerous 
interloper that must be expunged as soon as it is 
recognized, Rather, Carey viewed subjectivity as a 
natural and important component of the journalistic 
report, which he described as "a creative and 
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imaginative work," a "symbolic strategy" for 
apprehending reality. And, for Carey, journalism, as 
well as other forms that use the mass media, does not 
exist to transmit messages about reality but, rather, 
exists as one tool in a society-wide process for 
constructing reality, a "process by which reality is 
constituted, maintained, and transformed , . " ("The 
Mass Media and Critical Theory" 30). In this context, 
the view of reality that emerges from various 
journalistic reports can differ radically, depending 
upon the form in which those reports are created: 
. there is a vast difference between what 
is taken to be an adequate report of the world 
by those who queue before Tom Wolfe and the 
new journalism versus those readers wholly 
satisfied with the New York Times. In fact, 
our failure to understand journalism as a 
cultural form has left us virtually bereft of 
intelligent commentary on the new journalism 
("Problem of Journalism History" 5). 
This dissertation, following Carey, will 
concentrate on that part of the world that queues 
"before . . the new journalism" or, as it would later 
be called, the literary journalism. Literary journalism 
(new journalism) is a form of reporting in which 
literary techniques are combined with reporting 
techniques to produce factually accurate reports that 
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resemble fictional works in style and construction. The 
dissertation will focus particularly on this form's 
ability to illuminate subjectivity. Such a focus 
represents a divergence from much contemporary 
scholarship on journalism, which has as its focus the 
problems with objectivity in conventional journalistic 
practice and, therefore, with the traditional 
journalistic forms that emphasize objectivity. The focus 
here on literary journalism embodies an attempt to 
increase our understanding of the role of subjectivity 
in journalism by departing from the traditional line of 
inquiry to analyze the use of subjectivity in a 
journalistic form that emphasizes subjectivity. 
The main purpose of this dissertation is to 
determine how literary journalism operates to illuminate 
subjectivity within its reports. However, because the 
concept of objectivity in journalism has so dominated 
journalistic practice, the first chapter of the 
dissertation will discuss the relationship between 
objectivity and journalistic practice and the tension 
between objectivity and subjectivity that this 
relationship has engendered. 
Once we have examined this relationship, we can 
turn to the relationship which is of primary concern in 
this dissertation, the relationship between literary 
journalism and subjectivity. Chapter two will reveal the 
critical foundation of literary journalism and the role 
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that subjectivity plays in that foundation. 
Chapter three will concentrate on the manner in 
which authors of literary journalism approach their work 
and how this approach affects the form's ability to 
illuminate both the subjective realities of its authors 
and the subjective realities of the people who appear 
within the reports. (I should indicate here that 
subjectivity and subjective reality are used 
synonymously in this study.) In chapter three, as well, 
I examine the manner in which authors of literary 
journalism deal with the tension between objectivity and 
subjectivity in their work. Because this tension is as 
much a factor within literary journalism as within other 
forms of journalism, a secondary purpose of this 
dissertation will be to understand better the manner in 
which literary journalism deals with this tension. 
We cannot understand literary journalism in 
isolation. However, little can be gained by comparing 
literary journalism with traditional journalism, a form 
that emphasizes objectivity and rejects subjectivity. 
Such a comparison would not only represent a repetition 
of others' work but, more importantly, would ignore the 
central focus of this dissertation which is to study the 
illumination of subjectivity. In order to understand 
better how literary journalism illuminates subjectivity, 
we can compare it with other forms that also emphasize 
the illumination of subjectivity. Such an examination 
will also allow us to compare literary journalism with 
these other forms in terms of the manner in which they 
approach the tension between objectivity and 
subjectivity. Through such a comparison, we can put 
literary journalism in perspective as a particular form 
of writing among other forms of writing that operate in 
specific ways to illuminate subjective reality. 
One obvious form of writing with which literary 
journalism can be compared is fiction. Literary 
journalism is similar to fiction in that it uses 
literary techniques within its reports. Because of this 
similarity, the comparison between literary journalism 
and fiction has dominated the study of literary 
journalism from its beginnings. This similarity has 
caused confusion and concern among critics who have 
questioned the legitimacy of literary journalism because 
of it. In this study of literary journalism's ability to 
illuminate subjective reality, a comparison that 
attempts to discover the specific similarities and 
differences between the approaches that literary 
journalism and fiction take toward the illumination of 
subjectivity and toward the tension between objectivity 
and subjectivity seems useful. 
Another form of writing which emphasizes the 
illumination of subjective reality, the life history 
approach to ethnography, also has intriguing 
similarities to literary journalism and should pro v e 
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most useful here in a comparison with literary 
journalism. Because these similarities have not been 
noted as persistently as the correspondence between 
fiction and literary journalism, I will include a more 
elaborate discussion here of the correspondence between 
the life history and literary journalism. 
Used primarily by anthropologists and other social 
scientists who study human culture, the life history is 
a technique of ethnography that attempts to capture the 
lives of individuals as those individuals experience 
them (Langness and Frank 1), In general, material for 
life histories is gathered using the principles of 
social science fieldwork or ethnography, although life 
histories usually depend more on interviews with a 
single individual than other types of ethnography (32). 
The work of the ethnographer and the literary 
journalist are often similar. Gene Burd wrote about the 
similarities between the work of the journalist and the 
sociologist engaged in fieldwork: ". . the 
journalistic reporter is in many ways a type of 
qualitative sociologist, especially when the journalist 
uses participant-observer techniques" (2), The term 
participant-observation seems to fit as a general 
description for both the work of ethnographers and 
literary journalists. The anthropologist Michael Agar 
described this term to would-be ethnographers in the 
following manner: "The term suggests that you are 
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directly involved in community life, observing and 
talking with people as you learn from them their view of 
reality" (The Professional Stranger 114), The same 
description could easily apply to literary journalists, 
Thomas Meisenhelder also compared qualitative 
sociology, sociology dedicated to participant 
observation, with literary journalism: 
Both perspectives approach the study of social 
groups and social action from the point of 
view of the actors. Both describe the process 
of everyday life in order to point out the 
essential components of the phenomena-under 
observation (470). 
Norman Sims made a similar observation in the 
introduction to his anthology of literary journalism 
when he wrote that literary journalism "might well be 
called 'the journalism of everyday life'" (11), 
If ethnography is dedicated to an understanding of 
the everyday life of particular human cultures, then the 
life history, as a specific tool of ethnography, is 
dedicated to an understanding of particular individuals 
who live within those cultures (Langness and Frank 154), 
In addition, the life history has been regarded as a 
technique well suited to helping ethnographers to gain 
an understanding of those individuals' inner views of 
life: "Most notably, the life history technique is able 
to grapple with , . the subjective reality of the 
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individual" (Faraday and Plummer 776). Thus, both 
literary journalism and the life history can be regarded 
as forms that are remarkably similar in terms of the 
phenomena they investigate and the information they 
produce. 
In fact, a similar tension seems to exist between 
the life history and traditional ethnography as exists 
between literary and traditional journalism, This 
tension involves the degree to which each of these forms 
of inquiry incorporates individual subjective reality 
into its reports. Literary journalism has been accused 
of damaging its factual credibility by overemphasizing 
the subjective viewpoints of its authors. In the case of 
the life history, its detailed studies of single 
individuals has been criticized as producing results 
that are unreliable and vague (Faraday and Plummer 774). 
Some critics have argued that life histories should be 
used more to illuminate the larger culture and to 
develop cultural concepts rather than emphasizing the 
individual's life and personality (Langness and Frank 
21 ) . 
Thus, the life history has been considered too 
subjective to be of much use in developing concepts in 
the social sciences and literary journalism too 
subjective to be considered accurate journalistic 
reporting. Yet, the proponents of both forms have 
concluded that one of their major values is this very 
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subjectivity. 
Another factor that should make the life history 
valuable for comparison with literary journalism, given 
the similarities between the forms, is that authors of 
life histories use techniques different from the 
techniques used to write works of literary journalism. 
For example, authors of life histories rarely use 
literary techniques, but they usually follow standards 
of social science research in their reports. Such 
differences should make the life history an important 
alternative and complement to fiction for comparing with 
literary journalism and in revealing their respective 
abilities to illuminate subjective reality and to deal 
with the tension between objectivity and subjectivity. 
Therefore, in preparation for a comparison of the 
literary journalism with the life history and with 
fiction, I will devote chapter four of this dissertation 
to a discussion of the life history as an illuminator of 
subjectivity and chapter five to a discussion of fiction 
as an illuminator of subjectivity. In each of chapters 
three, four, and five, I will include an example of a 
work devoted to a similar subject, the life of a mildly 
mentally retarded man. Thus, in chapter three, I will 
include a report on a mildly retarded man written in the 
form of literary journalism; in chapter four, I will 
include a report on a mildly retarded man written in the 
form of the life history; and in chapter five I will 
include a story about a mildly retarded man written in 
the form of fiction. 
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In order to provide an example that illustrates 
some of the insights I have gained through this study, I 
will include, as chapter six, an original report on the 
life of a mildly retarded man. Although this report is 
written using the basic form of literary journalism, I 
will attempt to incorporate refinements into the report 
that I have learned through my work on this 
dissertation, including techniques from the other two 
forms that I believe improve the report without changing 
its status as a factual example of literary journalism. 
In order to protect this status, I observe one condition 
in choosing these techniques: I do not borrow any 
technique that would require me to use invented material 
within my report. 
I have chosen this subject of mental retardation 
not because I wish to include research on mental 
retardation or to reach conclusions about mental 
retardation in this dissertation. I have chosen it, 
rather, because I want to study the illumination of 
subjectivity by comparing these three forms that include 
it, I hope that my comparison of the three forms later 
in the dissertation will be more lucid if I am able to 
compare examples written on a similar subject. 
Nevertheless, I think that this topic is an 
especially apt choice, because the subjective realities 
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of retarded individuals are particularly difficult to 
illuminate and, therefore, provide an exacting standard 
for each of the examples to meet. I realize that no 
example I choose will represent the ideal for any of the 
forms. Therefore, if a particular example seems to be 
lacking in some way, I will discuss where that example 
may have failed to use important elements available to 
its form or how that example may have failed to realize 
the potential inherent in its form. 
Some brief definitions of mental retardation should 
prove helpful in clarifying the guidelines I have used 
in selecting my examples. The American Association on 
Mental Deficiency has defined mental retardation as 
''significantly subaverage general intellectual 
functioning existing concurrently with deficits in 
adaptive behavior and manifested during the 
developmental period" (Grossman 1), The Association has 
established an IQ score of approximately seventy and 
below as the zone of mental retardation, although the 
association explains that such an exact figure is 
primarily intended for use in legal matters. An IQ of 
seventy actually represents a range of scores from 
sixty-two to seventy-eight (at 95 percent probability) 
when errors in measurement are taken into consideration. 
In reality, the determination of mental retardation is 
flexible and depends on the judgment of clinicians who 
use other behavioral measures in addition to test scores 
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to arrive at their conclusions.(20-24), 
The association has established an IQ range of 
approximately fifty to approximately seventy as the zone 
of mild mental retardation (13). Researchers at the UCLA 
Mental Retardation Center who have studied mildly 
retarded adults for many years have focused on 
individuals with IQ's approximately in the sixties to 
low seventies who have potential for living 
independently in the community (Langness and Levine 
Introduction), 
In the final chapter, chapter seven, I compare 
literary journalism with the other two forms with 
respect to its ability to illuminate individual 
subjective reality and with respect to its handling of 
the tension between objectivity and subjectivity. The 
dissertation ends with suggestions for further research. 
Chapter One 
The Tension Between 
Objectivity and Subjectivity In Journalism 
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Objectivity in the news media has created 
widespread interest among researchers, who regularly try 
to discover what it means to journalists and how they 
apply it to their work. The historian Michael Schudson's 
simple description of the belief in objectivity in 
journalism would probably satisfy most journalists and 
researchers in communications: 
. the belief that one can and should 
separate facts from values. Facts, in this 
view, are assertions about the world open to 
independent validation. • Values, in this 
view, are an individual's conscious or 
unconscious preferences for what the world 
should be (5). 
In this explanation, I take values to imply both 
opinions and attitudes, because the words "conscious 
preferences" suggest opinions while the words 
''unconscious preferences" suggest attitudes. 
I will follow Schudson's description in this study. 
Objectivity will represent the segregation of facts and 
values, a condition in which facts are separated from 
opinions and attitudes (6). Subjectivity will represent 
the integration of facts and values, a contrasting 
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condition in which opinions and attitudes are included 
with facts. Thus, I am interested in subjectivity only 
as it contrasts with objectivity in journalism and the 
other forms of writing I will discuss in this 
dissertation. I will be concerned neither with 
subjectivity as a psychological phenomenon nor with the 
vast body of literature that this topic has inspired. 
Also, although I will concentrate on the tension between 
objectivity and subjectivity in journalism and other 
selected forms of writing in this dissertation, I am 
aware that a similar tension exists within a variety of 
other disciplines. 
Researchers in journalism differ somewhat on the 
reason why the belief in objectivity came to dominate 
American journalism and what this dominance means in 
practice. In order to place what follows in perspective, 
I will briefly discuss the rise of the concept of 
objectivity within American journalism. I will then 
analyze the three perspectives that best represent the 
range of views within communications research on the 
difficulties involved in realizing this concept in 
contemporary journalism. 
Donald Shaw suggested that the rise of objectivity 
resulted from the increased use of the telegraph in the 
middle of the nineteenth century. The telegraph 
eventually created a situation in which unbiased news 
reporting became the dominant value in American 
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journalism because it helped to create press 
associations that gathered news for many different 
newspapers. Because these newspapers represented a 
variety of political beliefs, the reports carried on the 
wire services had to be stripped of values, had to be 
constructed in a neutral form in order to be acceptable 
to the many different client newspapers. Gradually, 
reporters began to imitate the wire services' news style 
and this style became a convention in news reporting 
(Shaw 31), 
Schudson and Dan Schiller, among others, attributed 
not only the rise of objectivity but also its continued 
dominance to a complex combination of social, economic, 
and political forces both within the journalistic 
establishment and within society. Schudson linked the 
rise of objectivity with several significant changes in 
American society during the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries. According to Schudson, the rise of the penny 
press in the 1830's marked the beginning of the change 
in ·emphasis in newspapers from editorial comment to news 
and from opinion to facts, a shift that in the twentieth 
century developed into the modern concept of objectivity 
(14), Previously, newspapers had existed primarily to 
serve a mercantile and political elite that had 
dominated the nation from its beginnings. The growth of 
American cities during the 1820's and 1830's gave rise 
to a new "democratic market society" that would 
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eventually supplant the old elite and their press (30). 
Schudson argued that the rise of the penny press 
resulted from the growth of an urban middle class and 
working class, both with requirements that differed from 
those of the mercantile and political elite. The urban 
middle class needed facts to succeed in business where 
the mercantile and political elite had depended on 
family ties and political and personal loyalties. In 
order to sell manufactured goods to the people flocking 
to the cities, the middle class needed information about 
these new urban consumers; they also needed an outlet 
for advertising that would reach large numbers of 
consumers. In addition, the Jacksonian philosophy of 
egalitarianism fostered an interest in the lives of 
people regardless of social class. 
Thus, a new kind of newspaper was needed to 
supersede the party press and mercantile press, a 
newspaper that could meet these new economic and 
cultural needs, The result was the penny press, a low-
cost newspaper that emphasized the facts about daily 
life in the city, a newspaper directed at the urban 
masses. This knowledge had become more important for 
survival than family and party ties and included news 
about all social classes, although this news frequently 
appeared in a sensationalistic form involving crime and 
scandal. 
Although the penny press exemplified a new brand of 
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journalism that emphasized facts over values, Schudson 
argued that two more powerful changes in American 
journalism would occur before the modern concept of 
objectivity would take its final form, The first of 
these changes began in the 1890's, ironically, at a time 
when sensationalism reached its peak in the yellow 
journalism exemplified by Joseph Pulitzer's New York 
World and William Randolph Hearst's New York Journal. 
According to Schudson, these papers represented the 
ideal of "story" journalism, an ideal that used the 
arbitrary selection of facts combined with a 
sensationalistic style to create an entertaining 
experience for readers. 
At the same time, another ideal, the ideal of 
"information'' journalism represented by the New York 
Times, was becoming popular. The Times reflected both 
the growing influence of the scientific method, with its 
emphasis on verifiable facts, and the trend toward 
professionalism in journalism, with its emphasis on 
accuracy and impartiality. Gradually, the information 
model became the more respected model in American 
journalism, However, this information model was not yet 
identical to the modern concept of objectivity for it 
did not include "anxiety about the subjectivity of 
personal perspective" (120). 
According to Schudson, journalists who operated 
under the information model before World War I were 
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"naive empiricists" who believed that the facts they 
gathered were examples of unmediated reality, undeniable 
aspects of the world itself (6). Only after World War I 
did the modern concept of objectivity, "an ideology of 
the distrust of self," develop fully (71), Schudson 
argued that the modern concept of objectivity is not the 
ultimate belief in facts "but the assertion of a method 
designed for a world in which even facts could not be 
trusted" (122). A combination of factors including the 
use of propaganda during the War, the development of 
psychological theories that speculated about the 
unconscious, and the growth of the public relations 
industry convinced many journalists that so-called 
"facts" were often simply one individual's idiosyncratic 
interpretation of the world, an interpretation that had 
been shaped and manipulated to serve that individual's 
selfish interests. In Walter Lippmann's words, there was 
a vast difference between "The World Outside and the 
Pictures in Our Heads." 
The modern concept of objectivity arose in the 
1920's and 1930's as a response to this growing 
suspicion of the facts. The concept promised to 
overcome this suspicion by developing "consensually 
validated statements about the world, predicated on a 
radical separation of facts and values , . " ( Schudson 
122), The concept of objectivity forced journalists to 
"openly acknowledge subjectivity as a factor" even in 
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so-called factual reports (144). Journalists began to 
become more specialized in the hope that reporters with 
expertise in the fields they covered would recognize the 
falsehoods masquerading as facts that others put 
forward. 
During this same period, political columns which 
highlighted the opinions of columnists began to appear 
in newspapers. These columns emphasized the separation 
of such opinion from the news sections of the paper 
where reporters produced supposedly impartial, objective 
reports. According to Schudson, this emphasis on 
objectivity was accompanied by the growing belief among 
journalists that such objectivity was impossible (157). 
Thus, the concept of objectivity became a kind of 
desperate remedy for the loss of confidence in the 
individual's ability to remain impartial. Journalists 
Were left with a paradoxical belief: although 
objectivity was impossible to attain, the responsible 
journalist must still strive to reach it: 
Journalists came to believe in objectivity to 
the extent that they did, because they wanted 
to, needed to, were forced by ordinary human 
aspiration to seek escape from their own deep 
convictions of doubt and drift (159). 
However, by the 1960's, the concept of objectivity 
itself came under fire from journalists. The distrust of 
government during the 1960's spilled over into a 
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distrust of the conventions of objectivity which 
depended on official, usually governmental, versions of 
the facts. This distrust of official sources encouraged 
young reporters to try to remain as independent from 
official sources as possible and to place more faith in 
. 
investigative journalism with its deep skepticism about 
official versions of events. Schudson suggested that the 
intense criticism of journalism has subsided since the 
1960's and that no new concept has appeared to replace 
the concept of objectivity. He also argued that there 
continued to be "a simmering disaffection with objective 
reporting" (193). 
Schiller's historical account agrees with 
Schudson's in most respects although Schiller put more 
emphasis on the economic forces at work in the rise of 
the concept of objectivity. Schiller went much farther 
than Schudson, however, in one major interpretation of 
the historical record. Schiller argued that his example 
of the penny press, The Police Gazette, first published 
in New York City in 1845, used objective reporting 
methods to create a legitimation of the American system 
of law which, at the time, was dominated by the rich and 
powerful. The Gazette's use of rigorous empirical fact-
finding through investigation, attendance at trials, and 
explicit descriptions of criminal acts depended for its 
authority on the officials of the legal system whom 
Schiller called "the agents of the American Law." 
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By relying on official versions to bolster its 
claim to objectivity, Schiller argued that the Gazette's 
"account of reality would systematically echo the 
judgments and perspectives of the power elite" (123). 
Schiller argued further that the Gazette's dedication to 
objectivity prohibited it from forming value judgments 
of any kind, including value judgments about a justice 
system that gave legal preference to the rich (149). 
Schiller used this interpretation of the penny press to 
create a model that he applied to the modern press. He 
suggested that the modern press continues to rely on a 
similar set of beliefs that ultimately provides 
authority to the establishment, becomes a means for 
"legitimating the exercise of social power over the 
interpretation of reality" (196). 
The implications of Schiller's argument are 
important to this study. This argument implies that, by 
witholding their own value judgments, journalists 
prevented their readers from receiving an important 
alternative insight into the nature of reality. The 
version of reality most available to the public was the 
version favored by the power elite, a version that the 
elite provided as official spokesmen--and they were 
almost all men--for the status quo and which contained 
the values that they wished to propagate, The 
journalists, who were careful to omit their own values 
from their reports, therefore inevitably communicated 
the values of the power elite instead. In Schiller's 
view, then, objectivity is a potentially negative 
standard while subjectivity has a potentially positive 
outcome. 
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The importance of Schudson and Schiller's accounts 
for this study primarily rests not only with the 
important background information they provide on this 
concept's emergence in the history of American 
journalism but also--and more importantly--with their 
recognition of the complexity of the concept of 
objectivity. In fact, their analysis seems broad enough 
to allow even for Shaw's thesis on the influence of the 
telegraph on the rise of objectivity. Surely, the 
telegraph can be included as one of the many forces that 
helped to bring about changes in the production of news. 
A recognition of the concept's complexity helps to 
explain the difficulty that journalists have always had 
in putting the concept into practice and helps to 
prepare us for a more specific examination of ho~ 
contemporary communication scholars view the concept of 
objectivity. In examining the relationship between 
journalistic practice and the concept of objectivity, 
this discussion will focus on three main areas of 
inquiry: the effect of journalists' values and 
ideological beliefs on the practice of objectivity, the 
effect of journalistic conventions and workways on the 
practice of objectivity, and the effect of journalists' 
relationships with their sources on the practice of 
objectivity. 
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The difficulties journalists have in preventing 
their own conscious and unconscious values as well as 
society's values from influencing the reports they write 
is the most obvious starting point for this discussion. 
Personal and social values represent journalists' basic 
assumptions--about civilization, about politics, about 
religion--that, with much variation, most of the people 
growing up within a particular society have been taught 
to believe. These predispositions are extremel y 
difficult to compartmentalize and ignore in o r der to 
concentrate solely on the facts in an event. 
The interest of scholars in communication with such 
individual and societal values is in analyz i ng the 
influence of those values on the production of news. 
Such influences obviously would contradict the basic 
principle of the concept of objectivity that journalists 
must report facts without value. One focus of s t udy in 
this area has attempted to determine how dominant 
political ideologies within democratic societies 
influence both the journalists and the public. This 
research has attempted to discover the frame of 
reference that "governs the way we perceive our world 
and ourselves . . controls what we see as 'natural' or 
'obvious'" (Samuel Becker 69). 
Critics who have followed this ideological line of 
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inquiry have chosen the Marxist concept of "hegemony" to 
explain how these influences work, but they have 
redefined the concept not so much as the control of one 
nation by another as the control of the "cultural, 
intellectual and moral direction" of classes within a 
society by the dominant classes (Becker 69). This 
argument presents such control as not entirely a 
conscious conspiracy of one class over another but 
partly as a predisposition for the majority of 
individuals within a society to be socialized to think 
alike. 
The media critic Stuart Hall argued that such 
control within the news media exists as a subtle process 
"by means of which certain events get recurrent l y 
signified in particular ways." By historical a nd 
cultural tradition, similar events are told and retold 
by journalists and others in similar ways until only 
certain interpretations are valid for certain event s 
("The Rediscovery of 'Ideology'" 69), According to Hall, 
the concept of objectivity has itself become a kind of 
ideology to which journalists subscribe, an ideology 
that expects those journalists to translate eve nts into 
reports using methods that would guarantee that their 
reports are d e mocratic and non-ideological. Ironi c ally, 
t h e se be l ie fs have the opposi t e effect--the y result in a 
confirmation of the control of society by the dominant 
soci a l and economic classes (Media Powe r 21). 
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This confirmation results from the journalists' 
belief that to communicate the facts properly, they must 
impartially present the views of all important sides of 
an event or issue. Although such a belief may seem 
innocent enough on the surface, in practice it results 
in a situation in which the dominant forces in society, 
such as the representatives of the major political 
parties, will routinely be heard on almost every issue. 
Such leaders become incorporated into a closed system 
composed of an elite list of opposing forces that 
journalists must routinely consult to ensure 
objectivity. 
However, the ability to reach the public frequently 
is not the only advantage that society's elite enjoys. 
Because of the belief in impartiality among journalists, 
the elite are also ensured that their views will 
automatically be considered important, whether those 
individual viewpoints deserve such serious treatment on 
their own merits or not, When confronted with opposing 
viewpoints, the journalist simply applies the lowest 
common denominator, makes certain the opposing 
viewpoints are given an equal number of arguments to 
justify their positions, as if the opposing arguments 
were also equally convincing and valid: 
This symmetry of oppositions , 
• has little 
or no relevance to the quite unequal relative 
weights of the case for each side in the real 
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world. If the workman asserts that he is being 
poisoned by the effluence from a noxious 
plant, the chairman must be wheeled in to say 
that all possible precautions are now being 
taken. This symmetrical alignment of arguments 
may ensure the broadcaster's impartiality, but 
hardly advances the truth (Media Power 22), 
The implication of this process is to create the 
expectation that the two sides will (and probably 
should) develop a compromise to resolve their 
disagreement. Because the commitment to objectivity has 
already virtually assured that one "side" of the report 
Will consist of the viewpoint of the dominant forces in 
society, the reasonable solution to any difference of 
opinion becomes a compromise between the opinion of the 
dominant ideology and the opinion of some other group in 
society. The concept of objectivity produces a situation 
that demands compromise no matter how unjust the 
outsiders believe the position of the dominant classes 
to be and no matter how unsatisfactory the compromise 
may be to them. 
The ideology of objectivity, finally, creates a 
circular process which further affects the individual 
journalist. Because the news media have always portrayed 
events in particular ways, the journalists themselves 
se~ the world partly in the way they have learned to see 
it through the news media. These biases work together 
with other social influences to make it extremely 
difficult for journalists to perceive facts without 
value. In this way, individual journalists become, at 
least to some extent, the unwitting creations of their 
own ideology of objectivity. 
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Thus, journalists do not operate, as the concept of 
objectivity implies, by presenting all the facts 
surrounding an event to a public that is then free to 
make an informed decision. In reality, journalists can 
only select a small portion of what they perceive and 
then must make sense of their perceptions by making use 
of their individual capacities before they communicate 
these perceptions to their readers. These journalists' 
capacities cannot be separated from the biases they 
received from their individual backgrounds, the cultural 
truisms and stereotypes they have accumulated throughout 
their lives ("Media Power" 23-24), 
The concept of objectivity, however, is not only 
difficult to put into practice because of journalists' 
ingrained beliefs and values. Some researchers have 
argued that the workways and conventions that 
journalists routinely follow also often make the concept 
of objectivity difficult to implement in actual 
journalistic practice. According to the sociologist Gaye 
Tuchman, the concept of objectivity serves merely as a 
"strategic ritual," one routine practice among many, 
that journalists use to help them function with a 
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minimum of irritation. In this view, journalists use the 
concept of objectivity primarily to avoid being 
Personally criticized for what they report: they can 
simply claim that they are only acting as messengers and 
reporting the facts. 
According to Tuchman, however, journalists do not 
simply collect and report facts; instead, they are 
engaged in a process of "constructing reality" by 
following well-established "institutional processes in 
which newswork is embedded" (Making News 12), Tuchman 
argued that the "facts," the news that journalists 
Sather, do not exist in the real world in the form in 
Which they eventually appear, Rather, news organizations 
have developed rigid frames of reference for identifying 
specific types of news stories in order to synchronize 
their production schedules with the time schedules of 
the bureaucracies that provide the raw materials for 
their product, Events, which may vary considerably, are 
stereotyped to correspond to one of these predetermined 
types in a framing process Tuchman defines as "the 
social construction of patterned ways of looking at the 
world" ("Consciousness Industries" 331), 
The rhythms and conventions developed by 
journalistic organizations construct a "web of 
facticity" out of the events in the external world, a 
Process by which official sources are encouraged to 
create the facts that satisfy the conventions of news 
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construction (Making News 86). The web of facticity not 
only relies on official sources but on the form and 
style of news stories to eliminate much idiosyncracy 
from the facts, flatten them so they can be used in the 
conventional form of the news story. 
The use of prescribed routines for gathering facts 
and stylized forms for presetiting them "both guides the 
search and perpetually reconstitutes itself as the frame 
for ne~s" (103), Indeed, one team of communications 
researchers concluded after surveying the literature 
that the concept of objectivity has worked most of all 
to convince newsworkers to ignore other characteristics 
of their sources as long as they are official: " ... the 
majority of recent studies have suggested that, as a 
result of the historically constituted conventions of 
objectivity, the media side not with any particular 
party or elite but rather with official accounts in 
general" (Taylor and Condit 293). 
Thus, in this view, the meaning of facts, which the 
concept of objectivity assumes to be present and obvious 
in the external world, is itself a creation of the 
journalistic process. According to Todd Gitlin, 
journalists develop certain stereotypes ahead of time 
which they can use to frame facts when those facts 
become available to them, a process which "consists of 
imposing standardized assumptions over events and 
conditions" (Gitlin 264), Gitlin argued that the use of 
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stereotypes has many advantages for newsworkers in terms 
of quickly processing quantities of facts into easily 
recognizable categories (264). Gitlin's example for such 
stereotyping was the category, "student activist." Used 
for campus events in the 1960's, this stereotype allowed 
newsworkers to simplify complex issues by applying 
standardized explanations to those events. 
According to Herbert Gans, such stereotyping often 
occurs when journalists must make "reality judgments" 
about certain facts. When a journalist decides that a 
fact is newsworthy because it is unusual, that decision 
implies that the journalist has also decided what is 
usual or normal. When such decisions are made wholesale 
about a class of facts, such as the assumption most 
journalists make that fads from California are usually 
bizarre, such decisions become stereotypes, standardized 
explanations that defeat the spirit of objectivity, 
because they apply value judgments to new facts without 
analyzing them independently (201). 
Certain types of information may not even be 
recognized as news, given newsworkers conventional view 
of the web of facticity. For example, in Making News, 
Tuchman uses the coverage of the women's movement in the 
1960's and 1970's to illustrate how situations that do 
not fit the requirements of the web of facticity are 
often either ignored or trivialized by newsworkers. 
Tuchman argued that, for a variety of reasons, the 
details of the women's movement did not satisfy 
newsworkers' definitions of newsworthy facts. First, 
because the leaders of the women's movement did not 
often hold recognized positions of power, they were not 
routinely recognized as sources for facts. When they 
were recognized as sources, they did not have the 
legitimacy of official positions to give their facts 
credibility, Betty Friedan, one of the early leaders of 
the women's movement, was a former reporter who 
attempted to receive attention from newsworkers by 
Writing magazine articles and calling news conferences, 
Yet, because she was not recognized as a power holder 
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newspeople did not take her seriously. 
In addition, the women's movement was oriented more 
toward issues than toward events while the web of 
facticity is designed to catch details about events and 
not details about issues, Issues demand "analytic 
explanations of the everyday world as a socially 
experienced structure," and newspeople rarely supply 
such analysis (139), Rather, newspeople gather facts 
about events and not about the structure behind the 
events. Therefore, the few situations that newsworkers 
defined as events, such as incidents of bra burning, 
were given a great deal of publicity, thus trivializing 
the whole movement. 
Tuchman argued that the women's movement had little 
chance from the start to be taken seriously, because, by 
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long tradition, "male concerns" had been considered hard 
news in the web of facticity, worthy of front page 
treatment, while information about women was considered 
soft news and relegated to the feature section of the 
newspaper (138), Newsworkers were further confused by 
the women's movement, because its members often met at 
odd times when child care was available and in informal 
settings where members could conveniently gather. 
Newsworkers were not accustomed to gathering important 
facts in such circumstances, Slavishly following these 
definitions and work rhythms, newsworkers consesquently 
treated facts about the women's movement lightly. 
The work of other scholars who have focused on the 
systems approach to studying the news media suggests 
that journalists' relationships with their sources also 
interfere with those journalist's attempts to be 
objective. The systems approach to the study of 
Political communications establishes a framework for 
examining the various components at work in the process 
of political communication in liberal-democratic 
societies: 
If we look at a political communication 
system, what we see is two sets of 
institutions, political and media 
organizations, which are involved in the 
course of message preparation in much 
'horizontal' interaction with each other, 
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while on a 'vertical axis,' they are 
separately and jointly engaged in 
disseminating and processing information and 
ideas to and from the mass citizenry (Gurevich 
and Blumler 274). 
The importance of such a system's approach for this 
study is the finding that the relationships that develop 
between journalists and politicians often become more 
important to the journalists than dedication to 
objectivity. Blumler and Gurevich, who studied the 
relationships between politicians and journalists during 
election campaigns, suggested that a "shared culture'' 
emerges between politicians and the press (Blumler and 
Gurevich 481). In this culture, the relationships 
between journalists and politicians become regulated by 
a number of norms, only one of which is objectivity. 
Other norms, including a privileged position for 
those in power and established methods for resolving 
conflicts, are seen as very significant components of 
this culture. In fact, even "the needs of the audience 
may be relegated to a back seat" by both politicians and 
journalists in their preoccupation with accommodating 
one another (490). These relationships create 
expectations that both sides must respect unless they 
wish to be victims of the other party's moral 
indignation. In such situations, even the newsworthiness 
of the facts can take a back seat to these normatively 
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prescribed relationships (Tracey 263), 
A study by Rebecca Cline provides an interesting 
example of what can happen to objectivity when the 
relationship between a politician and a journalist 
becomes intensely personal, Cline's study focused on 
Walter Cronkites's nationally televised interview with 
former president Gerald Ford at the Republican National 
Convention on July 16, 1980, in which Cronkite and Ford 
discussed the possibility that Ford might become Ronald 
Reagan's vice-presidential running mate in the 1980 
presidential election, After performing a detailed 
content analysis of the videotape of the interview, 
Cline concluded that the interview made no sense if it 
were analyzed in political terms as a fact-gathering 
news interview between a journalist and a politician. 
Rather, the interview corresponded extremely well 
to the model of a relationship between a psychotherapist 
and a patient, Within this model, Cronkite functioned as 
an empathetic therapist attempting to help a client make 
a difficult personal decision, Cronkite, in this 
interview, was judged to be very uncomfortable with 
using probing questions that would have revealed the 
important facts concerning Ford's entrance into the 
presidential race, facts, for example, about the 
constitutional issue that had been raised because both 
Reagan and Ford were legal residents of the same state. 
Rather, Cronkite was judged to be almost exclusively 
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devoted to assisting Ford in a therapeutic sense. 
Cronkite even helped Ford to rationalize away the 
constitutional problems with his legal residence in the 
effort to assist Ford in resolving his personal problems 
about running for vice president, 
Ford, in turn, functioned as if he were a patient 
in a therapy session who was willing to engage in self-
exploration and self-revelation in order to resolve his 
problems. Cline argued that this interview did not make 
sense when viewed as an interaction between a journalist 
and a politician in a news situation but did make sense 
in terms of the close personal relationship that seemed 
to exist between Cronkite and Ford during the interview. 
Cronkite had apparently allowed his personal 
relationship with Ford to become so important that he 
assumed a therapeutic role with Ford, acting as 
facilitator in helping Ford to explore the personal 
dimensions of the decision about whether he should run 
as vice president. (28-32), This interview, thus, serves 
as a rather extreme example of how personal 
relationships between journalists and politicians can 
alter the objective stance that journalists try to 
maintain when reporting the news, 
This discussion has demonstrated that much research 
can be cited to support the contention that a tension 
between objectivity and subjectivity exists within 
journalism and that the concept of objectivity has been 
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most difficult to incorporate within traditional 
journalistic practice. Because this research has 
demonstrated that the concept of objectivity is a flawed 
construct that is extremely difficult for journalists to 
observe in practice, there seems little reason to 
continue with this theme. 
The intention in this dissertation is to turn this 
line of inquiry on its head, to acknowledge that 
subjectivity exists as an important component in 
journalists' work and that further understanding of 
subjectivity in journalism is of extreme importance to 
an honest understanding of the journalistic endeavor. 
To help to achieve this understanding, I will no 
longer concentrate on the conventional journalistic 
forms that emphasize objectivity and distrust 
subjectivity. I will instead focus on the literary 
journalism, a form that exists within the journalistic 
genre as a legitimate object of study among scholars in 
communication but which emphasizes subjectivity in its 
reports. To understand properly how literary journalism 
operates to illuminate subjectivity, we must first 
become more familiar with the form. 
Chapter Two 
Subjectivity and Literary Journalism 
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Although the origin of the term new journalism 
remains uncertain, several writers trace it to the 
author Pete Hamill, who suggested to the editor of 
Nugget magazine in 1965 that he write an article about 
the emerging new journalism (Wolfe 23; Zavarzadeh 63). 
One problem with the term new journalism was that some 
early critics used the term to include forms much 
different from the literary form which is the subject 
here. One comprehensive definition grouped the literary 
form together with forms that represented traditional 
investigative reporting and the journalism that appeared 
in anti-establishment underground newspapers during the 
1960's (Dennis "The Magic Writing Machine'' 4), 
The term new journalism, however, soon came to be 
understood by most authors, critics, and scholars "as a 
nonfiction genre combining the techniques of literature 
and journalism" (Murphy), Two other terms, literary 
journalism or literary nonfiction, have been used 
interchangeably with new journalism in discussions of 
that literary form that is the central focus of this 
study. For purposes of consistency and to avoid any 
remaining confusion about the term new journalism, I 
will use the designation literary journalism to refer to 
the form (Eason, "New Journalism, Metaphor and Culture'' 
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142, Sims 4, Weber 1). Whatever the origins of the 
term, several researchers have argued that the form is 
not new. The use of literary journalism in this country 
has been traced back to the penny press of the 1830's, 
to Mark Twain, to the post-Civil War newspaperman Julian 
Ralph and to James Agee, Lillian Ross, and John Hersey 
(Hough 116-117; Weber 14). However, although these 
earlier writers may have influenced contemporary 
literary journalists, literary journalism was never 
discussed and recognized by critics as a separate form 
or as a literary movement until the mid-1960's (Weber 
13). Because the early history of the form has been 
researched by others, my references to literary 
journalism will include only the work produced from the 
mid-1960's to the present, the period in which literary 
journalism has existed as a recognized movement. 
Tom Wolfe served as the self-appointed spokesman 
for literary journalism when the movement first began to 
arouse widespread interest. In his introduction to the 
anthology The New Journalism, which he edited, Wolfe 
traced the beginnings of the movement to a group of 
feature writers working in New York City during the 
early 1960's. These writers included Charles Portis, 
Jimmy Breslin, and Milton Schaap, all of whom worked 
along with Wolfe on the Herald Tribune, and Gay Talese 
and Robert Lipsyte who worked at the New York Times. 
According to Wolfe, the competition among these highly 
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skilled feature writers produced the first examples of 
literary journalism in which reporting techniques were 
combined with literary techniques to produce highly 
readable and entertaining articles, such as an intimate 
portrait of Joe Louis by Talese and an article on 
Teamster boss Anthony Provenzano by Breslin (Wolfe 11-
1 3 ) • 
Wolfe did not consider this phenomenon a movement, 
because there were "no manifestos, clubs, salons, 
cliques ... " (23). Nonetheless, the term movement seems 
appropriate, because Wolfe's description of the growth 
of the form satisfies one widely accepted definition of 
a movement, which is "a new development in literary 
activity or interest" (Holman 314). Wolfe wrote that 
soon after these first articles appeared, a large 
coterie of writers began to adopt the form, These 
writers included established authors such as Truman 
Capote, George Plimpton, and Norman Mailer as well as 
lesser-known writers such as Hunter Thompson, Joan 
Didion, James Mills, and Wolfe himself, As the 
popularity of literary journalism grew, the form began 
to attract a great deal of attention from critics (23-
28). Wolfe attributed literary journalism's growing 
popularity to the widespread turmoil in society and to 
the need felt by readers to understand this turmoil 
better, According to Wolfe, the major contemporary 
novelists were either unable or unwilling to meet this 
need, and so the task fell to the literary journalists 
(30-31), 
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Literary journalism may sometimes be associated 
with headline-grabbing, sensational subjects, but 
writers have consistently used the form as well to tell 
about ordinary people struggling to live ordinary lives, 
While Truman Capote was writing In Cold Blood in the 
mid-1960's, Tom Wolfe was writing about the aficionados 
of custom-made cars in Southern California in The Kandy-
Kolored Tangerine-Flake Streamline Baby and Joan Didion 
about obscure places and obscure people in the 
Sacramento Valley in Slouching Towards Bethlehem. Over a 
decade later, while Gay Talese was composing his 
bestseller, Thy Neighbor's Wife, about the sexual 
revolution in America, John McPhee was writing about 
life in the Alaskan wilderness in Coming into the 
Countrv and Jane Kramer about a modern American cowboy 
living in the Texas Panhandle in The Last Cowboy. Jon 
Franklin, writing in the mid-1980's, identified his own 
Pulitzer-Prize winning story about an operation on a 
woman's brain as a "non-fiction short story'' and 
identified his work as part of the same "new genre of 
nonfiction drama" that began with Truman Capote's In 
Cold Blood (5), 
Arguments about the tension between objectivity and 
subjectivity within the form have accompanied literary 
journalism from its beginnings. Dwight Macdonald 
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launched one of the earliest and most influential 
attacks on it in an article in which he coined the term 
parajournalism to refer to literary journalism, In this 
article, Macdonald referred to literary journalism as "a 
bastard form" that did not work successfully either as 
journalism or as fiction, Macdonald argued that literary 
journalism both distorted facts and debased literary 
techniques (223). 
Macdonald thus presented two arguments against 
literary journalism for its lack of objectivity. One 
argument simply stated that literary journalism was a 
kind of fraud when it pretended to be true factual 
reporting and that it would onlY be acceptable if it 
admitted to being pure entertainment (228), The other 
argument maintained that literary journalism was too 
subjective, that its authors did not establish the kind 
of detachment needed to make them credible: 
. the parajournalist cozies up, merges 
into the subject so completely that the 
viewpoint is wholly from inside, like family 
gossip, 
There is no space between writer 
and topic, no 'distance' to allow the most 
rudimentary objective judgment . 
(227). 
Other criticisms of factual inaccuracy in literary 
journalism centered mainlY on a character called 
"Redpants," who appeared in several articles b y Gail 
Sheehy. Sheehy later admitted that this character was a 
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composite character developed from details about the 
lives of several prostitutes Sheehy knew in New York. 
Such use of composite characters was attacked by critics 
and generally judged as a distortion of the facts and so 
violated the principles of literary journalism (Rivers 
242; Hellmann 18-19). Carl Van Dellan attacked the 
literary journalism for a lack of accuracy that blurred 
the line between "record and invention," a fault that 
Van Dellan claimed could contribute to the rise of 
totalitarianism, because totalitarian control depends 
upon the confusion between truth and falsity" (230). 
Van Dellan also criticized literary journalism on 
the more 
familiar grounds that the form was too 
subjective, that it emphasized the egos of its authors 
so much that it becomes suspect (229), This criticism 
was echoed by others, who claimed that the authors of 
literary journalism were so visible within the form that 
their works were essentially about themselves and their 
views (Gold 289; Strozier 79), For some, this criticism 
seemed to be directed at the difference between literary 
journalism and conventional journalism. The literary 
journalists did not have "pride in dispassion" that 
traditional journalists bad and did not use the proper 
language in their reports: "People aren't allowed to 
talk like this on the front page of the daily paper" 
(McGill 94). 
Others saw the problem as more complicated. 
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According to Michael Arlen, literary journalism was part 
of an experiment by writers who wanted to go beyond the 
formula of traditional journalism that concentrated 
mainly on facts and official statements. However, he 
argued that literary journalism had gone too far by 
presenting the subjective views of its authors and that 
these authors distorted reality by insisting that we 
it from their point of view. They had replaced the 
restrictions of conventional journalism with 
restrictions imposed by their own egos (254). 
see 
The obvious response to the criticism that literary 
journalism was factually inaccurate was to argue the 
opposite, which the supporters of literary journalism 
have done, First, there is general acceptance among 
critics of literary journalism that the writers who use 
this form are claiming, by its use, that the facts they 
Present are accurate: 
The New Journalist adheres to a journalistic 
contract with the reader, He promises, in 
effect, that he will not invent 'facts' and 
present them as empirically verifiable when 
they are onlY figments of his imagination 
(Meyers 39). 
Indeed, some supporters of literary journalism have 
argued that the facts that appear in literary journalism 
are often more accurate than the facts that appear in 
conventional journalism, According to John Hollowell, 
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for example, the tendency for literary journalists to 
rely less on official sources may make their work more 
accurate than conventional journalistic reports that 
rely heavily on such sources. Hollowell argued that 
literary journalists' tendency to investigate events 
themselves and to delve inside the private worlds of the 
People whom they cover often makes it unnecessary for 
them to rely on "the official attitudes of those with 
vested. interests in how the news gets reported" (23). 
Gay Talese, himself a popular literary journalist, 
argued that literary journalism, although similar in 
form to fiction, is not fiction: 
It is, or should be, as reliable as the most 
reliable reportage although it seeks a larger 
truth than is possible through the mere 
compilation of verifiable facts, the use of 
direct quotations, and adherence to the rigid 
organizational style of the older form" 
("Author's Note" to Fame and Obscurity), 
Talese argued that literary journalism is as 
accurate as conventional journalism even though it is 
journalism of a different kind. He attempted to e xplain 
this difference by describing the manner in which he 
gathered facts for his own reports: 
r try to follow my s ubj e c t s unobt r u s ive ly 
while observing them in revealing situations 
noting their reactions and the react i on o f 
' 
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others to them, I attempt to absorb the whole 
scene, the dialogue and mood, the tension, 
drama, conflict, and then I try to write it 
all from the point of view of the persons I am 
writing about , , , ("Author's Note"). 
Talese argued that he observed events and collected 
facts for his reports as carefully as any conventional 
journalist, but the facts he collected differed from the 
facts that the conventional journalist would have 
gathered, Actually, Talese seemed to be implying here 
that his reportorial methods were really designed to 
gather much more than facts, His goal seemed to be to 
report about events in which other people were involved, 
just as any journalist would be expected to do, but he 
seemed to want to capture those events in a manner that 
would permit the reader to understand the way those 
events appeared both to the reporter and to the people 
involved in the events, 
He seemed to be saying that to report only what 
occurred in the event from the point of view of a 
neutral party, a detached observer, would not be 
adequate, would not be capturing the "larger truth" of 
which he spoke, He implied that he could not adequately 
communicate what he wanted to communicate by simply 
shining a light on the surface elements in the event but 
that he must try to light up the entire scene from the 
inside so that he could capture the .points of view of 
the people involved in the event, The implication is 
that the methods of the conventionally objective 
reporter captured less than his own methods. 
Of what, then, does "less" consist? Again, the 
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answer must be, at least in part, less of the subjective 
realities of the reporter and the people involved in the 
report, And, again, we see those subjective realities 
appear as positive rather than negative components of a 
journalistic report, 
Dan Wakefield, in a very early article on literary 
journalism, argued that certain kinds of subjectivity, 
particularly the personal involvement of the reporter in 
the story, could represent a positive component of the 
story. This involvement, Wakefield argued, allowed 
reporters to be officially present, so they could 
present the story in an "imaginative" manner: 
, imaginative not because the author has 
distorted the facts, but because he has 
presented them in a full instead of a naked 
manner, brought out the sights, sounds, and 
feel surrounding those facts, and connected 
them by comparison with other facts of 
history, society, and literature in an 
artistic manner that does not diminish but 
gives greater depth and dimension to the facts 
( 87). 
Both Talese and Wakefield have suggested that 
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literary journalists are willing to take a chance by 
throwing off the cloak of invisibility in which 
journalists so often hide themselves, By coming forward 
to present an event, admittedly from their own points of 
view, the literary journalists are not distorting the 
facts about those events but are providing a perspective 
that strengthens the accuracy of their reports. Of 
course, both Talese and Wakefield's unstated assumption 
is that the individual literary journalist has the skill 
to recreate these events in a way that includes such a 
useful perspective, 
These authors' arguments also suggest that another 
assumption actually lies behind each journalistic report 
of events, no matter how little or how much the 
journalist attempts to recreate the entire event, This 
is a common bias that all journalists bring to their 
reports, As Eric Heyne said in a doctoral dissertation 
on literary journalism, journalists are asserting their 
commitment to factual accuracy by merely presenting 
their reports in the first place: "Whenever an author 
claims to be merely reporting the story, or telling it 
like it is, or giving us the real truth, he is actually 
defending his own privileged standards of factual 
adequacy" ( 66), 
According to Ronald Weber, these assumptions may be 
particularly suspect when literary journalists make 
them, because they employ techniques usually associated 
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with fiction. This association can raise doubts about 
the "writer's commitment to fact" (53). Weber suggested 
that literary journalists could combat this problem by 
providing some account of the methods they used to 
collect facts, by explaining within the text how the 
facts were collected or by including such explanations 
either in author's notes before the text (as Talese had 
done in Fame and Obscurity) or in explanatory 
afterwords. 
Two critics of literarY journalism, Mas'ud 
Zavarzadeh and John Hellmann, attempted to resolve the 
doubts that arose around literary journalism because of 
its use of literary and journalistic techniques 
together. Both critics built upon the differentiation 
that Northrop Frye, the literary scholar, made between 
types of writing. Frye argued that individual works of 
prose may refer both inwardly, to themselves, and 
outwardly, to the external world. However, Frye 
maintained, the overall or final direction of a work 
determines whether that work is "literary" (it refers 
" t' " ( 't f . Primarily to itself) or asser 1ve 1 re ers primarily 
to the external world) (73-74). 
zavarzadeh argued that contemporary society had 
become so confusing and overloaded with information that 
writers of neither fiction nor nonfiction could any 
longer communicate with readers, Fiction writers had to 
depend upon a shared understanding of reality with their 
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readers in order for those readers to accept the 
fictional worlds the writers created, but, in the 
chaotic contemporary world, no such shared understanding 
was possible. On the other hand, the modern 
technological world had become so complex that writers 
who simply attempted to explain that world using 
assertive or nonfiction prose also could not be 
understood. Thus, Zavarzadeh argued that both of Fry's 
directions of reference were invalid, because both 
literary and assertive writing had become nonsensical 
( 21) • 
He claimed, however, that literary journalism could 
take the place of these outdated forms of writing, 
because literary journalism was "a distinct literary 
genre, a unique mode of apprehending and transcribing 
reality" (57). According to Zavarzadeh, literary 
journalism could create an amalgam in which the two 
directions of reference existed simultaneously in one 
form. And, because literary journalism was a new genre, 
a whole new vocabulary had to be invented to analyze the 
form. In zavarzadeh's discussion of literary journalism, 
II d II t II narrative point of 
people became "actant an ac ee, 
view became "architectonics," plot became "actemes," and 
so on (79-80). 
Thus, zavarzadeh largely avoided confronting doubts 
about literary journalism's factualism (created by the 
form's use of literarY techniques) by claiming that 
contemporary society's disintegration had made any 
differentiation between fact and fiction impossible. 
This position seems rather extreme not only because of 
Zavarzadeh's lack of evidence but also because such a 
claim, if true, would make the tension between 
objectivity and subjectivity in literary journalism 
disappear. These somewhat simplistic solutions to the 
issues that confront literary journalism plus 
Zavarzadeh's probably unnecessary invention of a new 
critical vocabulary casts doubt over his argument. 
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However, his point about the synthesizing 
capabilities of literarY journalism is noteworthy. This 
idea that the techniques of fiction and nonfiction may 
be made to operate in concert to produce insights about 
contemporary society is an important one, Such a 
combination of literary and assertive writing might have 
a power that either type alone would not have. Frye 
wrote about the ability of the literary forms to produce 
a ttstructure of interconnected motifstt that bring 
meaning to the diverse elements included within an 
imaginative work (74), Perhaps, by combining the 
techniques of fiction and nonfiction, literary 
journalism gains the ability to establish 
interrelationships and similarities between events that 
would appear isolated and disconnected if represented in 
a form that used either the techniques of fiction or the 
techniques of nonfiction exclusively, 
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John Hellmann also used Northrup Frye's concept of 
direction of reference in an attempt to minimize doubts 
created by literary journalism's use of both fictional 
and journalistic techniques. Hellmann argued that works 
of literary journalism do contain a combination of 
assertive and literary techniques, but he did not 
believe that this combination violated Frye's 
distinctions between such techniques, He argued that the 
final direction of literary journalism pointed toward 
literature, because its assertive aspects are subsumed 
by its "aesthetic form and purpose" making its "final 
direction inward" ("The Nature and Modes of the New 
Journalism" 520). 
However, Hellmann also argued that the literary 
journalism's status as a form of "fiction" did not 
affect its status as a factual form, He maintained that 
we must begin to think of the terms factual and 
fictional in a new way--not as respective examples of 
recording and invention but, rather, in terms of whether 
their primary meaning depended on their relation to the 
external world or to the world they created inside 
themselves. Once the determination had been made that a 
work is primarily "inward-pointing," however, we are 
then free to examine in what ways the work also points 
outward (521), Thus, Hellmann argued that the best way 
to differentiate genres of fiction is to determine the 
different relationships those genres have to the 
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external world, 
In the case of literary journalism, although it 
ultimately points inward, it also points outward to a 
journalistic world in its use of journalistic principles 
of accuracy to gather information, According to 
Hellmann, the authors of literary journalism make a 
journalistic contract with the reader that they will 
report the facts accurately, and this promise is as much 
a component of the genre as its use of point of view or 
scenic description, In fact, the "aesthetic effect" of a 
work of literary journalism can be seriously altered if 
its author does not keep this promise just as it would 
be altered if the author made a confusing use of point 
of view (524), 
Heilmann seemed to have been so involved in 
validating Frye's arguments on direction of reference 
that he downplayed his own insights into literary 
journalism, His use of the word "fiction" to describe a 
form that he identifies as primarily factual is 
confusing and actually distracts us from those insights. 
Hellmann seems to be saying that literary journalism is 
a kind of factual fiction, which appears to be a 
contradiction in terms no matter how hard he tries to 
explain away the contradiction, In the end, Hellmann's 
description of literarY journalism adds up to an 
original form, one that cannot be accurately described 
using either one of Frye's directions of reference. 
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' Hellmann's main contribution to the criticism of 
literary journalism seems to be his recognition not that 
literary journalism is fiction but that literary 
journalism has important similarities to fiction d 
an , 
also, important differences. First, literary journalism 
is similar in form to fiction--both are created using 
literary techniques. Second, both forms have "an 
aesthetic form and purpose," a phrase that Hellmann 
seems to be using to suggest that both works of fiction 
and works of literary journalism strive to become an 
object of art that is both understandable and 
satisfying. The major difference between fiction and 
literary journalism is the assumption that authors of 
fiction invent at least some of the facts that appear in 
their works and that authors of literary journalism do 
not. 
Thus, both Hellmann and Zavarzadeh have emphasized 
that authors of literary journalism use the techniques 
of both fiction and nonfiction to create a unique form 
whose power is attributable to both those other forms 
but which operates in ways different from either of 
them. Both critics have also suggested that authors of 
literary journalism seem to be attempting to unify these 
various elements within the form. However, neither 
Zavarzadeh nor Hellmann have demonstrated how, 
specifically, authors of literary journalism actually 
use this combination of techniques to achieve their 
goals or, precisely, what these goals are outside of a 
general interest in creating unity within their works 
and in helping readers to understand contemporary 
society. 
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To discover these goals and how they are achieved, 
we must carefully consider the role of the author in 
literary journalism. According to Sandra Braman, such an 
examination is important because it focuses on the 
"l ocus of consciousness" in literary journalism which 
she defines as the "explicit recognition of the 
reporter's role in the shaping of reported facts, both 
as an actor in the reality being described and as a 
creative selector and framer of the data being 
communicated" (11), In essence, this recognition 
represents a recognition of the importance of 
subjectivity in literary journalism, in this case a 
recognition of the reporter's subjective reality. Such a 
recognition is central to this study and represents a n 
important starting point for a discussion of the 
illumination of subjectivity in literary journalism. 
Chapter Three 
Literary Journalism 
as Illuminator of Subjectivity 
Once we have determined that literary journalists 
use a combination of techniques drawn from both fiction 
and nonfiction, we can begin to examine how they use 
these techniques to illuminate subjectivity. Central to 
such an examination is an understanding of the manner in 
Which literary journalists view the events on which they 
report, This relationship helps to determine both how 
these journalists use the techniques at their disposal 
to portray those events and what kind of information 
they select to include in their reports, 
The cr i tic David Eason describe d litera ry 
journalism as a form that produced meaning by calling 
attention to the process in which reality is 
constructed. Eason argued that literary journa lism, in 
contrast to traditional journalism, "calls atte ntion to 
itself as symbolic construction, similar to but distinct 
f 'f. " ( "N J l. H rom the events it sign1 1es ew ourna ism, etaphor 
and Culture" 145), According to Eason, the use of the 
literary devices in literary journalism forces the 
reader to be aware of the process through which the 
a uthor c onstructs reality wh i le trad i tional journa l ism 
hides this process from the reader by pretending the 
report itself is part of the event. In essence, Ea son 
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maintained that (1) literary journalism is a self-
conscious form; (2) this self-consciousness draws 
attention to the "world views" or the subjective 
realities of both the reporter and others who appear 
within the report. The result of this emphasis on the 
process of the creation of reality, which is normally 
hidden in conventional journalism, is a more complete 
and more credible portrayal of the actual event (145-
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146). 
Eason described literary journalism as a form that 
"chronicles the interaction between consciousness and 
events. The story that is told is not one discovered out 
there in the world but the story of the writer's efforts 
to impose order on those events" ("New Journalism and 
the Image World" 60). This portrayal of literary 
journalism as a form that intentionally creates 
individual versions of reality raises questions about 
the manner in which the authors of literary journalism 
approach their work. Are theY aware of the importance of 
their own subjective appraisal of events as Eason 
claims? If they are aware of this interplay between 
their own consciousness and events, how do they 
construct their reports in order to reflect this 
interplay? 
To address these questions and reach some 
conclusions about the identity of literary journalism, 
0 
h
·1osophical underpinnings as they 
ne can examine its P 1 
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appeared at the beginning of the movement in the 1960's 
when this form gained widespread acceptance, Three 
early practitioners of the form--Tom Wolfe, Truman 
Capote, and Joan Didion--are good choices for such 
an 
analysis for several reasons, Tom Wolfe served as a kind 
of spokesman for the new journalism when the movement 
first began to arouse widespread interest, and his 
writing about the form became the focal point of early 
critical and scholarly work, Truman Capote was the 
first writer within the movement to use the techniques 
of literary journalism to produce a book-length work--a 
book that he termed a "nonfiction novel" (Plimpton "The 
Story Behind a Nonfiction Novel" 188), Joan Didion 
argued for experimentation in journalism during this 
period and made an important contribution to literary 
journalism through her finelY crafted short pieces in 
the form, 
In this analysis I examine the principles and 
purposes of these three early practitioners of the form . 
I then examine selected examples from these authors' 
works in an attempt to discover what underlying 
principles or philosophy operate in the work itself, 
Taken together, the authors' stated purposes and the 
characteristics that emerge from my analysis of their 
work should permit a sharper focus on the form. By 
examining these authors' stated purposes, I am, in 
effect, assuming that their statements about their 
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intentions will be useful, I realize that there are 
limitations to any such use for the author, as Quentin 
Skinner has shown, "may have been self-deceiving about 
recognizing his intentions, or incompetent about stating 
them" (405), In addition, authors could purposely 
misrepresent their intentions to promote their work or 
for other self-serving purposes, For this reason, I may 
finally disagree with an author's statements if my 
analysis of a work differs with the author's own 
analysis of that work, 
In spite of limitations, I still consider authors' 
stated intentions to be extremely important, Because I 
am attempting to analyze the principles or philosophical 
underpinnings of this form, I believe that the 
principles or philosophies of the early practitioners of 
the form are most important, For example, because this 
form is based on reports of actual events, the authors' 
methods for gathering facts and their attitudes toward 
the process of gathering facts are important 
considerations in determining the credibility of the 
In this example, the authors' 
work they produce, 
statements will often represent the primary evidence 
about these methods and attitudes, 
Thus, in the case of this study, undertaking such 
an analysis of the authors' intentions conforms to 
Skinner's conclusion that a knowledge of such intentions 
is particularly important when one wishes "to criticize 
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or contribute to a particular tradition of discourse . 
"(404), 
In addition there is an ethical dimension to 
the use of an author's intentions in an analysis of his 
work as E,D, Hirsch, Jr, has argued: 
When we simply use an author's words for our 
own purposes without respecting his 
intentions, we transgress what Charles 
Stevenson in another context called "the 
ethics of language," just as we transgress 
ethical norms when we use another person 
merely for our own ends (90), 
Hirsch discussed a practical as well as an ethical 
justification for the use of an author's intentions when 
analyzing his work by arguing that "when we fail to 
conjoin a man's intentions to his words we lose the soul 
of speech, which is to convey meaning and to understand 
what is intended to be conveyed" (90), For these 
practical and ethical reasons, I believe the use of 
these authors' statements of purpose are both 
significant and justifiable, 
Because Tom Wolfe is one of the authors I will 
discuss in detail in this chapter, I will focus on 
Wolfe's analysis of the literary journalism that he 
included in the introduction to his anthology. Wolfe 
attempted to isolate the most important literary and 
journalistic techniques that he believed made literary 
journalism such a powerful form for reporting events. 
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Wolfe described literary journalism as a form that, 
in 
addition to using expository prose, also used literary 
techniques usually associated with fiction, 
He included the following literary techniques in 
(1) the use of scenes to structure the 
his discussion: 
narratives rather than the relative importance of 
events 
or their chronological order--the two most common 
devices for structuring traditional journalistic 
reports; (2) the complete recording of dialogue within 
each scene; (3) the use of first and third person point 
of view, a device that allows the reader to experience 
the scene "through the eyes of a particular character, 
giving the reader the feeling of beinS inside the 
character's mind and experiencing the emotional reality 
(4) the recording 
of the scene as he experiences it"; 
of "status life," the careful accumulation of 
descriptive details that illustrate the social milieu of 
the actors included in the report (31-32), 
Wolfe also discussed the journalistic techniques 
literary journalists use, techniques that he identified 
with the term saturation reportin~, He said saturation 
reporting included the normal investigative legwork and 
research that journalists customarily use in gathering 
facts for their reports, However, his discussion of 
saturation reportinS focused on the requirement that 
reporters spend a great deal of time observing and 
interviewing their subjects, that reporters become part 
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of those subjects' lives so that they know them in a 
complete way, similar to the way that novelists know 
th. eir characters. However, while the novelist may simply 
invent scenes, characters, and dialogue, the literary 
journalist who wished to include such components in 
reports of actual events had to become intimately 
connected with those events (50-52). 
Wolfe argued that this intense involvement 
encouraged a strong narrative voice that contrasted 
sharply with the neutral, detached, narrative voice that 
appeared in most traditional journalistic reports, Wolfe 
adroitly captured his attitude toward both the literary 
journalism and the traditional journalism in a single 
comment about this narrator, In this comment, Wolfe 
described his impression of readers' probable response 
"When they came 
to the traditional reporter's voice: 
upon that pale beige tone, it began to signal to them, 
unconsciously, that a well-known bore was here again, 
the journalist,' a pedestrian mind, a phlegmatic 
' 
spirit, a faded personality" (17), 
Wolfe said that he had adopted literary journalism 
Partly "to avoid cominS on like the usual non-fiction 
narrator, with a bush in mY voice, like a radio 
announcer at a tennis match·" Wolfe argued that this 
difference in style "bad nothinS to do with objectivity 
or subjectivity" in reporting but represented a simple 
difference between a dull monotonous tone and a tone 
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that was engaging and colorful (17-18), 
However, Wolfe's own use of these techniques seems 
to result in more than a simple change in style and tone 
from a conventional journalistic report, Wolfe's • 
"R . ad1cal Chic," a report on the fascination of New 
York's social elite with radical political groups in the 
late 1960's, offers examples of the techniques he 
discussed in the introduction to his anthology. The 
focus of the piece is a party that Leonard Bernstein, 
conductor of the New York Philharmonic, gave at his home 
for members of the Black Panther Party in 1969 (Radical 
Chic & Mau-Mauing the Flak Catchers), 
"Radical Chic" is an unusual blend of the 
techniques of fiction and non-fiction and, therefore, 
represents a good example of literary journalism, A 
concise, well-researched historY of New York's social 
elite, the piece establishes a logical explanation for 
the strange socio-political atmosphere of the time--a 
climate that encouraged the city's social elite in 1969 
to entertain 1avishlY some of society's most notorious 
outcasts, The main point of Wolfe's explanation is that 
New York's social elite in 1969 found a perfect 
complement to both their left-leaning political beliefs 
and their social pretensions in the exotic members of 
the Black Panther partY with their "Afros, shades, and 
shoot-outs" 
Throughout "Radical Chic," Wolfe's carefully-
( 42), 
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wrought factual information is combined with a liberal 
use of the literary devices he mentioned in the 
introduction to his anthology. For example, the piece 
begins with a description of a vision apparently 
occurring within the mind of Leonard Bernstein himself, 
The piece also includes pages of dialogue that Wolfe 
obtained himself at the party, many examples of the 
elaborate descriptions Wolfe termed "status life,'' and a 
distinct, highly individual narrative voice, 
The following excerpt from Wolfe's description of 
the food served at the Bernstein party for the Black 
Panthers illustrates his use of status life and the 
unique narrative voice he developed for use in this 
piece: 
Mmmmmmmmmmmm, 
These are nice Little Roquefort 
cheese morsels rolled in crusted nuts; very 
tasty, VerY subtle, 
It's the way the dry 
sackiness of the nuts tiptoe up against the 
dour savor of the cheese that is so nice, so 
subtle, Wonder what the Black Panthers eat 
here on the hors d'oeuvre trail? (4) 
Wolfe uses this description to create the 
impression of high society in the party's ambience and 
the incongruity created by the presence of the 
revolutionaries, As the piece continues, Wolfe attempts 
to illustrate that incongruitY using more descriptive 
detail: 
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That huge Panther there, the one Felicia is 
smiling her tango smile at, is Robert Bay, who 
just forty-one hours ago was arrested in an 
altercation with police, supposedly over 
a .38 
caliber revolver, 
, And now he is out on 
bail and walking into Leonard and Felicia 
Bernstein's thirteen-room penthouse, 
, real 
They're real, these Black Panthers , 
revolutionaries, Everyone casts a glance, or 
stares, or tries to smile, and then sizes up 
the house for the somehow delicious 
This description not onlY demonstrates the party's 
bizarre incongruity but also illustrates how Wolfe used 
the ironic narrative voice to establish his own 
counterpoint (6), 
subjective meaning for the piece: that the flirtation of 
New York's social elite with the ideals of radical 
groups like the Black Panthers was just as incongruous 
insincere, and dishonest as the high-fashion parties 
this elite gave the radicals to obtain the most 
vicarious of thrills, Wolfe further established this 
meaning later in the piece when be pointedly described 
how, at the first sign that their flirtation could 
generate adverse publicitY, the elite quickly severed 
all ties with the radical groups and publicly denied 
that they ever even socialized with them, 
In the introduction to an abridged version of 
' 
"Radical Chic" that appeared in his anthology, Wolfe 
carefully explained his methods for gathering dialogue 
for the piece: 
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I came to the Bernstein's party for no other 
reason than to write about it, arrived with a 
note-book and ballpoint pen in plain view and 
took notes in the center of the living room 
throughout the action described (378), 
Wolfe's comments suggest that he saw himself as a writer 
a strong commitment to accuracy, Wolfe assumed the 
with 
role of a reporter and seemed anxious to convince his 
readers that he recorded the dialogue that appears in 
"Radical Chic" conscientiously and accurately, 
that he 
was 
believed such determined devotion to the facts 
important to the piece and did not want readers to 
believe that he had fabricated anY of his material. 
Thus, Wolfe seemed to be arguing again that accurate 
reporting and the credibility of the reporter are 
important elements in the success and effectiveness of 
this work and other works of literary journalism, Here, 
Wolfe was essentiallY reiterating the argument stated 
earlier in the introduction to the anthology that 
literary journalism bas as its advantage "the simple 
fact that the reader knows Yl this actually happened" 
( 34) • 
However, this devotion to accuracy seems to 
conflict with Wolfe's handling of the opening scene in 
~
• ' 
' ' ,, 
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this piece, In his introduction, Wolfe sought to explain 
in which he reported Leonard Bernstein's 
this scene 
thoughts, Wolfe justified this seeming lapse from facts 
by noting that the monologue represented Bernstein's 
own 
words, words that Wolfe had borrowed from another 
author's interview with Bernstein (377), Thus, he 
argued, the monologue represented Bernstein's own words. 
But, this assertion is certainly a curious defense of 
reportorial accuracy, for Wolfe cannot reasonably 
maintain that this dramatic literary device, which Wolfe 
called Bernstein's "insomniac vision" (378), represented 
an accurate portrayal of material that originally 
appeared as direct quotations in an interview Bernstein 
had granted, 
Rather, · this argument seems to be Wolfe's rather 
desperate attempt to justifY granting himself all his 
desires: the wish to provide the reader with a glimpse 
of Bernstein's subjective realitY, Bernstein's private 
thoughts and fantasies, and the wish to maintain a 
record of reportorial accuracy, Wolfe's statements here 
simply emphasize the conflict between bis devotion to 
reportorial accuracy and bis devotion to capturing the 
inner world of bis main character, a conflict that, in 
this case, he resolved bY subordinating his devotion to 
reportorial accuracY• 
My examination of "Radical Chic" does seem to 
support Wolfe's claim that be would use the techniques 
of literary journalism to report the facts, The 
examination also shows that he went far beyond his 
stated intentions in his efforts to communicate a 
subjective meaning for the piece, Wolfe used literary 
d . 
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ev1ces such as the strong narrative voice, scenic 
construction, dialogue, point of view, status life, and 
saturation reporting to a far greater extent than they 
are commonly used in traditional newspaper and magazine 
reports of actual events, 
However, these devices seemed to be employed not 
only to report events more efficiently but also to 
illuminate his own subjective reality and that of the 
Wolfe's comment in the 
main characters in the piece, 
introduction to "Radical Chic" that he "depended 
heavily on details of status life to try to draw the 
reader inside the emotional life of the characters" 
(377) illustrates his conscious commitment to this goal. 
In addition, Wolfe's choice of the particular narrative 
voice in "Radical Chic" is an obvious and important 
Presence throughout the piece, This ironic, almost 
sarcastic, voice strongly supports his earlier argument 
that such a personal voice is of utmost importance to 
the ultimate effect of literarY journalism, 
The difference between the narrative voice in 
"Radical Chic" and the detached reportorial voice common 
to traditional journalism is striking, This voice placed 




position in the piece. Perhaps Wolfe was correct when he 
s "d 
a1 that the difference between the personal voice in 
literary journalism and the generic voice in the 
traditional journalism did not make one form more 
objective than the other. But the narrator's personal 
voice in "Radical Chic" does imprint the author's 
signature boldly on the piece while the neutral voice 
in 
the traditional journalism does not. 
David Eason argued that literary journalism changes 
the meaning of an event "by stressing the role of the 
reporter in constructing a particular reality. 
• QY 
callin attention to discourse as a mode of inter 
the real" [emphasis added] ("New Journalism, Metaphor 
and Culture" 146). Wolfe calls attention to himself as 
a major forc·e in creating the reality of "Radical Chic" 
both through his use of a strong narrative voice and 
through the use of the other literary devices. Wolfe's 
suggestion in his introduction to "Radical Chic" that he 
is functioning as a neutral recorder of information 
conflicts with the impression within the text that the 
author is verY much a part of the story's meaning (378). 
A similar tension with a similar result s e ems to 
emerge when one examines both the ~tated purposes and 
the work of Truman Capote's !Jl Cold Blood, Published in 
1965, the book became the first great popular success 
for literary journalism, with sales of 100,000 
immediately after it• release (Hollowell 63). The book 
~" ',• ... 
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chronicles the events surrounding the mass murder of a 
Kansas farm family by two ex-convicts in 1959, The 
book's chronology begins with the events leading up to 
the murder, continues with the murder investigation and 
the capture and trial of the suspects, and ends with 
their execution in April, 1965, 
In an interview with George Plimpton that appeared 
in the New York Times Book Review shortly after In Cold 
Blood was published, Capote said that the reason he 
wrote the book had little to do with his initial 
interest in the murder case but was motivated by his 
desire to experiment with a literary theory that he had 
held for some time: 
The decision was based on a theory I've 
harbored since I first began to write 
professionally, which is well over 20 years 
ago, It seemed to me that journalism, 
reportage, could be forced to yield a serious 
new art form, the nonfiction novel (188), 
Capote defined this art form as "a narrative form that 
employed all the techniques of fictional art but was 
II (189), 
nevertheless immaculatelY factual 
Although Capote bad recently completed In Cold 
Blood and may have used this interview both to promote 
h1.' b · f m criticism, 
I cannot eas i ly 
s ook and defend 1t ro 
doubt his claim of devotion to that aspect of his theory 
th t the work be "immaculately factual." 







In the interv1·ew w1'th 
Plimpton, Capote described how he 
had spent much of the past six years in Kansas 
wit pract1ca ly everyone 
conducting deta1·1ed 1·nterv1·ews · h · 1 
who had first-hand knowledge of the case or who knew the 
People directly involved in the case, He had received 
Permission to use the real names of all the people he 
mentioned in the book except for three minor actors 
, o lowell 31,) Capote also took great care 
(193-194· H 1 
in the text itself to provide detailed With · 
identification of most of the sources of the factual 
ria included in the book, In addition to the mate · 1 
ions and dialogue attributed to specific quotat· 
individuals in the book, he provided detailed references 
ice documents, court records, and newspaper to pol' 
unts quoted within the text, In an author's note acco 
Preced1' ng the text, Capote said: 
All the material in this book not derived from 
my own observations is either taken from 
official records or is the result of 
interviews with the persons directly 
concerned, more often than not numerous 
interviews conducted over a considerable 
period of time. 
Thus, Capote seems to have been quite determined 
that the factual material included in the book be 
accurate, and, also, that he be able to prove that 
accuracy through careful documentation. However, in his 
L 
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a ou t e book, he seemed to be equally interview b t h 
dedicated to the 
other half of the equation that 
demanded that he 
create "a narrative form that employed 
all the techniques of fictional art , , ." (189), 
In Cold Blood was written and organized as if it 
were a novel, Capote presented the factual material he 
obtained from 
personal interviews and official documents 
through a succession of dramatic scenes which are 
organized in the book in an order that seems designed to 
creat e suspense and excitement, Capote used a number of 
1terary devices in addition to scene-by-scene other 1· 
construction to communicate the action in the book, 
e evices included the use of dialogue, the use of Thes d 
n1scient narrator, and the use of detailed an om . 
description to communicate the action in the book, 
The book begins as a journalistic report might 
beg· in--with the most important aspect of the story, the 
murder of four members of the clutter family in their 
f armhouse. Yet, this fact is related by means of 
1c, emotional language that uses words and images 
dramat· 
to create a mood of horror and foreboding, This highly 
Perso 1 · h th · na language is delivered throug e voice of a 
ng narrator, This narrative voice is much different 
stro 
from the neutral tone of the traditional journalist that 
Wolfe criticized in the introduction to his anthology. 
his sense, the narrator in Q.f Cold Blood is similar 
Int 
tot he narrator in "Radical Chic," 
Like Wolfe's 
narrator, Capote's narrator has the ability to 
illuminate the individual points of view of both the 
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author and the characters in the work. Together with the 
other literary devices, this narrator strongly 
influences the overall meaning of the work as did the 
narrator in "Radical Chic." 
The first pages of In Cold Blood illustrate the 
:PolY'er d , . 
an influence of this narrator. The book begins 
"7ith . 
a simple description narrated in a light, matter-
of-fact t one that emphasizes the small-town morality and 
orct· 
lnariness of life in Holcomb, Kansas: 
The inhabitants of the village, numbering two 
hundred and seventy, were , . quite content 
to exist inside ordinary life--to work, to 
hunt, to watch television, to attend school 
socials, choir practice, meetings of the 4-H 
club (15). 
The tone f b tl h of the description shits a rup Y, owever, in 
the next passage which contains the report of the 
murders: 
But then, in the earliest hours of that 
morning, certain foreign sounds impinged on 
the normal nightly Holcomb noises--on the 
keening hysteria of coyotes, the dry scrape 
of scuttling tumbleweed, the racing, receding 
wail of locomotive whistles. At the time not 
a soul in sleeping Holcomb heard them--four 
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shotgun blasts that, all told, ended six human 
lives (15), 
Suddenly, Holcomb's ordinary sounds take on a fearful 
cast. The description emphasizes the dark, eerie side 
of the ordinary sounds, This particular evening in 
Pleasant Holcomb is described in terms of "keening 
hysteria" 
"dry scrape," and "receding wail," The 
calm, 
' 
terror of the murders is heightened by the knowledge 
that they were committed in a vulnerable "sleeping 
This short passage even contains a subtle 
Holcomb." 
foreshadowing of events to come since it reports that 
1ves were ended although the murdered Clutter six 1· 
1 
Y consisted of four people, Who are the other dead fam·1 
and why are 
all the dead included together as if they 
died · 
in the ~ame circumstances? These answers will come 
much later. 
After these beginning pages announcing the murders, 
Capote organized the first section of the book through 
the use of three different storY lines, One story line 
consists of scenes depicting the lives of the Clutter 
mily on the day of the murders; a second story line fa · 
consists of scenes of the two killers, Perry Smith and 
Dick H · h h 1. d 1ckock, as they gather t e parap erna 1a an 
Weapons to burglarize the Clutter home; a third story 
line consists of scenes of the reactions of the 
Clutt , . th d th ers friends and neighbors on e ay at the 
boct· ies are discovered, 
These scenes are not arranged chronologically, 
Scenes from each of the story lines are interspersed 
ith scenes from the others to create an exciting, w· 
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suspenseful effect. One crucial scene, a description of 
t emselves, is not inc u e int 1s section. the murders h 1 d d · h" 
The reader must wait until much later, toward the end of 
the third section of the book, after Perry and Dick have 
been captured following a long manhunt, to discover what 
actually happened on the night of the murders, This 
delay adds to the tension of the second and third 
sect· ions of the book, which consist of scenes that trace 
the killers' travels across the country and scenes that 
describe the capture and interrogation of the killers. 
The text itself definitely corresponds to that 
Portion of Capote's definition that specified that the 
nonfiction novel consist of "a narrative form that 
" 
employed all the techniques of fictional art, 
Yet, Capote's use of these literary devices seems to 
comp1· h" f t b 1cate his contention that tis orm mus e 
immaculately factual" just as Wolfe's use of these " . 
devices complicated his claim to factualism, For 
example, although the scenes in the book are often based 
on interviews with people who participated in the action 
or witnessed the action, Capote himself did not witness 
most of the action, 
In such a situation, a traditional journalist would 
identify the source of the information, the witness or 
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Participant, and simply report the information that the 
source provided in the interview through the use of 
direct or paraphrased quotations. Capote, however, 
determined to use literary techniques, did not follow 
such a procedure. Rather, he reconstructed dramatic 
scenes b ased on the information received from the 
views and communicated this information through the 
inter · 
Point of view of the omniscient narrator. 
Using this point of view, Capote was able to 
report on characters' unspoken 
recr t ea e dialogue, 
draw conclusions concerning the 
thought s, and even 
motives of the people who appear in the scenes, For 
example, early in the book, Capote describes Nancy, the 
er s sixteen-year-old daughter who was to become Clutt , . 
0 
the murder victims, as she bustles about the 
one f 
Clutter f h f th d arm ouse on the daY o e mur er5 : 
Now, upstairs, she changed into faded Levi's 
and a green sweater and fastened round her 
wrist her third-most-valued belonging, a gold 
watch; her closest cat friend, Evinrude, 
ranked above it. 
. Nancy was a pretty 
• but it was 
her eyes, wide apart, darkly translucent, like 
girl, lean and boyishly agile • 
ale held to the light, that made her 
immediately likeable, that at once announced 
her lack of suspicion, her considered and yet 
so easily triggered kindliness (30), 
Because Capote never met Nancy Clutter, the facts 
for th is description had to come from people he 
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viewed who had known her, Capote allows the reader inter · 
impse of Nancy's own thoughts in this passage when a gl' 
hep resents the ranking of her belongings as if that 
ing were a product of Nancy's thoughts, The rank' 
narrator describes her thoughts, and, in this case, 
there is no direct indication of the source of this 
information, 
However, the information concerning her 
belongings could easily have been obtained from one of 
Nancy's friends, and the essence of this information 
does not h th f h seem much changed throug e use o t e 
literary device, 
However, the information that Nancy was likeable 
and kind because of the color and configuration of her 
eyes is less easily explained, These personality traits 
seem to take on the force of indisputable fact when 
Presented in this way, such a complex judgment would 
likely carry much less force were it shown to be the 
simple opinion of some person or even of several people 
~ho had known Nancy, In this case, Capote appears to 
have sacrificed somewhat his dedication to factualism in 
order to advance another aspect of his work, the 
Ject1ve reality of one of the boo s c aracters and sub· · k' h 
its author. 
In the passage, NancY clutter's personality and 
Point of view are communicated through the omniscient 
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ors escr1pt1on, Because she is shown to be such narrat , d . . 
1 
eable young person, who loved life, her death a l"k 
becomes more pathetic and the circumstances of her 
murde r even more cold-blooded, Presumably, Capote 
emphasized the injustice of Nancy's death so later he 
could more easily create an indictment against capital 
Pun· ishment by demonstrating that the state also 
committed an injustice by executing Perry Smith and Dick 
H' lckock, that all six of the dead, the number that 
appears in an earlier passage, were murdered "in cold 
blood": the four members of the Clutter family were 
killed in cold blood on the night of the burglary, and 
the two men who killed them, PerrY Smith and Dick 
Hickock, were later murdered in cold blood by the state 
of Kansas. C~pote needed to equate the state's attitude 
1
th the attitudes of Dick and Perry, the human w· 
murderers in the book, 
Capote developed this theme by concentrating on 
Perry Smith, who actually shot all the Clutters while 
n· ick Hickock urged him on, Capote reproduced part of 
Perry's confession to the murders which he had given to 
the chief detective in the case, This passage provides a 
sense of Perry's subjective attitude toward the murders 
just as he was about to kill Mr, Clutter: 
Just before I taped him, Mr, Clutter asked me-
-and these were hiS last words--wanted to know 
how his wife was, if she was all right, and I 
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said she was fine, she was ready to go to 
sleep, and I told him it wasn't long till 
morning, and how in the morning somebody would 
find them, and then all of it, me and Dick and 
all, would seem like something they dreamed. r 
wasn't kidding him, I didn't want to harm the 
man. I thought he was a very nice gentleman. 
Soft-spoken, I thought so right up to the 
The shocking juxtaposition between Perry's 
ex.pre · ss1ons of compassion and his brutal actions 
emphasize his cold-blooded attitude at the time of the 
murders. Yet, Capote portrays society's attitude toward 
moment I cut his throat (275). 
Perry as 11 1 · C t d h f th equa y unfee 1ng, apo e use muc o e 
section of the book, titled "The Corner," to 
final 
onstrate the injustices committed against Perry all 
dem 
of his life. Capote carefullY detailed how Perry first 
Was abused by his parents, how he was viciously abused 
aster homes and institutions when his family broke 
inf 
apart, and how, finally, he was abused by the state when 
his 1 · 1 f awyers were prohibited at his tria rom 
reducing a compelling case that he was insane during 
int 
those moments when he murdered the Clutters. Just before 
Perry ' d C t was hanged for the clutters mur ers, apo e chose 
to reproduce the following dialogue between a reporter 
and a prison guard who had just witnessed Dick's 
execution and were about to witness Perry's: 
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The reporter pursed his lips. "Nobody in 
our office wanted the assignment. Me either. 
But it wasn't as bad as I thought it would be, 
Just like jumping off a diving board. Only 
with a rope around your neck." 
"They don't feel nothing. Drop, snap, and 
that's it. They don't feel nothing." 
"Are you sure?" I was standing right 
close. I could hear him gasping for breath.'' 
"Uh-huh, but he don't feel nothing. 
Wouldn't be humane if he did." 
"Well, And I suppose they feed them a lot 
of pills. Sedatives," 
"Hell, no. Against rules. Here comes 
Smith." 
"Gosh, I didn't know he was such a 
shrimp." 
"Yeah, he's little, But so is a 
tarantula" (380-381), 
This conversation between spectators illustrates 
the callous · t d th attitude of society owar ese executions. 
'I'h. 18 choice of dialogue also suggests that Capote 
Selected both the literary device and the facts that 
~ere · communicated through it at least 1n part because 
they so dramatically illuminated both society's 
insen . . • S1t1ve attitudes and Capote sown negative 
att· 
itudes toward capital punishment. 
Capote provided some interesting comments during 
his · interview with Plimpton, Plimpton asked Capote how 
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hew as able to include his views about Perry Smith in a 
iction book in which he, Capote, never appears, nonf· 
es answer emphasizes the tension between his Capot ' 
ier commitment that the nonfiction novel must be earl' 
" . immaculately factual" and the commitment here to 
is own subjective point of view in the book: 
develop h 
Of course it's by the selection of what you 
choose to tell, I believe Perry did what he 
did for the reasons he himself states--that 
his life was a constant accumulation of 
disillusionments and reverses and he suddenly 
found himself (in the Clutter house that 
Clutters were such a perfect set of symbols 
night) in a psychological cul-de-sac, The 
for every frustration in his life, 
, Now 
in that particular section where Perry talks 
about the reason for the murders, I could have 
included other views, • I could have added 
a lot of other opinions, But that would have 
confused the issue, and indeed the book, I 
had to make up mY mind, and move towards that 
In this answer, Capote exhibited the same tension 
ident'f' 
i ied earlier in the text itself, If Capote 
ieved that it was proper in the nonfiction novel for 
one view, always (195), 
be1· 
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h. im to carefully select details to support his own 
v· iewpoint, "to move towards that one view, always" then 
could he claim that the nonfiction novel must be how 
". immaculately factual"? If he purposely omitted 
ant facts primarily because they differed from his 
import 
viewpoint, he cannot make the claim of complete own · 
ism. The use of literary journalism provided 
factual· 
Capote with the power to illuminate his own point of 
View a~ well as the points of view of his characters 
through the use of the literary devices. As this 
ssion has shown, Capote, like Wol e, used this discu · f 
Power, but neither author satisfactorily addressed the 
tension that developed between their desire to 
illuminate individual subjective reality and their 
dedicat· ion to factualism, 
The work and views of Joan Didion seem, at first, 
to Present a somewhat different aspect of this tension 
between the commitment to factualism and the dedication 
to th · 1 · · e illumination of subjective rea itY in works of 
1. lterary journalism• In the preface to her collection of 
articles using the form of literary journalism, 
Slou h · d · t d h ~ c ing Toward Bethlehe..m, Di 10n commen e on t e 
fa·1 
i ure of many readers to understand that these pieces 
had a meaning that transcended the events they 
described. Readers seemed, to Didion, to be viewing 
th 
ese events as isolated incidents whose meaning did not 
extend to the society as a whole, According to Didion, 
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a written a piece on the Haight-Ashbury section of 
she h d 
San F rancisco as it appeared during the late 1960's to 
illustrate the rejection of society's dominant values by 
She 
a significant segment of the younger generation. 
was surpri·sed to fi·nd d f th · 
that rea ers o e piece could 
not see beyond its locality and had commented mainly on 
irtiness of the Haight-AshburY section or the the d. 
Probable duration of the hippie influence in that area. 
Didion said, "It seemed to me then that I had never 
gotten feedback so universally beside the point" (12), 
Didion drew the book's title from a poem by William 
Butler Yeats, "The second coming," that strongly 
expresses a vision of society's disintegration. Didion 
referred to the lines from the poem (printed on the 
lrst page of her book) that, for her, best illustrated f' 
the view of reality that she had attempted to 
communicate through manY of the individual pieces she 
included in the book: "Things fall apart; the center 
cannot hold." 
Didion referred to this view as "atomization" (11), 
a general breaking apart of society's values, beliefs, 
and traditions. Yet, she complained that readers had 
interpreted her pieces in a most narrow manner, as 
journalistic reports that were valuable primarily for 
the · h 1 information they provided about t e actua events 
that appear within the pieces. Thus, Didion seemed to 
have been making a somewhat different argument than the 
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othe r authors that have been considered here. Rather 
than emphasizing the factual credibility of her pieces, 
she seemed to have been arguing that readers should look 
beyond the 
particulars of these events toward her own 
subjective 
sense of the universal principles that 
Underlay them. 
This tension between the factual and subjective 
comp 
onents of her work maY be less a misunderstanding by 
her readers and more a tension within herself and within 
her writing: 
that is, a tension quite similar to the 
tension that 
affected Wolfe and Capote, Like those 
authors , she seems to have assumed the role of a 
reporter when working on the pieces included in this 
She mentioned the reportorial role in the preface 
book, 
to the 
book by referring to herself as a "reporter" and 
Prov id. d · ing an illustration of her de ication to the 
ortorial role despite the discomfort that role had rep 
caused her: 
I do not like to make telephone calls, and 
would not like to count the mornings I have 
sat on some Best Western motel bed somewhere 
and tried to force myself to put through the 
call to the assistant district attorney (14-
Didion provided further proof of this tension in an 
article that appeared in the ~aturday Evening Post in 
• a year just following the years in the mid-sixties 
1 5 ) • 
1968 
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when she wrote most of the pieces that appear in 
In this article, she 
Slouching Toward Bethlehem, 
suggested that objectivity was important to producing 
quality journalism but that quality also depended on the 
reporter's developing a personal viewpoint toward the 
events that she covered, She argued that the 
II f actitious objectivity" practiced by most American 
newspapers left her in "the grip of a profound physical 
that the oxygen had been cut off from [my] 
conv1· ct. . ion 
brain" (14), She said that the personal viewpoints that 
reporters for underground newspapers developed toward 
ir subjects was a welcome alternative to traditional 
the' 
reporting. 
She included much criticism along with her praise 
for the · 1 th d underground papers' reportor1a me o sand 
style, She called the underground papers "amateurish 
and badly written," and she said, "The information 
content of an underground paper is low in the extreme. 
' I have never read anything I needed to know in an 
Underground paper" (14), 
While she leveled criticism similar to that of Tom 
Wolf , d' . 1 . es against the vapiditY of tra 1t1ona Journalism 
and, like Wolfe, argued that journalists develop a 
Personal narrative voice in their reports, she also 
seemed . , in 
this article, to be troubled by the lack of 
dependable information in newspapers that personalized 
their reports, Even in an article critical of 
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trad't· i ional journalism, Didion revealed her own 
commitment to the use of accurate information in reports 
of events. 
In her anthology, Slouching Toward Bethlehem, 
Didi , . . on s dedication to reportorial accuracy may have 
caused her to emphasize the facts in the pieces 
more and 
emphasize her point of view and the points of view of 
the h 
c aracters somewhat less than Wolfe and Capote. For 
"Some 
example in one of the 
pieces in this 
anthology, 
' 
Dreamers of the Golden 
Dream, 
II Didion is careful to 
for recreated 
scenes and to present 
Provide the sources 
interviews or 
transcribed 
ct· ialogue as the product of 
e recordings. But the recreated scenes and dialogue 
tap 
still work as literary devices. Perhaps Didion's more 
subtle use df these devices made the subjective aspects 
of her work less obvious to readers, and so the most 
important aspects of her work were overlooked by 
read ers. However, 
an examination of her work reveals 
that D'd· i ion's use 
own subjective reality and the subjective realities of 
her · h characters is a crucial component in er work, and I 
of literarY devices to illuminate her 
hope to illustrate that importance by analyzing "Some 
Dreamers of the Golden Dream," 
"Some Dreamers of the Golden Dream," is, on a 
1. iteral level, a report about the death of a dentist in 
an automobile fire on October 7, 1964, in San 
Bernardino, California, and about the subsequent arrest 
---- --- - - - -- -
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and conviction of his wife for first degree murder in 
his death, 
However, Didion does not specifically report 
the murder until the fourth 
page of the piece, 
Rather, 
she begins the piece with 
a description of the 
story's 
setting and the setting's 
effect on the 
people who live 
· is escription, the an itse becomes a there In th· d · · 1 d · lf 
kind of roadside warning of the emotional vacuum that 
Will confront those who dare to enter the place: 
This is a story about love and death in the 
golden land, and begins with the country. The 
San Bernardino Valley lies only an hour east 
of Los Angeles ... but is in certain ways an 
alien place , .. a harsher California haunted 
by the Mojave just beyond the mountains, 
devastated by the hot drY Santa Ana wind that 
comes down through the passes at 100 miles an 
hour and whines through the eucalyptus 
windbreaks and works on the nerves, 
Every voice seems a scream, It is the season 
of suicide and divorce and prickly dread, 
wherever the wind blows (19), 
This powerful and ominous beginning is certainly 
far 
removed from the lead paragraph in a typical report 
of . a murder, In this passaget Didion introduces the 
strong narrator who will lead the reader through the 
Piec 1 1 th e and shape it in a high y persona way rough the 
careful selection of description and frequent subjective 
= 
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comments both on the 
meaning of events and on the 
over 11 
a meaning of the piece. Didion uses this strong 
narrat· 
ive voice to create a style and tone, illustrated 
in th e previous passage, that gradually creates an 
emotio nal atmosphere of alienation and despair, 
ome Dreamers of the Golden Dream," Didion 
In "S 
cone entrates on the life of Lucille Miller, a woman 
conv· icted of h 
er husband's murder. It soon becomes 
obvio us, however, that Lucille's life is meant to 
symbolize the lives of all the other women who are 
ing for the American dream, The description that 
striv" 
ows portrays these women as theY pursue a garish foll 
lddle-class dream that always turns perversely sour. m· 
Th e women, including Lucille, have typically migrated 
midwest and small towns of the west from the 
to the country of the teased hair and the 
Capris and the girls for whom all life's 
promise comes down to a waltz-length white 
wedding dress and the birth of a Kimberly or a 
Sherry or a Debbi and a Tijuana divorce and a 
return to hairdressers' school (20), 
19 description, Lucille's life and the lives of the 
In th" 
er women of San Bernardino are represented by means 
Oth 
of a mt t "t · l" e aphorical device that crea es a yp1ca woman 
to whom they can be compared, 
Didion uses a somewhat traditional reportorial 
style in narra ting the storY of •cork's" death and 
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arres , ria, an convic ion. She Lucille's eventual t t · 1 d · t· 
generally supplied information about these events 
through quotations from officials and others familiar 
w· th 1 the events and meticulously supplied these sources' 
names and, thereby, enhanced the credibility of the 
factual components of the piece. 
She quickly dispenses with these factual elements 
in th 
e piece in preference to the careful development of 
Jective meaning. Throughout the story, she uses the sub· , 
narrative voice to create a series of descriptions, 
images, and editorial comments that, together, establish 
the philosophy behind the middle-class dream, a dream 
ich dominates Lucille and the other women in the wh · 
golden land but which is so destructive to them--even 
when they achieve it. This narrative voice does not seem 
to be speaking for Didion herself. Rather, the voice 
seems to be speaking through Lucille, to be saying what 
Lucille would say were she perceptive enough to detach 
herself from the complexities of her life. The grim 
narration seems to be coming from both outside and 
inside Lucille. Thus, the narrative voice seems to be a 
comb· ' · t f · d ination of Lucille Millers poin o view an the 
author's point of view. 
The impression the reader receives is that the 
narrator is an older Lucille reliving the time of her 
downfall years after it occurred. She is a wise and sad 
Person, but the sadness is tinged with despair, because 
r insights have come too late, This narrator all he · · 
speaks largely without anger but with a nettlesome 
bitterness, In the following passage, the narrator 
reports that in the year that Lucille was arrested for 
murdering her husband, she 
had achieved the bigger house on the better 
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street and the familiar accouterments of a 
family on its way up: the $30,000 a year, the 
three children for the Christmas card, the 
picture window, the family room, the newspaper 
photographs that showed "Mrs, Gordon Miller, 
Ontario Heart fund Chairman," They were 
paying the familiar price for it, And they 
had reached the familiar season of divorce 
( 24) • 
almost ruthless, description condemns the 
This 1· , . nc1s1ve, 
1 
dle-class dream by turning its most important dogmas 
m'd 
against it: 
the narrator clearly implies that Lucille's 
eventual destruction is the result of her gains in 
material possessions, her rise in social status, and her 
ability to create a "picture perfect" family, 
In another passage written in the form of a 
the narrator repeats this image of 
rhet . or1cal question, 
the d estructiveness 
of the middle-class dream to Lucille 
by . comparing the seeming innocuousness of the culture 
With the savage effect it seems to have had on Lucille. 
In the following passage, Didion uses the strong 
- --a -;;.---- -,:.. 
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wit t e care u p acement of 
narrative vo1·ce along · h h f 1 1 
ipt1ve detail to greatly enhance the power of the descr · · 
message: 
What might move a woman who believed in all 
the promises of the middle class--a woman who 
had been chairman of the Heart Fund and who 
always knew a reasonable little dressmaker and 
who had come out of prairie fundamentalism to 
find what she imagined to be the good life--
what should drive such a woman to sit on a 
street called Bella Vista and look out her 
picture window into the empty California sun 
and calculate how to burn her husband alive i n 
This passage illustrates Didion's use of literary 
devices 
as powerful aids in creating a subjective 
meaning for this report. Although it is not always 
Po s sible in this piece to separate the subjective 
reality of the main character from the subjective 
reality of the author, this subjective component seems 
a Volkswagen (30), 
e as important an element in 'Some Dreamers of the to b . , 
Golden Dream" as it was in both "Radical Chic" and In 
.Q.Qld Blood. 
The three authors discussed in this chapter all 
beg 
an working in literarY journalism in the 1960's when 
that f 
orm was being recognized both by critics and 
This discussion has demonstrated that 
Pract·t · 1 1oners. 
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each of these authors had similar principles about this 
form that they revealed in comments about their works. 
In addition, this analysis has shown that the authors 
revealed these principles in the works themselves. The 
benchnmarks of these principles are a commitment to the 
accuracy of the facts, a determination to infuse their 
work with their own personal point of view, and a desire 
to illuminate the subjective realities of the actors in 
their work. 
This discussion has also shown that a tension arose 
for 
each of these authors between their dedication to 
factuality and their desire to illuminate subjective 
This tension seemed to arise because all the 
reality. 
authors , 
to some degree, used the power inherent within 
the literary devices to illuminate their own viewpoints 
and those of the characters in their work, The one 
lfference may have been that Didion's use of the d' 
literary devices was less obvious than the other two 
authors' and, as a result, she feared that she did not 
communicate this subjective component to her readers. 
I am not arguing here that the use of the literary 
devices must cause factual inaccuracy, I am suggesting, 
rather, that the authors of literary journalism seem to 
choose this form because theY are interested both in 
m1nating individual subjective rea ity and in illu · · 1· 
accurately representing the facts and that these goals 
sometimes conflict with one another, Perhaps, this 
---------
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tension is an inevitable consequence for authors who use 
, an , as Eric F, Heyne argued in his this form d 
dissertation on literary journalism, each reader must 
imately recognize this tension and come to terms with ult· 
satisfaction ( 3 ) • it to h1·s or her own 
Critics and scholars maY have an additional role in 
literary journalism as Heyne suggested: 
Real events do not come equipped with meaning; 
any account of or statement about real events 
, one 
must construct and assert a meaning, 
of the most important tasks for the critic of 
literary nonfiction is to examine the role of 
( 1 78). 
According to Heyne, the critic maY be particularly 
useful i·n . interpreting works of literary Journalism by 
the author vis-a-vis his story, 
Present· · 1 · t 1ng an analysis of how the comp ex 1n erplay 
en the factual and the subjective elements within 
bet we 
iv1dual works has been used to produce meaning. ind· · 
With this background, I turn now to include a final 
exampl t e of literary journalism, a repor on a mildly 
retarded man, that will be used later in the 
dissertation to compare literary journalism with the 
life h' h h f 1story and fiction, Althoug a searc o the 
l"t 1 erature revealed few works about the lives of 
retarded individuals written as literary journalism, one 
Piece, though not self-described as such, is clearly a 
book f 
o literary journalism written by a reporter for 
the Washington Post. The book is about the life of the 
reporter's mildly retarded younger brother, including 
his brother's eventual marriage to a retarded woman in 
l977 at the age of twenty-nine. 
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Although there is no indication that Robert Meyers 
made a conscious effort to write his book, Like Normal 
£eople, in the form of literary journalism, he clearly 
used techniques of that form: Meyers used a strong 
narrative voice in the book, reconstructed scenes to 
describe events, often reported events from the points 
of view of the books' main characters, used status life 
description, and used saturation reporting techniques--
Particularly in-depth interviews--to gather material for 
the book. Although he cited many sources for the facts 
within the text, Meyers used a journalistic rather than 
an academic style. There are no footnotes or endnotes in 
the book, and source citations are short, often 
sacrificing completeness in favor of a free-flowing 
style. 
The book begins with a narrative description of the 
Wedding of Roger Meyers and Virginia Hensler at a 
California church in June, 1977. Robert Meyers himself 
assumes the role of narrator for the book, and he 
describes the action at the wedding in detail as it 
unfolds. In this passage, Robert describes how the 
Wedding party, which included him as the best man, made 
its way down the aisle of the church: 
- ---- ---- ---
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We took long, slow hesitation steps, eyes 
always forward, trying to be mature and 
controlled and not laugh or crack a smile to 
relieve the pressure, Roger was ramrod 
straight, his arms at his side, and his eyes 
glued to the flow of Pastor Ed's white 
surplice, I was so knotted by anxiety that it 
was all I could do to follow my brother (3), 
Here R b d , o ert recreates the scene at the we ding and, in 
doing so, communicates his subjective reality as well 
as 
h' 
ls brother's at the time of the ceremony, He informs us 
that both he and Roger are tense and that both he and 
Roger are taking this ceremony quite seriously, In 
essence, Robert describes a wedding scene that is quite 
1nary. The people involved in the ceremony are acting 
Ord' 
and feeling the way people normallY act and feel at 
Weddings. 
Robert assumes a strong narrative voice from the 
Sinning of the book, and the reader is very much aware 
be · 
1m throughout the text, often, he expresses strong 
of h' 
lnions about society's treatment of his brother and of op· 
retarded people in general, EarlY in the text, he 
departs from the description of the wedding scene to 
state his views about the meaning he expects the reader 
from the storY of his brother's life and 
to re . ce1ve 
marriage: 
The success of Roger and Virginia Meyers, 
~ - - - -- - ---- - -· 
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their growing independence, their marriage, 
and their life together, is the result of 
their own stubborn intention to free 
themselves of the the shackles of labels, 
babying, social and parental mothering, and to 
wrap around them the mantle of normal life 
that except for "special people" is always 
taken for granted (4), 
The first part of Robert's argument in this book 
intains that retarded people have been treated as ma· 
lepers by society, They have been separated from society 
more than any other group, warehoused in inhumane 
institutions, and rarely granted the right to try to 
live their lives in a civilized manner, In addition, 
retarded pe6ple have received this treatment in spite of 
the fact that they are human beings whose needs and 
feelings are essentially identical to those of other 
human beings, The second part of his argument maintains 
that retarded people, especially mildly retarded people, 
can learn to lead at least partially independent lives 
if they are permitted to experience life's problems and 
develop their own ways of solving those problems, 
Robert uses his brother Roger's life experiences to 
illustrate these themes and to provide evidence for them 
throughout the book, 
Robert attempted to chronicle the rapidly changing 
treatment of retarded people between 1948 and 1977--the 
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year that Roger was born and the year that he was 
married--by weaving factual information gained from his 
research in the field of mental retardation with 
rip ions from Roger's life that exemplified these 
desc · t· 
facts. For example, Robert first provides a general 
explanation of the treatment available for retarded 
individuals in the period before and immediately after 
World War II when parents found few options available 
for their retarded children. He then provides an account 
of his own parents' frustrating experiences in 
attempting to find diagnosis and care for Roger when, as 
infant and young child, he exhibited motor and speech 
an · 
difficulties. He is diagnosed as having an I,Q, of 75, a 
"b 
orderline level of intelligence," and as suffering 
from " . · d d d 1 " mental deficiency and retar e eve opment (25). 
Doctors advise Roger's parents either to warehouse him 
because he has little chance for a productive life, to 
have him undergo risky experimental operations, or to 
Wait and hope he will grow out of his problem. 
Robert continued to develop his twin themes--the 
Persecution of the retarded and their potential for 
independence--by describing society's frustratingly slow 
Progress toward decent treatment for Roger and other 
mentally retarded people and by describing Roger's 
attempts to establish a dignified existence as an 
individual. Roger first attends an expensive private 
school in New York citY and then enrolls in some of the 
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earliest special education classes offered in the city's 
public schools. Gradually, a portrait of Roger emerges 
as a boy and young man who is struggling desperately to 
find a place for himself in a world that is largely 
insensitive to his plight. In one incident, a stranger 
takes advantage of Roger's friendly and unsuspecting 
nature and attempts to abuse him sexually. Roger manages 
scape from the man and run home to his mother. When 
toe 
h' 
is mother becomes too upset to deal with the situation, 
Roger himself goes to the phone and calls the police, 
surprising his mother who did not realize that Roger 
knew how to dial the phone (68). 
Robert is careful to report his parents' very real 
fear b , R g At f · a out Rogers future as oger rows up, irst, 
there seems to be no alternative for Roger except to go 
to an institution when his parents can no longer care 
for h' h d 1th d Rb im. However, as Roger reac es au oo , o ert 
des 'b · ·t cr1 es how society too has grown up 1n 1 s treatment 
of the retarded. In his earlY twenties, Roger is able to 
enter a residential facilitY for the mentally retarded 
(111). Here Roger first meets Virginia, another resident 
of the facility, and begins a program in independent 
living that eventuallY leads to a largely independent 
life for him in the community. Robert describes Roger's 
Progress as he obtains a part-time job as a busboy at a 
restaurant, moves to a semi-independent living 
arrangement, moves into his own apartment, and, finally, 
---- -- - -------- ---
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marries Virginia, who moves into Roger's apartment with 
him f a ter their marriage (161), 
For the most part, Robert communicates these events 
using 1·t 
1 erary devices similar to but not as elaborate 
as the literary devices that appear in the other 
examples of literary journalism described earlier, For 
example, his descriptions of scenes are not usually as 
or as elaborately detailed as the scenes in the long 
other literary journalists' work, In addition, Robert's 
r1ptions of such dramatic situations often include a 
desc · 
liberal d h d use of direct quotations an parap rase 
quotations. However, Robert does not always arrange 
thes e quotations so they resemble dialogue, 
One good example of Robert's choice of scenes is 
his d 
escription of an incident in which Roger forgets he 
has 1 
eft pancakes cookinS on the stove in his apartment, 
because he is distracted by a television program, The 
burning pancakes send clouds of smoke through the 
apartment, and a neighbor calls the fire department, 
the fire companY arrives at his door, however, they 
When 
find 1 that Roger has the situation under contro • Robert 
follows this description with the comment that such an 
inc·d d 1 
1 
ent does not indicate that retarde peop e cannot 
live independently, but that it is an example of the 
kind d f h of difficulty "theY face everY d•Y an o w at can 
hap 
Pen when . ordinary procedures are forgotten or 
•kipped. " Robert ends hi• comments by assuring 
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ea er that Roger does not make these kinds of the r d 
istakes any more (166-167). m· 
Robert uses many such descriptions in the book. 
They seem to be included to provide evidence for 
s contention that retarded people can learn to Robert' · 
handle everyday difficulties if they are permitted to 
confront such difficulties themselves. These 
descriptions usually provide a clear indication of 
Robert's point of view, but they do not always provide 
so complete an understanding of Roger's appraisal of the 
1 
uation. For example, the reader is left wondering s·t 
what Roger thought about his experience with the stove 
fire. Perhaps, Roger's subjective view of this situation 
would have been made clear to the reader had Robert used 
literary devices more liberally in order to provide a 
more detailed recreation of the situation, Such a 
recreated scene might allow the reader to hear Roger's 
conversation with the firefighters through a recreation 
of the dialogue in that scene. Of course, such a 
recreation may have raised questions about a conflict 
between factualism and the illumination of subjective 
reality. Robert would have had to take the risk that his 
recreation of the scene would not be completely 
accurate, despite his care in investigating and 
reporting the event, However, it seems likely that such 
a risk would have produced worthwhile results in terms 
of illuminating Roger's point of view, 
~- ·---- - --
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Robert does use creative methods to capture Roger's 
perspective in the book, For example, each chapter 
begins with a poem that Roger has written, Some of these 
Poems are expressions of love to different people and 
rea er with an image of Roger as someone who 
leave the d 
feels deeply about other people, Also, Robert provides 
important insights into the brothers'relationship, 
During a discussion of Roger's poetry, Robert reveals 
that Roger's interest in writing arose from Roger's 
desire to be a writer like his brother, Robert says, 
"Roger and I were jagged images of each other" (101), 
add't' 1 
ion, Robert complains that, as a teenager, his 
In 
as 
Parents made him feel like a second father to Roger 
(
5
2); that he often held himself back in school so he 
would not "too greatly outdistance" Roger (65); that, 
a Young adult, he avoided his parents so he would not be 
caught up in their anguish over Roger (102), 
Roger's hatred of his status as a retarded person 
is 
an important issue in the book, As Roger is waiting 
for his wedding to begin, he tells the minister, 
Getting married is like coming out of retardation" 
" 
(lO), At another time, Roger informs Robert of how angry 
he felt when he heard a doctor tell his father that he 
Was retarded: "It made me mad, But that's why I work so 
hard to learn the things I don't know, and so become not 
retarded" (101), Robert provides another interesting 
insight into Roger's view of reality after he, hims elf, 
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has angrily condemned the bullying and ridicule Roger 
was subjected to as a teenager. In this passage, Robert 
describes Roger's reaction to this treatment: 
Roger handled these scratches at his 
personality by absorbing them within the 
overall context of his life: He shrugs now 
when asked about them. If he was troubled by 
encounters with "rough kids" at the 
schoolyard, he avoided schoolyards. If older 
boys liked to tease him, he focused his 
attention on the younger children of his 
parents' friends to whom Roger was a kind, 
shy, nonjudgmental adult, and one whom they 
could manipulate for the use of his toys. They 
did not threaten him physically, an 
immeasurable relief (99-100). 
Robert is sometimes so intent on describing his own 
concerns, his anger at society's insensitivity to the 
retarded, that he neglects to provide insights into 
Roger' · h R b t · d s view of life. But, ere, o er prov1 es us with 
an example of Roger's viewpoint that he admits is 
dif 
ferent from his own. These and other images of Roger 
in the book portraY a gentle, caring man who has found 
his f d own way to overcome the stigma o retar ation and to 
create a dignified, remarkablY normal place for himself 
in society. 
Like Normal peoP~ provides a good impression of 
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how lite · 1 · d rary Journa ism might be use to illuminate 
subjective reality in a book about a mildly retarded 
man. The strong narrator that so often appears in works 
iterary journalism emerges in this book in the of 1· 
Person of Robert Meyers, the book's author and the 
brother of the retarded man, Roger Meyers, Robert Meyers 
narrates the book in his own voice. This technique 
Proves to be effective in illuminating the author's 
Perspective--his views about society's treatment of his 
brother and other mentally retarded people and his views 
about the capabilities and aspirations of his brother 
and other mentally retarded people, 
Robert also uses a number of other literary 
devices--the recreation of scenes, quotations sim i lar to 
dialogue, point of view, and status life descriptions--
1 
uminate Roger's view of reality an tat of the to ·11 d h 
other actors in the book, The reader does receive a 
def· · ' · f th ld 1n1te impression of Rogers view o e wor , but 
ls view is not always conveyed as forcefully as 
th' 
Robert's own view, Robert probably could have better 
balanced his point of vieW with Roger's if he had used 
the literary devices to a greater degree in his 
Portrayal of Roger. 
In summary, literarY journalism is a form of 
reporting in which literarY techniques are combined with 
reporting techniques to produce factually accurate 
reports that resemble fictional works in style and 
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construction. The major literary techniques include the 
use of a strong narrative voice, scenic construction, 
dialogue, point of view, and the careful recording of 
status life details. The reporting techniques, termed 
saturation reporting, include investigative reporting 
combined with long periods of observation and 
interviewing. Literary journalism first appeared as an 
identifiable form in the 1960's, a period of social and 
Political turmoil in which a number of writers began to 
work in this form in the attempt to combine the 
narrative power of fiction with the factual credibility 
of · Journalism. 
Tom Wolfe, Truman Capote, and Joan Didion, three 
authors who began working in the literary journalism 
early in the movement, all demonstrated a commitment to 
both factual accuracy and to the illumination of 
subjective reality that the use of the techniques of 
literary journalism brought to their work, All three 
authors used these techniques to reveal their own 
Viewpoints and those of the actors who appeared in their 
Works, and all three exhibited a tension between their 
dedication to factualism and their dedication to 
capturing this subjective dimension. For Wolfe and 
Capote, this tension arose because they employed the 
subjective dimension boldlY in their work, 
For Didion ' 
the tension arose because she feared she had not used 
the subjective dimension enough. For all three authors, 
~--- - - --~ ...
the tension demonstrated their dedication to the 
difficult 
challenge that the form itself placed upon 
them, the challende f h · th · k th 
e o s aping e1r wor so at it 
reflected their personal points of view without 
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neglecting their commitment to the facts. 
This discussion has shown that literary journalism 
can be a 
powerful tool for the illumination of both 
authors' and actors' subjective realities, The use of 
iterary devices, particularlY the strong narrator, 1 · 
allows authors to emphasize their own points of view, 
The combined use of the literarY and journalistic 
lees allows authors to create multifaceted portraits 
dev· 
c aracters, portraits that can capture those 
of h 
characters' inner realities, often in their own voices. 
In addition, the use of these devices calls attention to 
the f reports themselves as constructions o reality and 
to the authors of those reports as the architects of 
thos h d th 1 f e constructions, Thus, int e en, e ocus o 
responsibility for the reports settles where it belongs-
-on the authors. 
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Chapter Four 
The Life History as Illuminator of Subjectivity 
Like literary journalists, ethnographers who write 
life h. 
1stories concern themselves with the viewpoints of 
n 1v1duals who appear within their works. the i d. . 
Ethnography consists of the description of a particular 
ure that usually includes the perspective of the 
cult · 
People who inhabit that culture, The life history 
is s of an ethnographer's attempt to describe an 
cons· t 
individual's life through interviews with that 
individual. 
The life historY has been used successfully 
as an ethnographic tool to help illuminate the 
Ject1ve realities of individuals living within sub· . 
ious cultures, (Agar, "Stories, Background Knowledge, 
var· 
and Themes" 223; SpradleY and McCurdY, 30-36), 
The life history is a type of "personal history" 
like the case history, the biography, and the 
autobiography (Crapanzano, "The Life History in 
Anthropological Field work" 3). Yet, the life history 
Usually differs from th••• other types of personal 
h' 
istories. Both the case historY and the biography are 
normally written from the viewpoint of the author, not 
the subject, while the life historY is commonly written 
from the viewpoint of its subject or informant, 
s· >milarly, the autobiographY is written from the 
Viewpoint of its subject but does not normally involve a 
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th' ird party who functions as an interpreter of the 
et nograp er unc ions 1n the life 
subject's 11.'fe as the h h f t· · 
ory 4). However, when autobiographies are composed 
hist ( 
1.th the help of another person, particularly a writer, w· 
the resulting autobiography may resemble a life history 
(Stone 7-8). 
According to these definitions, the life history 
seems to represent a legitimate instrument for 
ethnography. Yet, the anthropologists Watson and 
Watson-Franke have argued that the life history has not 
been accorded its proper place as an ethnographic tool, 
that it has existed "as an unwanted stepchild" in 
anthropological research (1), These authors argued that 
anthropologists have too easilY dismissed the life 
history, believing that it could not be made to serve as 
evidence in making generalizations about culture or in 
building theories about human behavior because of its 
reliance on subjective experience: the idiosyncratic 
experience of one individual could not easily be 
generalized and the memorY and motives of that 
individual were too unreliable to provide dependable, 
representative data that could be used in building 
theory. 
In Lives, Langness and Frank traced the use of the 
life history in anthropological research back to the 
Publication in 1926 of paul Radin's Crashing Thunde r, 
the life story of a Winnebago Indian whom Radin 
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identified as representative of Winnebago culture (18), 
Although there have been exceptions, Radin began a trend 
Crashing Thunder in which the life history has been 
with 
used for the information it can provide about cultures 
rather than for the information it can provide about 
individuals, Important research that focused on the 
methodological problems in doing life histories, such as 
John Dollard's Criteria for the Life History published 
in 1935 and Clyde Kluckhohn's "The Personal Document in 
Anthropological Science" published in 1945, helped to 
einforce this trend by emphasizing the importance of r . 
life histories in developing cultural concepts (21-22). 
Watson and Watson-Franke expressed serious 
reservations about this historical trend that emphasized 
the notion that the life history should be used 
Primarily to understand cultures rather than 
individuals, They also objected to another more recent 
trend that viewed the life history as a form of raw data 
that can only be understood through complex psychosocial 
theory rather than as a valid subjective document that 
directly provided "the individual's personal view of his 
experience as he understands it" (30), Watson and 
Watson-Franke further articulated this objection in the 
following passage: 
The problem with using the life history to 
"motivation," 
1 . t " talk about "persona 1 Y, 
"repressed conflict," and the like is that the 
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investigator imposes or infers constructs that 
are frankly alien to the life history as a 
, The 
s ubj ect ive l y exp e rienced phenomenon, 
probl e m, therefore, is this: the life history 
is a subjective product, but one that is 
approached by another subject who himself 
interprets (31), 
Another way to state this problem would be to ask how 
the life history could be used to provide useful 
information without forcing the subject's version of 
reality to conform to academic concepts completely 
foreign to that subject's view of reality, 
Watson and Watson-Franke suggested that one way to 
correct both these trends was to use an ''emic" rather 
tha n an "etic" approach to the life history, According 
to the authors, an e mic approach "concerns itself wi th 
so 
the specific and unique richness of a phenomenon, 
that we understand the particular (the individual, the 
subjective) rather than the general" while the etic 
approach "emphasizes generalizing and model building in 
an abstract frame of reference that is externally 
imposed on phenomena" (26}, For example, an etic 
approach may interpret an individual's behavior by using 
Freudian theories of personality while anemic approach 
would be unlikely to use such theories, While the emic 
approach can include generalizations, these 
generalizations must spring from an analysis of the 
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iv1 ual's own views rather than from externally ind· · d 
imposed criteria. These authors argued that the emic 
approach to the life history was needed to bring "some 
much-needed balance to the runaway tendency in the 
social sciences to reduce people to categories and 
abstraction in the service of model building and model 
testing" (27). 
To illustrate the difference between the emic and 
the etic approach to the life history, Watson and 
Watson-Franke provided examples of comparatively recent 
life histories that they said illustrated the etic 
approach. Through two examples in particular, Watson and 
Watson-Franke said they could demonstrate the 
distortions produced by the etic approach and the 
advantages of interpreting the life history through its 
own "subjectivity and uniqueness" (140). 
In Eskimo Boyhood: An Autobiography in Psychosocial 
Perspective, the author, Charles C. Hughes, used the 
life history of Nathan, an Eskimo boy, to serve as 
evidence in illustrating certain concepts about role 
theory that he had postulated• Watson and Watson-Franke 
insisted that this interpretation was too narrow, that 
by emphasizing Nathan's role as a hunter, Hughes' missed 
the crucial part that the boy's relationship with his 
father played in his life (143). Similarly, James 
Spradley used the life historY Guests Never leave 
Hungry: The Autobiography__Q..f James Sewid, a Kwakiutl 
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n ian to serve as an example of cultural adaptation, He 
Id" 
argued that the subject, James Sewid, had learned to 
adapt to both Indian and white culture, Again, Watson 
and Watson-Franke disagreed, arguing that Sewid had not 
balanced conflicting cultural contexts and bridged the 
gap between the white and Indian cultures but, actually, 
simply reflected the assimilation already present in his 
Partly assimilated culture (152), 
The authors said that Spradley had committed two 
errors. First, like Charles Hughes in his life history 
on the Eskimo boy, Nathan, Spradley had concentrated too 
much on the external scientific concepts that he was 
studying and had forced the life history into a 
Preordained framework rather than focusing on the 
subjective reality that sprang from the life history 
itself (154). second, Spradley's work lacked 
information concerning the relationship between Sewid, 
the informant, and SpradleY himself, which may have 
helped the reader to understand better all the 
influences that had helped create the life history text 
"the hidden forces that organized experience into its 
Published form" (154)• 
' 
The overall argument that Watson and Watson-Franke 
have made is that the authors of these life histories 
approached them through the wrong end of the binoculars. 
The individuals in these life histories appear as small 
Points at the end of social systems that have created 
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them, The emphasis and focus of these life histories is 
on the social systems' influence on the individual 
while the life history is much better suited to 
examining the subjective reality that the individual has 
created out of his or her own interaction with society 
( 156), 
Watson and Watson-Franke argued that the goal of 
the ethnographer in interpreting the life history must 
be to analyze the individual's world by beginning with 
the information supplied by the individual and not by 
beginning with scientific categories, Once the 
ethnographer understands the individual's life from the 
individual's point of view, then the ethnographer can 
beg· 
in to develop insights into all the individual's 
relationships including the relationship with the 
culture. However, the ethnographer must realize that the 
life history creates a world in which the individual and 
that individual's culture are inseparable (158-161), 
Watson and Watson-Franke, however, did not 
discourage the use of scientific categories in 
interpreting life histories, Rather, they argued that 
theoretical categories could be used provided that those 
categories could be made emic--that is provided that the 
author could demonstrate that the subject of the life 
history used similar categories when analyzing his or 
her own life (187), For example, Watson and Watson-
Franke suggested that, under certain circumstances, 
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self-identity theory and, particularly, the concept of 
"ideal self" could be used as a basis for interpreting 
life histories, They reasoned that, although the concept 
of "ideal self" is etic or external to the life history, 
the concept would have anemic equivalent within the 
life history if the subject of the life history 
expressed sentiments about ideal behavior (188), 
Watson and Watson-Franke claimed that, through such 
concepts, their emic approach to the life history might 
still be used to make comparisons between individuals in 
the same culture or between individuals from different 
cultures, Because such concepts are developed through 
the subjective reality of the individual, researchers 
could use these concepts to generalize about individuals 
from different cultures without violating the emic 
approach to the life history (190), Watson and Watson-
Franke create an interesting contrast within their own 
work by embracing the importance of scientific 
generalization in the life history when they had earlier 
complained that difficulty in producing scientific 
generalizations from life histories had unfairly kept 
the form from more widespread use, Thus, they have 
argued that the life historY is important both because 
it focuses on the individual's subjective reality and 
because it can be used to make theoretical comparisons. 
The extent that the ethnographer's own perceptions 
influences the life historY and the extent that the 
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rel t· 
a 1onship between the ethnographer and the informant 
influences the life history are important issues for 
researchers who support the emic approach to the form, 
In an analysis of the various disciplinary approaches to 
ethnography, John Caughey argued that the ethnographers' 
influence on the information they collected could no 
longer be ignored: 
In the past, it was often assumed that the 
ethnographer was an objective recording 
instrument whose job was merely to describe 
honestly the social world studied, It has 
become increasingly clear that the 
ethnographer's own concepts and experiences 
have an important effect on what gets 
described (240), 
Watson and Watson-Franke agreed that the ethnographer 
as much involved in defining what information is 
important to the life historY as the informant and, 
therefore, that ethnographer's own preconceptions as 
well as his or her relationship with the informant 
is 
should be explained in detail (17-19), 
Vincent Crapanzano has focused particularly on the 
issue of the relationship between the ethnographer and 
the informant in the life historY• Crapanzano argued 
a the life history is a nego 1a 10n e ween the th t " t . t . " b t 
ethnographer and the informant and that their 
relationship must be considered in interpreting the life 
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history. He criticized several life histories that 
explore the informant's life from a variety of 
perspectives but ignore the relationship between the 
ethnographer and the informant. Crapanzano argued that 
such details as the money or gifts the ethnographer 
gives the informant are crucial to an understanding of 
the life history itself ("Life Histories," 956). 
Crapanzano maintained that the ethnographer is the 
ever-
Present "other" in the life history who causes the life 
history to be "doubly edited." That is, ethnographers 
it informants' stories during the interview by virtue 
ed· 
of the questions they ask and then edit the stories 
again when they create the texts, ("The Life History," 
4) • 
Crapanzano argued that the life history is a 
collaboration, a "creative mutuality" and insisted that 
the ethnographer's part in this collaboration must be 
made clear within the life history itself (6). 
Crapanzano illustrated this point in his life history of 
a Moroccan tilemaker (.T..uhami: Portrait of a Moroccan). 
In his "Introduction" to the work, Crapanzano discussed 
how the need for such collaboration became obvious in 
his early interviews with Tuhami: "We were both jostled 
from our assumptions about the nature of the everyday 
World and ourselves and groped for common reference 
Points within this limbo of interchange" (11), 
According to Crapanzano, the power of this 
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collaboration made it impossible for him to maintain a 
scientific distance from Tuhami, He reported that he 
gradually moved from the role of the scientifically 
curious field worker to a therapeutic role in which he 
served as "curer" to Tuhami (142-143), Tuhami claimed to 
be possessed of certain demons who controlled his life, 
a . situation that Crapanzano found to be not uncommon 
among other Moroccans he met, Crapanzano's efforts to 
help Tuhami cope with these demons seems to have aided 
him in posing theoretical questions about the role the 
demons played for Tuhami and, perhaps, for others in 
Moroccan culture: Might these demons be performing a 
similar function for Tuhami that Crapanzano's 
interpreter played for him? Might these demons be 
functioning as mediators between Tuhami and the other 
People in his life, perhaps giving those relationships a 
continuity they may otherwise not have had? (150-151) 
Crapanzano never attempted to provide a definitive 
answer to these questions, but the fact that he raised 
them may make his life historY more similar to other 
anthropological life histories than he himself intended, 
Although the primary focus of crapanzano's work here 
seems to be to emphasize the importance of the 
relationship between the ethnographer and the subject to 
the life history, he also engaged in theorizing 
consistent with his training as an anthropologist, 
Although the theoretical questions that he introduced 
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are compatible with Watson and Watson-Franke's emic 
approach to the life history, they still represent 
constructs from the social sciences which are offered 
complete with bibliographic references in the academic 
style common to the social sciences. 
Although their works more closely resemble studies 
in the social sciences than works of fiction, these 
anthropologists have associated the emic life history 
with fiction. Crapanzano compared his portrait of 
Tuhami to the modern novel ("The Life History" 7), and 
Watson and Watson-Franke suggested that imaginative 
Portraits of individuals created in works of fiction 
might be more useful for understanding the individual's 
unique world than more abstract scientific studie s (97). 
Some anthropologists have even attempted to combine 
ethnography with fiction• Langness and Frank suggested 
that the ethnographic fiction that has resulted from 
these attempts has allowed its authors to add a 
dimension beyond standard ethnography: 
, "ethno-
graphic fiction has as a conscious and integral part of 
its goal the accurate description of another way of 
life, but unlike ordinarY ethnography, it does this 
through the addition of character and plot" ("Fact, 
Fiction and the Ethnographic Novel" lS), 
This addition of character and plot to standard 
ethnography raises manY interesting questions about the 
relationship between ethnographY and fiction, such as 
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mi ar is the use of a "composite character'' in a how si ·1 . . 
work of ethnographic fiction to the use of a "modal 
character" in a work of standard ethnography (21). 
Because ethnographic fiction involves the use of 
invented material, its study goes beyond the scope of 
this inquiry into the life historY• However, 
anthropologists engaged in research on ethnography might 
ind ethnographic fiction a worthwhile object for r· 
comparison with the standard ethnographic text, 
Janet Alison Hoskins (1985) extended Crapanzano's 
approach to the life history by arguing that the life 
istory was not complete unless the informant's view of h. 
the life history, including the informant's perception 
of the ethnographer, was included in the text. In 
Hoskins' life history of Maru Daku, a Kodi resident of 
Sumba Island in eastern Indonesia, she included Maru 
Daku's own versified portrayal of Hoskins herself and 
his version of their work together, According to 
Hoskins, this text, which comes near the end of the 
life history, represents an innovative use of a 
traditional Kadi poetic form• The innovations, Hoskins 
argued, were directly attributable to Maru Daku's 
familiarity with anthropological research that he had 
gained through his work as an informant (147). 
Hoskins said that to see the life history in 
context, one must see it •as the conjunction of the two 
separate lives of informant and researcher, Whenever the 
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scene, the 
researcher is not explicitly included in the 
primary audience and catalyst of this act of self-
creation is concealed" (148). The structure of Hoskins' 
i e history of Maru Daku is indicative of her l"f 
commitment to this view. 
After a brief introduction, she provided a detailed 
desc · t· 
rip ion of her ethnographic interactions with Maru 
Daku. She described her first meeting with him as a 
complex negotiation in which Maru Daku succeeded in 
arranging for her to come to his village to meet him 
since his traveling to meet her would indicate a 
status" (149), For the remainder of this 
ti subservient 
section h , s e 
traced the development of her professional 
relationship with Maru Daku as well as a carefully 
wrought description of Maru Daku's personality. 
The next section of the text consists of what 
Hoskins' considered her side of the life history (154), 
ins interpreted Maru Daku s i e as one orn between Hosk· ' l'f t 
the traditions of his ancestors and the Western 
worldliness and religion brought by the Dutch 
colonialists, As a child, Maru Daku attended a Christian 
school until his grandfather decided to train him in the 
Kadi tradition of oral historY, oral poetry, and 
customary lore, Maru Daku then married and settled in 
his native village (155), 
Maru Daku, however, continued to be interested in 
the outside world and converted to Christianity in 1933. 
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He began to work as an evangelist for the Dutch Church, 
mission he continued until the early 1950's. During a . . 
this time, however, Maru Daku gained the ability to look 
beyond any one religion or tradition, Hoskins wrote: ttHe 
nee or sp1r1 ua me ia ion came to told me that the d f · · t 1 d' t· 
all men at these times: onlY the names of the deities 
addressed and the language used had to be changedtt 
( 155), 
In 1952, Maru Daku had a quarrel with church 
leaders over a conflict between his allegiance to 
traditional Kodi ritual and church teachings, After this 
in 'd 
c1 ent, Maru Daku began to become more involved with 
traditional Kadi rituals and ceremonies, Eventually, he 
rejected Christian worship in favor of his ancestral 
rituals. At the same time, Maru Daku's knowledge of 
Western anthropology gave him a novel insight into the 
range of beliefs and customs practiced by his people 
(161). 
Throughout her life historY of Maru Daku, Hoskins 
Presented him as a man who suffered because of his 
attraction both to the western world and to his 
traditional beliefs, However, Hoskins seems convinced 
that this suffering was caused more by the inability of 
other people to accept Maru Daku's broad-minded outlook 
than any internal conflict between contradictory belief 
systems (157), Hoskins continuallY portrayed Maru Daku 
as one who could rise above such contradictions to see 
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the value in Christianity, in Kodi traditions, and in 
the outlook of the anthropologist who could examine the 
strengths among a variety of beliefs. At the end of this 
section of the text, Hoskins turned the life history 
over to Maru Daku himself, This last section of the text 
Presented Maru Daku's own version of his life through a 
personal narrative in verse form. Hoskins recorded and 
transcribed this oral presentation for which she 
supplied an English translation. 
Curiously, however, Hoskins did not seem content to 
allow the readers to interpret Maru Daku's testimony for 
themselves. She chose to end the text with a commentary 
and notes about his poem rather than with the poem 
itself. Although the commentary and notes provide the 
reader with important information on the background of 
this poetic genre and on obscure references within the 
Poem, they also go beyond such explanation to interpret 
the meaning of the poem itself for the reader. Also, 
Hoskins' interpretation of Maru Daku's poem ignores his 
rather warm personal references to her in favor of a 
more detached analysis• 
Hoskins had argued for a radical departure from the 
traditional life historY in which anthropologists 
"proclaimed neutrality" (147), and she largely succeeded 
in creating such a departure. However, she seemed 
unable to set aside, even temporarily, her role as 
ethnographer even though she had argued convincingly 
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that the text would only be complete if both sides of 
1a ogue were presen e on equal terms. 
the life h1'story d' 1 t d 
ion, she did not include information on her 
In addit' 
personal relationship with her informant as Crapanzano 
did with Tuhami. 
There can be little argument, however, that Hoskins 
used the emic approach to the life history in the sense 
that Watson and Watson-Franke developed that concept. 
She did not use external theoretical concepts in her 
r1ptions and analysis but developed concepts that 
desc . 
evolved from Maru Daku's own experience, She drew her 
d' 
lscussion of Maru Daku's use of poetic expression 
d' 
irectly from his experimentation with a traditional 
form of verse, Thus, this use of traditional poetic 
expression represents anemic basis with which to 
compare Maru Daku with informants in other life 
histories, 
Barbara Myerhoff is another anthropologist who used 
the emic life historY approach in her study of a group 
of elderly Jews living in southern California. Number 
Q.ur Days, Myerhoff's studY, is particularly intriguing 
since the text often seems to be a hybrid that sometimes 
resembles a standard anthropological life history and 
sometimes more closely resemble• a prose narrative. It 
is routine for ethnographers to include the voices of 
their informants in their life history texts. Yet, 
Myerhoff's use of these voices--in monologues and in 
snatches of dialogue--often seems to be designed to 
provide dramatic effect as much as ethnographic 
information. 
Number Our Days begins with a monologue in the 
V . oice of an elderly woman, Basha, who was one of 
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Myerhoff's informants: 
Every morning I wake up in pain. I wiggle my 
toes. Good. They still obey. I open my eyes. 
Good. I can see. Everything hurts but I get 
dressed. I walk down to the ocean. Good. It's 
still there. Now my day can start. About 
Here the voice changes. The factual voice of 
Myerhoff the social scientist takes over and provides 
the reader with the facts of Basha's condition: Basha's 
life is similar to the lives of the other informants 
within the book. She is an elderly Jew who spent her 
tomorrow I never know. After all, I'm eighty-
nine, I can't live forever (1), 
Youth in a small village in Eastern Europe, called a 
shtetl, mostly inhabited by other Jews. Now, she lives 
near the ocean in a neighborhood that, at one time, 
housed about ten thousand elderly Jews who had retired 
to this beachfront communitY in the 1950's. This 
community had been reduced by urban renewal and 
skyrocketing real estate values to several thousand 
People, mostly poor retirees in their mid-80's or older. 
Many of these people depend upon a Jewish day center 
called the Aliyah Center for their daily social 
contacts. Myerhoff focused on this group in her study 
(1-8). 
Along with this factual information on her 
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inf ormants, Myerhoff included comments about her 
Personal involvement in the study, Myerhoff first 
Provided a general explanation of the process of 
anthropological field work, She discussed the 
Paradoxical role of "participant-observation" in which 
an ropologist attempts to experience the culture 
the th 
from th . . . . e inside and, at the same time, maintain 
sufficient distance to be able to analyze the culture 
Jectively (18), Myerhoff acknowledged that her ob· 
Position in this study was more difficult than that of 
the 
anthropologist in an exotic culture, because she was 
Jewish herself and t t th 
traced her ances rY o e same roots 
in Eastern Europe as her informants, She wondered 
Whether she was engaged in "anthropology or a personal 
quest" (12), Finally, she confessed that she had 
functioned " .•. as an anthropologist • • , as a 
friend, and sometimes as a familY member" in this study 
( 1 7 ) • 
After much agonizing, ~yerhoff said she had decided 
to give up most pretense of scientific detachment and 
recognize her singular role in this study, She said, "I 
people to be 1oved and admired as a result of 
Wanted my 
Illy study. , • • But 
finallY I accepted the necessity for 
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sacrif · · 
1c1ng that desire" (28), She did not wish to 
diminish the dignity of these people by making them 
heroes or saints, "Since neutrality was impossible and 
ization undesirable, I settled on striving for 
ideal· 
balance" (28), 
Although Myerhoff did not attempt to hide her 
strong personal feelings in the text, she did attempt to 
analyze her information as a social scientist. Her 
analysis of her informants focused on their identity as 
survivors of the Holocaust, Although they were not all 
actual survivors of Nazi persecution, Myerhoff argued 
that most of them had a sense of having experienced the 
Holocaust personally even though theY may have escaped 
it through emigration. According to Myerhoff, their 
identity as survivors gave them a need to find meaning 
in their lives so they could justify their having been 
spared (25). In addition, their survival gave them a 
Powerful desire to "serve as witnesses to what has been 
lost" (34). Myerhoff soon discovered that this need to 
leave an enduring record of their culture before the 
Holocaust was central to her informants' lives, 
The concept that Myerhoff used to analyze her 
informants lives--their need to serve as witnesses of 
the Holocaust--is a concept that definitelY falls within 
the emic approach to the life historY that was 
articulated by Watson and Watson-Franke• Myerhoff does 
not need to impose this concept on her informants, 
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se 1.t seems to arise effortlessly from the centers 
bee au · 
1.n ormants' own lives, The concept's emic nature 
of the . f 
is nowhere more obvious than in Myerhoff's most 
compreh . 
ens1.ve life history in this study, her life 
Shmuel Goldman, a retired tailor whom she had 
history of 
met at the Al1."yah C t Sh d t d t· h 
en er, e evo e an en ire c apter 
( " Needle and Thread") to Shmuel and quoted him often in 
other parts of the book, 
Shmuel is eighty years old and a nonconformist 
among th 
e people at the Aliyah Center; he does not 
be! ieve 1.· n 
God and is not a Zionist, Yet, Myerhoff chose 
as her "key informant" because he is self-educated 
him 
and has thought . th 
more about his experiences an most of 
other elderly people (42), Myerhoff provided an 
the 
ication that this would be an unusual life history 
ind· 
early in t he chapter on shmuel, At first, Myerhoff 
attempted to win Shmuel'• consent to the project by 
descr1.·b· d 1 f rt· · t 1ng the anthropological mo e o pa 1c1pan -
0
bse ld b b rvation upon which the life historY wou e ased, 
Shmuel was not convinced until Myerhoff appealed to him 
"With a d t d d personal request: her gran paren s were ea and 
she had not learned about Jewish life from them, He 
could be her personal link to the past (43), BY 
emphasizing her personal stake in the life history, 
Myerhoff 
1 
d much of her right to claim a 
re inquishe 
measure of objectivity as an ethnographer, As she had 










ional involvement with her informant, an emot· · 
There are other indications early in the text that 
i e history would be different, Although Myerhoff this l"f . 
introduced the life history by stating that the text was 
based on conversations she had reconstructed from tapes 
and notes, the text has a seamless quality that is 
unus 1 ua for life histories, Often, ethnographers present 
1 
e history through transcripts of the informants the l"f 
Words. In "N eedle and Thread," the life history 
Proceed s, at least partly, through literary devices, The 
text often 
includes dialogue between Shmuel and Myerhoff 
Which • 18 
placed within the context of the immediate 
env · ironment. She reconstructed scenes for their 
enc ounters which have them walking down the boardwalk 
arm in arm as they talk or sitting at his kitchen table 
over a cup of tea, She is careful to include detailed 
desc . riptions of the physical surroundings in each scene 
as well as dramatic details such as the non-verbal 
actions of the participants, 
Myerhoff even included the dramatic literary device 
Off oreshadowing, Early in the chapter, we learn that 
Shmu 1 e has a heart condition and that these interviews 
With Myerhoff "'M d t t 11 are taxing for him: Y oc or e s me 
not t 0 
have emotions,' he said, 'I should damp down 
everyth' 1 ing, Is this a philosophy? To live anger by not 
being so much alive? Now, in honor of your tape 




These literary devices are not so prevalent, 
however ' that the life history reads as if it were a 
Piece of fiction, a novel or a short story. Although 
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Shmuel's life history is directed personally to Myerhoff 
Under th e guise of conversation, Shmuel actually 
de1 · ivers th1' s information through monologues that 
sometimes go on for pages at a time. The overall 
impression of the life history is 
of a teacher (Shmuel) 
Using .the 1 · 
1fe history to teach a student (Myerhoff) 
about the 
lives of the Jews in the European shtetls. 
Shmuel's language is quite lyrical as he describes 
his h c ildhood. He portrays the Jews as huddled together 
in a small village surrounded by powerful forces that 
could hurt them and often did• 
Yet, inside the village, 
Shmuel . pictured a sweet, complex, nourishing culture for 
Myerhoff 
in which Judaism was a way of life more than a 
l'elig· ion. The people spoke Yiddish, a language that 
Separ ated them from the hateful neighbors, but through 
Wh' ich they 1 d t 1 celebrated their specia an separa e cu ture 
th t a meant everything, Shmuel said, "'Culture is the 
Simpl . e grass through which the wind blows sweetly and 
each grass blade bends softly to the caress of the 
Wind'" (6 0) • 
In this way, Myerhoff portrayed Shmuel as her 
Patient lt f E t teacher about the Jewish cu ure o as ern 
Europe. d Sh 1 But, as the life historY procee s, mue 





forev er, swept away by the Holocaust, and the life 
hist ory becomes increasingly painful for him, Still, 
Shmuel seems driven to continue, to serve as a witness 
of the 1 ost culture, Myerhoff, herself, said that she 
became concerned about Shmuel's "growing inclination to 
is wounds" (69), She stays away, feigning Probe h. 
, so e will not have to continue, Again, we see 
illness h 
yerhoff's personal involvement with Shmuel affected how M 
her work as an ethnographer, 
In the end, however, Shmuel has to play out his 
a survivor, He describes his 11 e in the shtetl role as . f 
up to the time that his family was forced by the 
ion to make their sad, reluctant departure, When 
Persecut· 
8 
finished, Shmuel reveals his personal grief at the he' 
final outcome: "All this I give you was broken up, torn 
out ' and thrown into the ovens, , , , I cannot say good-
all that" (73), And he also reveals the terrible 
bye to 
burden on himself as a survivor: 
Why have we bothered to live? All this is 
at an end, For myself, growing old would be 
altogether a different thing if that little 
. Even with all that . . 
town was there still, 
poverty and suffering, it would be enough if 
the place remained, even old men like me 
ending their days would find it enough. But 
when I come back from these stories and 
remember the waY theY lived is gone forever . 
;:case 
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• then it means another thing altogether for 
me to accept leaving this life (74). 
But Shmuel does leave. Myerhoff informs us that 
Shmuel died 1· n 
his sleep the night after their last 
implication is clear: Shmuel was able to 
interview. The . 
die only after he had finished his witness. It is also 
emotional strain o comp e 1ng t e life Cle ar that the f 1 t· h 
history may have hastened his death. So the question 
the reader. Was Myerhoff s personal approach 
remains for ' 
to the life history worth the consequences? 
Of all the life histories that have been discussed 
to this point, Myerhoff's life history of Shmuel has 
gone the greatest distance toward becoming like the 
erary work that both Crapanzano ("The Life History" lit 
n Watson and Watson-Franke (97) suggested might be 7) ad 
the best way to reveal the individual's true portrait, 
Myerhoff 
took a risk by abandoning the neutrality that 
ial scientists have often claimed enhances the soc· 
credibility of their work. However, she indicates in the 
life h. 1 1 t' h' 1story itself that her persona re a ions 1p with 
e was an important factor in her decision to make 
Shmu 1 
er primary informant and was an important factor in 
him h 
Shmuel, h ( 42 s decision to reveal his past to er -43). 
By including detailed information about her 
Personal relationship with Shmuel, Myerhoff changes our 
Percept· ions 
relationship may have affected the type of information 
of the life historY• We must decide how this 
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co lected from Shmuel and how it may have affected she 1 
interpretation of this information in her final her · 
• is reasonable to assume that when an text It . 
ethnographer becomes personally involved with the 
subject of a life history, that involvement will affect 
the creati'on 
of that life history. However, when the 
ethn ographer admits to such involvement and reveals in 
ic terms its exact nature, as Myerhoff has done, specif ' 
We a re much better able to make judgments about that 
involvement than when the ethnographer remains silent. 
The life history of the retarded man (Kernan et 
al.) wh · 1 · ' ich I will later compare with iterary 
journal' . ism and fiction in this dissertation, 1s a more 
i ional life history than "Needle and Thread," but trad ' t· 
"Living in the Real World: Process and Change in the 
Life of a Retarded Man" clearlY belongs within the 
ion of the emic approach to the life history. tradit ' 
This life history of Tim AnthonY, a twenty-four-
man living in the Los Ange es area, esta lished Year-old 1 b 
intent from the outset. The life history's its emi·c . 
title seems to have been chosen to capture a major 
dichotomy that Tim had created within his own life--a 
dichotomy that consisted on one hand of the "real world" 
in Which Tim desired to place himself and on the other 
tot he "fake world" in which others had tried to place 
him ( 91). The authors seemed determined to present Tim's 
expe . rience using the standards that he had established : 
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gu1 e by those points of change which are 
"Our study i· s "d d 
considered by Tim himself to have been significant and 
meaningful in his life" (82). 
This is not to say that the authors did not detach 
the mselves from Tim and make an independent analysis of 
18 life. In particular, the authors focused on his h" 
a ion or adjustment to life in the community. They adapt t' 
were careful, however, to explain that they believed 
that adjustment could not be considered as a "static" 
state th at is measurable by "objective" means such as 
tests or inventories. Rather, adjustment must be 
Understood "in terms of process and change." The 
by examining e processes tat 
authors argued that only · · th h 
the · individual uses to achieve goals can they make a 
m1nation of how successful those processes have deter · 
in helping the individual with the challenge of been . 
ad· Justment (81). 
According to Tim, his childhood was spent in the 
fake world. He and his siblings lived with a 
Sch' izophrenic mother when she was able to care for them. 
she was not, Tim lived in a series of residences When 
for the mentally retarded, At school, Tim was placed in 
special education classes which he disliked. As an 
adolescent, he often found himself in trouble for 
steal' · h" d 1 ing or fighting. Yet, it was during is a o escence 
that f h 1 Tim began to catch a glimpse o t e rea world, For 
Tim ' living in foster homes and attending special 
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education classes where he had few friends proved to 
have its positive side. Tim began to develop a tendency 
to look within himself, to be introspective, and to 
believe that through such thinking, he could gain 
control of his life and change it• In the followinS 
passage, Tim describes how this inner debate with 
himself helped him to decide to stop stealing: 
I was layin' in the bed, 
. I was just 
thinkin', and this is what I said to myself 
it just all occurred to my mind, "Stealin' 
is gonna get me in a lot of trouble, Plus, 
it's bad anyhow, and I know it's bad, And the 
. " I 
only reason I steal is because, 
wasn't talking to myself, I was just thinking, 
I was just layin' there, lookin' straight up 
, I was 
at the ceiling, you know, So . 
say in' , "This right here, I don't like doin • 
it, I don't like doin' it for one thing," And 
then while I was still thinkin', I said, "I 
don't like doin' it and it can mess me up for 
quite awhile and I know it's bad," So about a 
year later, or just before I turned seventeen, 
This tendency toward introspection proved 
Particularly influential in Tim's life when, at 
I stopped doin' it (87), 
he left Los Angeles for Utah where he 
was 
seventeen, 
enrolle d in the Job corps, During this period, Tim 
q11 
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discovered the real world and decided that he wanted to 
be part of this world. Tim concluded that with careful 
thought and force of will, he could change enough to 
become part of this normal or real world• The one 
aspect of his life that he wanted to change most was his 
status as a mentally retarded person. Tim had analyzed 
his life and had decided that he was not mentally 
retarded, that his problems had been caused by forces 
outside himself such as his family, and that to be 
accepted into the real world, he had to convince others 
that he was not retarded, In the following passage, the 
authors explain that, again, Tim was convinced that he 
could achieve this goal through a process that included 
intense thought as well as the force of his own will: 
This was a period, then, when he not only came 
to believe that what was wrong with him was 
caused by external forces, his mother and his 
"messed up" familY, but that he could alter 
his life, He came to believe that he could 
think about himself, could understand his 
a ctions, and, if he wished, could change them. 
He realized 
that he could be "normal" . 
and that he 
enjoyed being so. He has 
made that 
his goal and 
haS devoted much 
of his time and 
effort, from 
then until the present, to 
achieving , 
, or, at least, appearing to 
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To explain away his mental retardation to himself 
and to others, Tim had to explain away much of his life, 
e e disability income he received from social 
includin., th 
security, the classes in special education he had 
attended as a child, the foster homes for the mentally 
retarded in which he had lived, and the training program 
in· independent living from which he had graduated as an 
adult. The most difficult problem for Tim to explain 
away was the fact that he could not read, although he 
a great deal of energy in trying to learn, had expended . . 
Tim's evidence that he was not retarded rested 
Partly on the fact that he had scored seventy on an IQ 
w 1ch placed him on the borderline of mental test h' 
retardation in terms of test scores (Grossman 11), Also, 
he argued that his life style and aspirations placed him 
e real world of competence and self-improvement, in th 
T· im was living independently in Los Angeles and had 
employment as a kitchen worker to supplement his found 
inc om e from social security, He avoided relationships 
e mentally retarded individuals he had met, and 
With th 
a so avoided contact with his family, His goals he 1 
u ed earning a college degree and becoming a incl d 
Psychologist (91), His greatest challenge, and one that 
e the most disruption in his life, was his caus d 
inabil"t 1 Y to read, 
Tim had taken courses to help him read and had 
h · ldden his inability to read in numerous situations, 
ill 
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Although he could not totally hide his illiteracy from 
himself or others, Tim was obsessed with keeping it 
had made Tims life an unusually 
secret. This obsess1·on ' 
lonely one. He preferred to do without personal 
ionships rather than to risk the possibility that relat· 
anoth er person would discover that he could not read, In 
Particul 
ar, Tim found himself in a kind of double bind 
where h1' s relationships with women were concerned. He 
Wished to form 1 · · h 11 d d re ationsh1ps wit co ege-e ucate 
, ecause such relationships would help identify Women b 
a part of the non-handicapped real world. Yet, he 
him as 
0 
too close to such women or fear 
Was reluctant to det f 
would discover he could not read (94), However, Tim they 
did not sink into despair over these difficulties, In 
his u s ual manner, he attacked them through serious 
at self-improvement, by continua Y taking efforts 11 
courses and spending time in the library (84), 
Desp i t e h is proble ms , the authors of this life 
lstory concluded that Tim had developed a un i q ue a nd h ' 
l a rge ly · t d 1 1 successful p r ocess for adjus ting o au t i f e 
in the community. He had accompli s hed much of what he 
inte d n ed to accomplish. He had overcome a n unstable 
ch· lldhood and t roubled adolescence to become a largely 
indep d 'd' d lt t en e nt, responsible, law abi ing a u --as atus 
t h at h e h a d ach iev e d thr o u g h h is own e fforts. For the 
auth . ors, Tim's process of adjustment was a s importa nt a s 
the a ctua l goa l s h e had reached• 
This process consisted of Tim's introspective 
questioning which resulted in his creation of the 
d' lchotomy between the real world and the fake world, 
ichotomy led to his denial of any handicap and This ct· 
c ive attempts at self-improvement to further his at' 
nee himself from the hated label of "mental dis ta . 
retardation." 
In the following passage, the authors 
im s passion for se -improvement meant explain how T. , lf . 
~ an simply a metho or 1mprov1ng his more to h;m th d f . . 
skills. The f f h' passion itself became proo o 1s 
normality: 
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The principal dimension that distinguishes 
residents of the real world from those in the 
fake world is the individual's attempt to help 
and improve himself, There are, of course , 
positive consequences of trying to help one's 
self, but in Tim's mind it is the trying 
itself that distinguishes people who are 
Although Tim's process of adjustment creates 
Pro bl ems for h i m that are difficult to overcome, the 
authors ;t h d h · 11 argued that, overall, ~ as s erve 1m we i n 
worthwhile from those who are not (97), 
becom· ing a functioning member of the community: 
The changes that have taken place in Tim's 
life ma y be seen a s a serie s of steps that 
have given him control ove r h i s life and his 




Tim himself. Moreover, Tim believes that this 
control was brought about through his own 
volition and through insights he has gained by 
thinking about himself and the causes for his 
behavior. Tim is in his own mind, and to a 
large degree in fact, a self-made man (85), 
The authors of "Living in the Real World" followed 
emic 
approach to the life history in their treatment 
im Anthony, making certain that their basis for of T' 
int erpreting the life history originated in the 
subjective views. At oug e authors informant's own 1 h h th 
developed f d' t t · concepts such as the process o a JUS men in 
interpretation of the life history, the particular their · 
Process of adjustment which theY identified in the life 
lstory was quite evidently an important conscious h' 
1n Tim Anthony's own life, In a ition, such Process · dd · · 
epts as Tim's denial of mental retardation and his cone 
res entment of labeling, concepts which represented Tim's 
own , standards, could be used to compare Tims life 
lstory with other life histories of similar h' 
inct · ividuals. 
The authors' use of the first person plural to 
refer to themselves, their frequent bibliographic 
references to other researchers, and their use of the 
Word "data" to refer to the information they collected 
about Tim's life give the life history a detached, 
Scientific flavor. As the passages quoted from the 
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article indicate, however, the authors seemed to have a 
an interest w 1c prevented the 
genuine 1·nterest 1·n T1"m, h" h 
tone of th 
e life history from becoming cold or uncaring. 
The authors of "Living in the Real World" tell us 
Very little about themselves. This life history appears 
in a 11 co ection of life histories on retarded 
indiv"d 1 
uals which informs us in its introduction that 
researchers who wrote the life histories in the the 
collection are connected with the UCLA Mental 
Retardation Research Center, The authors' silence 
conce · rn1ng their relationship with the informant 
d" lfferentiates it somewhat from the other examples of 
emic approaches to the life historY• 
On this subject, the reader receives only 
int · riguing hints such as the comment that the research 
" was 
Project may have been successful partly because Tim 
'W. 1 1 ling to spend long periods of time talking about 
to a researcher because he had no one else to 
himself 
o 96). This lack of information concerning the 
talk t" ( 
relationship between the researchers and the informant 
does more than make it impossible for the reader to make 
a . Judgment on the effects of that relationship on the 
1story. The lack of information removes this life h" 
relationship from the total equation that is the life 
h" lstory and forces the reader to assume that the 
relationship of the researchers to the informant had no 
effect on the final version of the life history, The 
·:<l=1' , f •. ,1 ., 
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rese archers who produced "Living in the Real World" 
decided ' in Janet Hoskins words, "to proclaim neutrality 
invisibility" (147), Although this decision and even . 
does not nullify the important insights and conclusions 
that the authors reached in the life history, the 
decis' ion must remain an important consideration when 
in the Real World" is compared with other "Living 
similar documents in this dissertation, 
The reluctance of the authors of "Living in the 
Real World" to reveal themselves makes it an exception 
to the other emic life histories studied here, The 
auth ors of these life histories differ from authors of 
itional life histories in their willingness to tract· 
appear within the texts, such emic life histories can 
be seen as part of the "subgenre of ethnographic fairly 
lting" that has emerged since the 1960's in which \llr . 
ethn ographers have deliberately revealed themselves 
(c1· lfford 13-14), 
However, the authors of emic life histories seem 
hesit ant to assume a profile as consistently high as the 
lit erary journalists assume in their reports, Less 
". lsibility does not necessarilY mean that the subjective 
"iews f 1 1·nfluential in 
0 the ethnographers are ess 
Shap· ing their life histories, The ethnographers' 
decis· d d h ions concerning what materials to inclu e an ow 
to 
incl d t everY bit as much 
u e them may shape their tex s 
as 1 . lterary journalists shape theirs, But, because 
I 
.,..,. 
ethnographers do not use methods as obvious as the 
literary devices in the literary journalism, their 
Sub. · 
Ject1ve realities usually remain more hidden within 
their texts. 
Although the emic life histories may reveal less 
about the subjective realities of their authors, the 
same cannot be said about the subjective realities of 
the· · 
lr informants. These authors' intense efforts to see 
the World from the point of view of the informant make 
the 1· 
lfe history a powerful tool for illuminating the 
informa t' . . n s subJect1ve reality and for discovering that 
inct · · lV1du l' "f a s undamental project" or reason for living 
(Lang 
ness and Frank 109). In fact, their use of concepts 
drawn from t h l th t the social sciences seem o e P em o 
focus 
more sharply on the subjective realities of their 
informants than is possible in the literary journalism, 
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Fiction as Illuminator of Subjectivity 
Literary journalism and the life history both have 
been shown to operate as illuminators of subjective 
reality, However, both of these forms place limits on 
the ill . . 
um1nat1on of the subjective views of authors and 
actors because of their dedication to fact. This need to 
report facts, to provide an account consistent with 
external evidence, and to include the viewpoints of the 
actors involved in the reports provides a common ground 
between literary journalism and the life history. 
However, because literary journalism uses literary 
techniques to compose its reports, it also is quite 
Similar in form to prose fiction. Fiction's ability to 
illuminate subjective reality is limited and regulated 
by f.2m in the way literary journalism is limited and 
regulated by form while fiction is not limited by 
factualness as is the literary journalism. Thus, while 
literary journalism shares with life history the 
lim· 
ltation imposed by the need to report facts, it 
Shar · · · d b es with prose fiction the limitation impose y the 
need t B · · th o create an aesthetic form. y examining e 
manner in which fiction illuminates subjective reality, 
l hope to provide a necessary and valuable perspective 
on the l · · 11 · manner in which literary journa ism i uminates 
Sub· . 
Jective reality. 
__ .,._. .,. .,...,.,. 
Once our attention turns to works of fiction, we 
are c f on ranted with a deceptively simple situation, 
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set e characters in fiction are no longer assumed becau h 
to b e real human beings as were the people who appeared 
in works of literary journalism and life history. The 
temptation is to declare that the tension between 
1v1ty and subjectivity no longer exists: the object· · 
characters in works of fiction are solely the inventions 
of the author and must simply be instruments of the 
author's subjective reality, But such a declaration 
~ould ignore the fact that, in order to be understood, 
authors of fiction must create events and characters 
that are, at least, somewhat believable, 
To avoid confusion, I must define some of my terms. 
In this chapter, when I use the words "believable" or 
elievability," I will be referring to the requirement "b 
that all works of fiction be at least translatable into 
real . world terms, whether those works are written using 
the style of realism or a style that uses fantasy. I 
1 not use these words to refer to the internal l-lil 
Coherence or the degree of plausibility or probability 
lo; • lthin the work, When I use the words "reality" or "real 
l-lorld " f th 11 ' I will be speaking onlY o e genera Y 
accepted understanding of what the external world is 
1 · lke and not any individual author's i diosyncratic 
ion of the real, concept' 
The requirement of believability is particularly 
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serious for authors who write in the style of realism, 
because they must make the fictional world inside their 
Works seem to correspond exactly to the external world, 
r 1s requirement is important for all works of Howeve th' . 
iction, whether those works use the style of realism or f' 
are extremely fantastic. Characters and events must be 
translatable into real world terms, must have some 
degree of f h t 1 ld · f re erentialitY tote ex erna wor , i they 
are to be believable and if the ideas they represent are 
to b e applicable to our lives, The problem for authors 
of fiction is to achieve this degree of believability; 
the problem for their critics is to determine whether or 
not th ose authors have achieved it, 
Authors who use realism can seek to resolve the 
dilemma by attempting to create a pure rendering of 
unmediated reality, According to Wayne Booth, such 
extreme proponents of realism expect the author to "give 
l lusion that he does not even exist Rhetoric of the . 1 " ( 
F' -l.._ction 50). Such a view ignores the power of authors to 
Select those components of reality that they wish to 
have d appear in their work, Barbara Foley escribed this 
• crucial role in conceiving, 
PolYer as the". 
Selecting and shaping the imagined world which is 
Projected in the text" ("Fact, Fiction, and Reality" 
391) · Works of fiction must finally be perceived as an 
imag· ined world removed from the world of everyday 
t-ea1 · · · 1ty and the author's subjective consciousness 
----- -- - - - ---- - - -
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Perceived as the mediator between reality and the 
reader: "In short, the author's judgment is always 
Present, always evident to anyone who knows how to look 
for it. 
• [W]e must never forget that though the 
author can to some extent choose his disguises, he can 
never h . ) c oose to disappear" (Booth 20 , 
However, even if we concede that authors cannot 
serve up unmediated reality, we still need to decide 
what the relationship is between the imagined, 
subjective world presented in a work of fiction and the 
external world. And, even more important to this s t udy, 
we must analyze how authors create this relationship 
between their subjective worlds and the real world if we 
are to use fiction to help us understand its relative--
litera . . ry Journalism, Before we can analyze this 
relat · 1 1 ionship, however, we must make c ear exact y who 
th' ls figure is that we call "the author" in works of 
fict· ion and how this figure exerts its influence over 
th ose works. A good starting point for this analysis is 
the concept of the implied author as it is formulated by 
'Way ne Booth in the Rhetoric of Fiction. 
For Booth, the implied author is the "official 
scribe" whom we perceive as the creator of the work of 
f· lction in its entirety. This implied author is 
d ' l ff e rent from the author's real-life person, different 
from implied authors in other writers' works, often 
dif ferent from the implied author in other works by the 
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writer, and different from the narrator--the same · 
speaker who leads us through an individual work: 
Our sense of the implied author includes 
not only the extractable meanings but 
also the moral and emotional c ontent of 
each bit of action and suffering of all 
of the characters. It includes, in short, 
the intuitive apprehension of a completed 
artistic whole; the chief value to which 
this implied author is committed, 
regardless of what 
party his creator 
belongs to in real 
life, is that 
which is 





as real Implied authors act 
of fiction. To avoid confusion, the implied author will 
be referred to in this discussion by the real-life 
rs name or simply as "the author," However, the autho ' 
term author and the use of the real-life author's name 
"Will not refer to the flesh and blood author but to the 
imp1· led auth or, 
the insinuated consciousness that exists 
'With· in the work 
Authors serve as combination composers and 
as its creator. 
cond uctors in the orchestra of fiction, using all the 
instruments at their disposal to play out their 
comp . os1tions. This analogy serves well in its 
i tnp 1 i C t · ' d . h h a ion that authors are restr1cte 1n ow t e y can 
Use th e different instruments at their disposal, 
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Compo sers or conductors cannot use a cello to produce 
the effect of a trumpet and authors cannot force the 
dif ferent elements in the form of fiction to do anything 
they wish. The elements that make up the form of 
ion--including narrators and characters--restrict fict· 
authors by their own limits, Thus, although authors may 
want to use the fictional form to illuminate their own 
Ject1ve realities, they can achieve this goal only by sub · , 
Using the individual elements in the form, elements that 
demand that their own properties not be violated, 
Narrators in works of fiction are powerful figures 
authors can use to illuminate those authors' own whom 
Points of . view, 
because narrators serve as the reader's 
connection to a work's fictional world, Although 
narr t 
a ors may often seem to be closel y linked to t heir 
they are usually not identical to those authors 
' 
authors t k , because, even when narrators seem o now as 
a out the characters or events as authors, they do much b 
not have the control over those characters or e v e nts 
that authors have, In fact, authors may purposely create 
closeness or distance between themselves and their 
narrators to affe ct tho s e narrators' credibility wi t h i n 
Work 'd s of fiction, Booth refers to an indiv1 ual narrator 
reliable' when he speaks for or acts in accordance as ", 
is to say the implied 
With the 
author's norms), 'unreliable' when he does no t " (1 58-
159) · Authors may use reliable narrators to reinforc e 
norms of the work (which 
the authors' beliefs or use unreliable narrators to 
highlight those beli'efs 
through contrast or irony. 
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In addition, authors can choose to make narrators 
Privileged or limited in terms of what they are allowed 
to know (Booth 160). Limited narrators may be allowed to 
know only what they can logically infer, while 
Privileged narrators may know the thoughts of one or 
c aracters as well as the outcome of events, By more h 
ma · nipulating their narrators' range of knowledge, 
authors can control readers' understanding of events 
as 
Well as the narrators' reliabilities, 
Like narrators, the characters in fiction have 
th . eir own beliefs, their own subjective realities which 
are developed to the extent that the characters 
themselves are developed, Thus, authors can use 
racters in many ways to illuminate the authors' own cha 
subjective views. For example, by creating characters 
s are or oppose the authors' values, authors can \./ho h 
subtly establish those values in a work by making the 
characters sympathetic or unsympathetic while, at the 
same time, the authors seem to remain neutral 
themselves. Such neutrality should not be mistaken for 
obJ'ect· · · k f f' t ' ivity. If the characters in a wor o ic 10n 
establish values of anY kind in that work, those values 
must b ' · 1 · e the result of the authors manipu ation of those 
char t 1 ac ers whether or not the author open Y indicate s 
a Y toward those values, symp th 
- ----
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For example, authors can create greater compassion 
for just those characters with whom they agree simply by 
spending more time developing those characters: ". 
ering our interest, sympathy, or affection on one in cent · 
character, he [the author] inevitably excludes from our 
rest sympathy, or affection some other character" inte 
(Booth 78-79). Such a result is especially true for 
characters who ' 
are central to a works narration either 
because they serve as first-person narrators or third-
Person . . point-of-view characters, 
However, these uses of narrators and characters 
may 
also present authors with complex problems, Once the 
Personalities of narrators or characters are well-
establ' ished, authors must make the subjective views of 
e narrators and characters consistent with those thos 
es personalities, In addition, for narrators and figur ' . 
characters, or events or objects for that matter, to be 
1 
ered plausible, they must be identifiable with cons·d 
1 
ar elements in the real world, Even if fictional Sim'l 
narr ators or characters are drawn in a fantastic or 
otherworldly fashion, theY must be understandable in 
real h l -world terms which, after all, are t eon Y terms 
reader. Fantastic or no , 
once they are 
available to the · t 
established, narrators and characters must behave in a 
manner that corresponds to the waY real people would be 
expected to behave in a similar world (Sparshott 152). 
Thus, we are assuming that, even though narrators 
·- -------w 
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and ch aracters are the subjective creations of authors, 
they must correspond to individuals who could exist in 
the real world. We are also assuming that this real 
world exists and that there is agreement about its 
characteristics. The critic William Ray maintained that 
these assumptions are not onlY correct but necessary. 
Ray's argument rests upon the concept of resymbolization 
developed by David Bleich. Bleich argued that an initial 
a symbolization, becomes a resymbolization 
expe · rience ' ,. 
n there is an attempt to interpret or explain the Whe 
symbolization (Bleich 39). According to Ray, such 
resymbolization corresponds to the activity of 
int erpreters or critics of literary works. 
When these interpreters agree on a reading of a 
Work through "intersubjective negotiation," that reading 
is validated as the satisfactory explanation of current II • 
Phenomena" (Ray 79). The interpreters of works of 
fiction, who compose a community of critics or scholars, 
decide ht ·t h through discussion within ta communi Y w ether 
or not the world to which a work of fiction refers is 
Plausible enough to be considered real: "If something 
appears objectively so, it is merely because all parties 
agree that it is so . " (79). In this way, critics 
can create a means for judging the degree to which 
narrators and characters in literary works, the 
r· ictional creations of authors, correspond to their 
counterparts in the real world: "Thus, although the 
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1· iterary object can only manifest itself through the 
intu·t· 1 
ive experience of the subject, it is paradoxically 
vitable that such experience presents itself as an ine · 
Jective structure of reference" (104), ob· 
These concepts not onlY establish a justification 
for passing judgment on the effectiveness of the 
niques authors of fiction use to illuminate their tech · 
subject1· ve 
views but also provide arguments against 
es that literary criticism is simply a kind of charg 
c 1v1sm, One such charge claims that criticism is subje t. . 
Worthless because "the value of anY work is the value 
any reader sees in it, and there can be no disputing of 
e in values 11 (Booth, .Q_ompanY We KeeQ 84), The idea tast · 
that a community of critics exists to analyze one 
anoth , . . er s op1n1ons establishes a much more exacting 
standard than the taste of a single reader, A similar 
argument · t d · accuses critics who are 1nteres e in the 
subject· k f ive components of fictional wor so 
cone entrating only on the emotional aspects of thos~ 
Works. 
Louise Rosenblatt, a student of reader-response 
er· · iticism, argued that such a charge is unwarranted, 
because it is impossible to separate referential or 
cog · n1tive uses of language from affective or emotive 
Uses f 0 
language in works of fiction, She concluded that 
the reading experience "fuses the cognitive and emotive, 
or, perhaps more accuratelY, apprehends them as facets 
.,w .. 1J ; pl ., J ,I ... 





of the same lived-through experience, thus giving it its 
spe · cial meaning and quality" (46), (Although reader-
response criticism is currently a popular subject in 
literary criticism, it will not be discussed here, 
because its focus on the effects of fiction on the 
reader goes well beyond the scope of this study's 
emphasis on the views of authors and real-life subjects 
in literary journalism,) 
Although fictional works maY contain objective-like 
comp onents as well as subjective-like components, 
criti cs must experience these components together if 
they are to understand the works, Wayne Booth responded 
arguments that equate criticism with subjectivism by to 
~ r 1ng that value judgements are justifiable in asset· 
analyses of works of fiction simply because every work 
must either succeed or fail at realizing its own 
ob· Jectives. Whether a work's ambitions are to become an 
or a parody, critics can intelligent Y apply the epic 1 
a ppr · k opr1ate criteria to judge that wor , to 
"disc · · · · · r1m1nate degrees of success 1n exerc1s1ng a 
determinate human skill" (.Q_ompanY We Keep 119). 
The tension between objectivity and subjectivity 
thus, very much alive both for authors of works of is, 
f· iction and the critics of those works, Authors can be 
judged by the degree to which theY seem to be complying 
'With f. d f f iction's need to meet standar so re erentiality 
and · d t 'f' critics can be judged by the nee o use spec1 1c 
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r1a consistently in their criticism, Authors who crite · 
fail to meet standards of referentiality can be accused 
of destroying the plausibility of the fictional worlds 
that they create, Critics whose judgments seem to be 
based on purely idiosyncratic criteria can be accused of 
subjectivism, 
In my evaluations of works of fiction in this 
ch apt er, my primary interest will be in determining how 
auth ors have used fictional techniques to illluminate 
subjectivity in those works, However, before attempting 
evaluations, there must be some discussion about these 
meaning of "objective structure of reference," Does the 
the use of this term mean that onlY the most realistic 
f" lction 
' 
works that seem to correspond directly to 
concrete aspects of everyday reality, can be considered 
succ essful? This standard would seem to be especially 
d" lfficult for much of contemporary fiction to meet, 
becau h · se contemporary fiction so often emp as1 z es fantas y 
over strict realism, But, if we concentrate on t he fo c u s 
in th· ls chapter--the illumination of the subjective 
realities of authors and characters through fiction--we 
see th at such pure realism is not nece ssary, 
Subjective reality refers to the total world v iew 
of authors and characters and such a v iew must i nclude 
the e motions of the s e figure s as we ll as thei r i deas a nd 
beliefs · f h about their dailY lives, So, 1 t e author of a 
~ork of fiction is able to communicate the s e vi ew s to 
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the reader 
, that author must be judged successful, This 
concept f o success is similar to T,S, Eliot's 
explanation of the use of the "objective correlative" to 
communicate emotion to the reader: 
The only way of expressing emotion 
in the form of art is by finding an 
'objective correlative'; in other 
words, a set of objects, a 
situation, a chain of events which 
shall be the formula of that 
particular emotion; such that when 
the external facts, which must 
terminate in sensory experience, are 
given, the emotion is immediately 
If authors of fiction manage to communicate a sens e 
of their subjective realities or the subjective 
realit1'es of th d ·t d their characters to e rea er, 1 oes not 
evoked (124~125), 
Part· icularly matter if the characters, events, or 
ob· Jects the author uses to achieve that communication 
are realistic, expressionistic, or fantastic, This 
freedom of choice represents an advantage that authors 
off' 
lction have over authors of literary journalism and 
life h' f. . 1story. While authors of non- 1ct1on must use the 
lllate . rials present in actual events to communicate their 
subject· f l · h 1ve views or the views o peop e 1n t e ir work s , 
authors of fiction can choose just those materials that 
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work best at 
communicating the subjective views that 
they wish to communicate, 
Barbara Foley made a similar point in her 
iscussion of the apocalyptic nature of modern d ' 
documentary fiction, She argued that many writers of 
contemporary historical fiction have subverted 
hist · orical fact in order to create their view of the 
" 
horr'f' i ic quality of contemporarY life in their work: 
· writers committed to a full imaginative recreation 
of the past have moved in an increasingly apocalyptic 
ion, subordinating fact to a mythic or highl y direct· 
na view of history " (''From U,S,A, to Rag time" 
Pe r so 1 . 
These authors, Foley claimed, have reinvented 
101 ) , 
istorical "facts" solely for their shock value. Such a h ' 
1storical materials seems simi ar to the use of Use of h · l 
characters and events that was discussed earlier in 
ion to the objective correlative, Both these relat· 
concepts s e em to suggest materials can be used in 
ion, not for any worth in thems elve s, but solely fict· 
use they help authors to communicate their beliefs. 
beca 
Thus , obviously fantastic material maY often be quite 
authors' conceptions of truth. 
e ffect· 1ve at revealing 
material can help an author to create what Peter 
Such 
Berger called a "reality-shattering effect" in their 
fiction, an effect that can explode r e aders' take n-for-
gl'anted · view 
of everyday realitY and r e place it wi t h t h e 
auth , . ors personal perspe ctive 
(221), 
- - - - - - - - - · . - - -
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To the question of how authors of works of fiction 
Use the t echniques available to them to communicate 
Jective meaning through that form, we can answer that sub· . 
the Y do so, at least in part, through a use of 
, c aracters, objects, and events to illuminate 
narrators h 
ir subjective views. By examining a particular work the· 
off' iction 
' 
we can provide examples of how these 
tech · niques can operate, I have selected Bernard 
Mala d' 
mu s short story, ''Idiot's First," the title story 
in · a collection of short stories published by Malamud in 
1963 ' to serve this purpose, I chose this work, because 
it operates on different levels of e ngagement wi th the 
real world, and so allows me to illustrate how an author 
can use both realism and fantasy to communicate 
Sub· . Jective reality in a work of fiction, 
This story relates the difficulties an elderl y , 
dying Jewish immigrant in New York CitY encounters in 
his t a tempts to send his retarded son to live wi t h a n 
elderly uncle in California, The s tory i s conc erned with 
the old h man Mendel's attempts to raise t e money for 
train 
fare for his son, Isaac, during one cold, dark 
night . in the city. 
The story can be divided into two levels of 
meaning. First, there is the level of meaning which 
emer 
ges from the basicallY realistic adve nture s Me nde l 
expe . h riences in his attempts to raise t e mone y f o r 
Isaa' 
cs train fare. The other level of meaning emerg e s 
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from the fantastic setting of the story, "a vaguely 
surre 1· a 1stic dream landscape" (Hershinow 127), By using 
these t 
wo levels of meaning simultaneously, the author 
to anchor the story in the real world but still 
is able 
able to 
set his imagination free to use the power of 
fantasy to create a more universal meaning for the work. 
In this way, the author solves the problem of 
referentiality. The fantastic elements of the story are 
set adrift in a world of unreality, existing as not 
f' inely mad · · · t t that have e 1mag1nat1ve s rue ures no 
c 1ve structure of reality to which to refer, obje t· 
Rath er, these elements can refer to an objective 
structure which already exists within the story, the 
Malamud 
real -world lives of the story's characters, 
Uses the realistic level of the story to illuminate the 
Ject1ve realities of the narrator and characters--sub· . 
real 1· t · d d 1es which Malamud has also create --an uses the 
fantastic level of the storY to illuminate the author's 
SUb · . Ject1ve reality, Let us see how this process works by 
exam· . 1n1ng the story in detail, 
The narrator in this storY is a limited omniscient 
narrator who uses Mendel as the point-of-view character. 
However, this narrator remains somewhat distant from 
Mendel--he does not often reveal Mendel's thoughts and 
feel. ' ings, and h e does not use Mendel s Yiddish-inflect e d 
style of speech to narrate the events in the story . Th e 
narrator's impersonal style gives the narration a 









quality. This narrative style contrasts with 
Mendel's 
nearly hysterical state of mind, which serves 
exaggerate the desperation of his plight, The opening to 
of the story illustrates the narrator's individualistic 
and introduces the palpable fear that accompanies style . 
Mendel throughout the story: 
The thick ticking of the tin clock stopped. 
Mendel, dozing in the dark, awoke in fright. 
The pain returned as he listened, He drew on 
his cold embittered clothing, and wasted 
minutes sitting at the edge of the bed (3). 
Mendel has only until midnight to get the money 
before 
he must report to a man named Ginzburg, who 
stalks Mendel and Isaac throughout the evening, The 
c aracters in the storY seem quite realistic on 
other h 
ur ace--immigrant Jews who speak English with a 
the s f 
strong Yiddish inflection, Their indifference to 
e s plight seems to mock his desperately powerful 
Mend l' 
desire to d k h' find a haven for Isaac an ma es is 
loneliness and despair seem even more extreme. 
Mendel's first encounter is with a pawnbroker to 
Whom Mendel and Isaac come for money, The dialogue 
ween Mendel and the pawnbroker illustrates Mend e l's 
bet 
estr 
angement from other people• When Mendel pleads for 
money in exchange for his watch to buy Isaac's 
enough 
train f are, 
Rothschild" 
the pawnbroker's answer is, "So go to 
(5). Mendel settles for eight dollars for 
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the watch. The author's choice of dialogue and action in 
Mendel' 
s next confrontation reinforces the sense of the 
world's h h ars , 
unyielding quality and Mendel's 
alienat· ion. 
Mendel comes to a rich man, Fishbein, to ask for 
cha· rity and even begs on his knees when Fishbein 
refuses, F1.·shbe1.·n ·11 d · M d 1 
w1 not agree an gives en e only 
s ubborn fact of his "policy" for an excuse: the t 
"Private contributions I don't make--only to 
1.tutions, This is mY fixed policy" (8), This inst· 
confrontation is somewhat melodramatic, but the author 
ives to lessen that melodrama with some deft touches. str · 
ls careful not to draw Mendel simply as a wretched He · 
beggar but indicates that Mendel may be willing to fight 
is son, that he is a dignified and prideful man ~ho 
for h 
has been 
driven to desperation, When Fishbein laughs at 
Mendel's " plan and calls Isaac a "halfwit, Hendel 
interrupts him with a flash of anger and a warning: 
''Please, without names" ( 8 ) • 
Also, Malamud does not allow these characters to 
appe ar as completely one-dimensional, heartless 
ind· lviduals, He includes in each characterization a 
saving hint of humanity that makes them seem more three-
s1onal so that they confirm Men e s subjective dimen · d l' 
belief that one should have enough hope to keep on 
going, that there exists another, less severe side to 
life. The effect of Mendel's encounter with the 
HI ll •,t 
,I 
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Pawnbroker is softened when the pawnbroker refuses to 
allo M w endel to pawn his hat and coat on this cold night 
(S). Also, although the rich man, Fishbein, refuses to 
endel and Isaac the money, he asks them several give M 
times if they are hungry and offers to feed them. 
Mendel finds more kindly treatment from the next 
stranger he visits, a sick, elderly rabbi, The rabbi 
list ens sympathetically to Mendel's story despite his 
es obJections, but he has no money to spare, Wif ' , 
Instead, the rabbi appeals to Mendel's faith: '' God will 
"In the grave. I 
give you," he d 1 d says, Men e respon s, 
need tonight. Come Isaac" (11), Here, the author 
Prov'd 1 
es Mendel with another aspect of his personality, 
a cynicism about religion, Ironically, Mendel's sarcasm 
r a bbi to impetuously an en e is new fur moves the h d M d 1 h ' 
coat with which Mendel escapes after a brief s trugg l e 
With the rabbi's wife. Mendel manages to pawn the coat 
and races with Isaac to the train station to buy Isaac's 
ticket to California, Here, a few minutes pas t midnight, 
inds Ginzburg, whom he believes to be the Angel of 
he f ' 
Death, posing as a railroad ticket agent and has his 
last and most diffi c ult confrontation, 
Up to this point, Malamud has maneuvered Mendel, 
his point-of-view character, to exhibit both a belief in 
h' lmself and a belief in others, Despite the hopelessness 
of h' is situation, 
that h e can make 
Mendel has shown tha t h e has f ai th 
a difference, that his persistence can 








Pay off , that he should keep trying. In addition, Mendel 
sown that he believes that truthful appeals to the has h 
indness of others can produce results. Despite his k' 
ion, he has not turned to robbery or trickery to desperat· 
raise th e money he needs. Even in his final, terrifying 
n a ion with G1nzberg, Mendel reveals that he confro t t' . . 
still holds to these views. 
Ginzburg will not allow Mendel and Isaac onto the 
Platform although the train has not left the station, He 
tells Mendel that he is late, that he was supposed to 
rep m1 night: ort to h1'm by 'd · 
"Favors you had enough 
al read Y• For you the train is gone." Despite Mendel's 
Plead' ing, Ginzburg proves hard to swaY• The following 
excer t , P from Mendel's argument with Ginzburg s 
ustrates that Mendel still has faith enough to appeal ill 
to the humanity even in the coldest of individuals: 
"Whatever business you in, where is your 
pity?" 
"This ain't mY commodity, The law is the 
law. " 
"Which law is this?" 
"The cosmic universal law, goddamit, the 
one I got to follow myself" (13). 
Finally, in frustration, Mendel grabs Ginzburg by 
the throat. "You bastard, don't you understand what it 
(14). At this, Ginzburg looks into mean s human?" 
Mendel' s eyes, 
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and relents. 
He allows Mendel to take Isaac to the train 
o to California. Because we cannot know 
and send hi' m ff 
Ginzburg's thoughts, Malamud must use dialogue here to 
illustrate the difference between Mendel's and 
e subjective beliefs concerning the importance Ginzburct's 
of h uman kindness in administering life's laws. 
At the end of the story, Mendel is rewarded for his 
Perse verance and for his belief in humanity by achieving 
his g oal--he is able to send Isaac to safety. It is 
important to note that this victory is a victory from 
Mendel's point of view. The author is careful to 
indicate through Mendel's dialogue with the other 
char acters that this victory is far from complete: 
uncle in California is an old man who i s likely 
Mendel's 
to leave Isaac alone before long, But this limite d 
siasm represents the author's subjective view, not enthu · 
Mendel' 
s. Mendel has truly been victorious from his own 
Point f 0 v i ew. 
For him, the ending is a happy one, 
This realistic component of the story is e ff e ctive 
at establishing a real world reference point for the 
story and at communicating Mendel's subjective reality. 
reasons for both Mendel's despe ration and his hope 'I'he 
are 1 c ear and understandable in terms of everyday 
And, although most oft e o er c arac ers seem r e a11.· ty. h th h t 
Cold a nd unc aring in contrast to Me ndel's passionat e 
intensity, their behavior is characteristic of peopl e 
"1ho are often a s ked by strangers for help. There is a 
::! I ., 
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strong implication that Ginzberg possesses otherworldly 
Powers b , ut he plays the role of a ticket taker 
authentically; Malamud has been careful to give even 
Ginzb erg a believable role in the real world. 
However, Malamud's use of realism in this story 
seems t o conform to Booth's argument that authors can 
a ism for different purposes: "There is a radical use re 1· 
diff erence between those who seek some form of realism 
as an end in itself and those for whom realism is a 
means to other ends" (57). Malamud does not seem to use 
realism for its own sake but to serve as counterpoint 
for another level of reality, This other level of 
reality represents the level of the fantastic in the 
Y which the author uses to illuminate his own stor 
sub· Jective reality, Although the author's subjective 
are different from Mendel's, theY are not totally Views 
indep endent of Mendel's experience, The author needs 
e s realistic experience to reinforce his own Mend l' 
, ecause those views are presente main Y at the Views b d · 1 
of fantasy, Malamud seems to want o create a level t 
reality that exists beyond the level of everyday reality 
in the d story, because the meaning he nee s to convey 
itself exists at a more universal level. 
Malamud skillfully uses a literarY technique, the 
desc . ription of the setting for the story, to create this 
of fantasy in the work, The story is supposedly level 
Set in New York City, but the desolate, ominous place 
~,I 
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where the action occurs is unrecognizable and 
nightmar1'sh. M d 1 
en e and Isaac scurry through dark, empty 
es on a cold November night in search of the stre t 
thirty-f1·ve dollars 
that Mendel still needs to send 
Isaac to 
California. The wind blows "mournfully" (8) 
and "the whole sky is white" (9). Eventually, the 
reader's" 
sense of a real world •.. is utterly absorbed by 
a dreamscape, a never-never-land New York City" (Bloom 
93). 
This hostile environment emphasizes the lack of 
sympath 
Y and understanding that Mendel experiences in 
but it also creates an expressionistic 
for the action "by placing comparatively real 
h' 18 quest, 
background 
cha racters in wildly imaginarY gardens" (Bloom 94), This 
tech . nique forces the characters to act out their dra ma 
in a d'f . 1 ferent, more universal level, This setting, 
then 
' seems to work like an objective correlative in the 
s tory by taking readers beyond everyday reality to ma ke 
them aware that they are witnessing a basic human 
strua 1 ~g e against the overwhelming forces of the 
u . niverse. Malamud uses the setting of the story t o 
comm . un1cate his own subjective view of universal 
in · Justice, what one critic called "Malamudian anger 
directed at · th f f h divine indifference 1n e ace o uma n 
SUff , e ring" ( Salzberg 2). 
Thus, "Idiots First" presents us with a story which 
skillfully communicates both the main character's 
11 
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Ject1ve reality and the author's subjective reality. sub· . 
Mendel believes he has overcome the world's cruelty and 
1 erence through appeals to others for humanity and ind'ff 
justice. The author seems to be suggesting that, while 
one person may make some impression in a universe that 
has arrayed its great power of indifference against him, 
impression might be limited to the ability to make that · 
some sense of that power, that "he can--at least at odd 
moment . " s--1mpose meaning where God has not (Friedman 
291). 
Malamud created these differing levels of realism 
and the differing su J eC 1ve views ey and fantasy b' t' · th 
engender by using several techniques, including point of 
View ' characterization, dialogue, and setting. Although 
these techniques allowed Malamud great freedom in 
n1cating his views, the fictional form required him commu . 
respect its requirements. Without Mendel's realistic to 
ov1ng existence in the storY, including his and m . 
subjective views, the author's views would have lost 
ir reference point in the real world and, also, much the· 
of th . e1r power. 
Coincidentally but interestingly, "Idiot's First" 
includes a retarded person among its characters, 
Isaac does not speak in 
Mendel's retarded son, Isaac. 
the story--he only makes pathetic sounds- - and he is 
8ive d · n no real personalitY• He is portraye as inferior 
useful onlY in moving the story's plot 








• n contrast, Flowers for Algernon, the next work along I 
iction we will consider, makes a retarded person its off" 
cente r of interest. 
Flowers for Algernon by Daniel Keyes is a novel 
that purports to represent the thoughts, feelings, and 
life t s ory of Charlie Gordan, a mildly retarded man in 
his early thirties. The entire novel is told in the 
first person from Charlie's point of view through 
chro 1 
no ogically arranged progress reports, similar to 
diar Y entries, that Charlie writes during a nine-month 
Period h 
wen he is part of a scientific experiment on 
human · 
intelligence. The scientific experiment, designed 
by a psychiatrist and a psychologist at Beekman 
Unive · 
rsity, is an attempt to do for Charlie what it has 
al read 
Y done for a white mouse named "Algernon"--triple 
his · intelligence. 
At the start of the novel, Charlie's life revolves 
around th 
e tests he is given at the University and his 
job at a 
bakery where he does menial work and is use d as 
the butt 
of the other employees' cruel jokes. Charlie 
begins h" f h h b · is progress reports be ore e as een given the 
surg· ical operation to increase his intelligence. The 
foll . owing is an excerpt from Charlie's March 8 progress 
report which he wrote just prior to the operation: 
progris riport 6th Mar 8 
Im skared. Lots of pepul who werk at the 
c ollidge and the pepul at the medicil school 
i, 1 






came to wish me luk, Burt the tester brot me 
some flowers he said they were from the pepul 
at the psych departmint, He wished me luk, I 
hope I have luk, I got my rabits foot and my 
luky penny and my horshoe, Dr Strauss said 
dont be so suerstishus Charlie, This is 
sience. I dont no what sience is but they all 
keep saying it so maybye its something that 
helps you have good luk (9), 
Keyes uses the spelling mistakes, elementary 
syntax, and superficial level of understanding to reveal 
ie s simple view of the world at the beginning of Charl · , 
the novel. After Charlie undergoes surgery, his 
intell' igence quickly increases, and he is promoted to a 
job at the bakery, Keyes ma es ramatic more ski'lled k d 
es in the progress reports to illustrate Charlie's chang . 
newfound abilities: Charlie's spelling and grammar 
improve, the syntax of his sentences become more 
icated, his thought processes become more complex, compl' 
and his insight and understanding become deeper, Charlie 
iscovers that his difficulties have also increased, d' 
Particularly his difficulties with human relationships. 
He had expected that people would be proud of him if he 
instead, he finds suspicion and 
became smarter, but, 
jealousy: 
April 22--People at the bakery are changing, 
Not only ignoring me, I can feel the 
,, 
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hostility, Donner is arranging for me to join 
the baker's union, and I've gotten another 
raise, The rotten thing is that all of the 
pleasure is gone because the others resent me 
(47), 
In addition, Charlie has begun to remember details 
from h is childhood, a time when his mother refused to 
that he was retarded and berated him cruelly when 
accept 
he could 
not learn like a normal child, Charlie also 
finds it d1"ff1"cult to 1 d"l h 
decide ethica 1 emmas tat have 
appeared in his life, to deal with his newly discovered 
romant1· c 
interest in women, and to come to terms with 
his life 
before the operation, He decides to enter 
0 
erapy with one of the psychologists with whom he 
Psych th 
is Working. However, even the psychologist be litt les hi s 
exist ence before the operation, In the following 
con versat· 10n, 
Charlie becomes angry when the 
0 
og1st compares his retarded sel to an object Psych 1 . f 
that people simply used to accomplish goals: 
"But I'm not an inanimate object," I argued, 
"I'm a person," He looked confused for a 
moment and then laughed, "Of course , Charlie. 
But I wasn't referring to now, I meant before 
t he operation," smug, pompous--! f e lt like 
hitting him too, "I was a pe rson be fore the 
operation, In case you forgot--" (63), 
As Cha rli e 's IQ jumps from 68 to 185, he r e ali zes 
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w at he values most about himself is not his that h 
gro · wing knowledge but his intrinsic worth as a human 
being and what he 
continues to resent most in others in 
their t endency to concentrate onlY on his intelligence 
iminish his worth before the operation, In the and to d" . 
following passage, he expresses his anger at the 
attitude that Dr. Nemur, one of the director's of the 
experiment, has toward him: 
It may sound like ingratitude, but that is one 
of the things that I resent here--the attitude 
that I am a guinea pig, Nemur's constant 
references to having made me what I am, or 
that someday there will be others like me who 
, He makes 
will become real human beings. 
the same mi~take as the others when they look 
at a feeble-minded person and laugh because 
they don't understand there are human feelings 
involved, He doesn't realize that I was a 
person before I came here (101), 
ie s subjective views have changed, He now values Chari· , 
himself as a human being and expects to be treated with 
res Peet. This feeling of self-worth even extends to his 
i·r 1 e before the operation, and he has begun to resent 
the way people treated him in the past, 
Later in the novel, Charlie becomes drunk at a 
Party and engages in a bitter argument with the 
direct t th t K ors of the experiment, an argumen a eyes 
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re lat es through extensive dialogue and description, 
is argument, Charlie sums up the meaning that During th' 
the experiment has had for him: 
, I've learned that intelligence alone 
doesn't mean a damned thing, Here in your 
university, intelligence, education, 
knowledge, have all become great idols, But I 
know now there's one thing you've all 
overlooked: intelligence and education that 
hasn't been tempered by human affection isn't 
Keyes 
uses this scene to allow Charlie to expresses the 
worth a damn (173), 
0 
life that he develops when his intelligence is 
View f 
1 
s highest level: human beings are not to be valued at ·t 
e1r intelligence or anY other single attribute, for th. . 
1gence only has value when it is considered as 
Intell' 
complete human being, a person who is 
just one part of a 
love as well as ideas, This view is 
capabl e of sharing 
supported when the effect of the operation wears off and 
Charl. , le s intelligence regresses to its level prior to 
the surgery; Charlie remains a sympathetic figure, 
nonetheless, until the end of the novel, reinforcing the 
View that his value is not determined by his IQ score 
alone. 
In this novel, Keyes used fantastic circumstances 
much as Malamud used an expressionistic setting in 
"Idiot's 1· · 1 1 First" to transcend the rea 1st1c eve so he 
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could communicate his subjective views about human 
exist ence through his fiction. In Flowers For Algernon, 
howev er, Keyes did not use setting as Malamud did to 
e antasy, The environment remains starkly creat f 
s 1c throughout the novel. reali t' 
Instead, Keyes manipulated Charlie's intelligence 
create a fantastic situation in which Charlie's level to 
of · intelligence begins at a low level, rises, and then 
a1n to its previous state. The result of this falls ag . 
man· ipulation is that Charlie's degree of percipience 
changes as his IQ changes. As his intelligence 
his insight into his life broadens and inc reases 
' 
a process that actually changes Charlie into 
deepens, 
d' lfferent 
characters during the course of the novel, 
This · is not to say, exactly, that Charlie is not a 
s 1c character, for, at anY given level of reali t' 
1gence, Charlie's individuality is believable. inte11· 
' harlie's character acts as a realistic reference 
Thus c 
at the same time as it is being used by the author 
Point 
to create a non-realistic situation of changing 
Perspe t' c 1ves. 
Keyes seems to use the distance between the 
narrator (Charlie himself) and the author to illuminate 
d' lfferent subjective realities in the novel, Because 
Chari· ie, whose subjective views change as the novel 
Prag 
resses, is also the novel's narrator, Keyes is able 
to Use him to reflect different viewpoints by varying 
is ance between Charlie and the author. When the d' t 
ie is retarded, the distance between him and the Charl · · 
is quite large. Keyes has Charlie include author · . 
ion in the progress reports that indicates there informat. . 
is a great deal that Charlie does not know. However, in 
intelligent phase, the distance between Charlie and his · 
the author seems almost to disappear. As the passages 
ar ier illustrate, Char 1e o en seems to be quoted e 1 · · 1 · ft 
speaking in a didactic, even somewhat preachy manner 
after his intelligence has increased, as if he were 
being used to communicate the author's point of view. 
Perhaps, it is difficult to differentiate the author 
from the intelligent Charlie in the book, because they 
practically the same person, the author himself. are 
The author uses the intelligent Charlie to 
illuminate his subjective views while allowing the less 
intelligent Charlie to illuminate the subjective views 
of the retarded character in the novel, In this way, 
Reyes gives us both an intellectual view of retardation 
through the character of the intelligent Charlie and a 
dramatic experience of retardation through the character 
of the retarded Charlie• However, because these two 
characters are used to represent different facets of the 
same character's life in the novel, each of their lives 
ecomes a foil for the other's life. That is, the b 
intelligent Charlie becomes a foil for the retarded 
Charlie and vice-versa. 
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Thus, Keyes not only uses the technique of varying 
es intelligence to illuminate his own views but Charli , · . 
also to create a character that can provide insight into 
the inner life of a mildly retarded person or, more 
accurately, into what the author thinks might be the 
Ject1ve reality of such a person. At the same time, sub· · 
1 
e of each of the two main sides of the Charlie the l'f 
c er acts as a foil to illustrate and illuminate chara t 
the life of the other side. 
This aspect of the novel is rather complex since 
Charl · · le 1s only retarded during part of the novel--at 
eg1nn1ng before the operation to increase his the b . . 
1gence and at the end when the effects of the inte11· 
operation wear off, However, the retarded Charlie is a 
e ievable individual who speaks with an authentic, b 1 . 
often moving voice and who represents an impressive 
rast to the intelligent Charlie, For examp e, at the cont 1 
e nd f · d 
0 
the novel, Charlie, who is once again r e t a r ed, 
a1ns why he has decided to commit himse to the expl · lf 
institution for the mentally retarded: 
Warren an Home, 
I dont want Miss Kinnian [Charlie's 
former teacher] to feel sorrY for me . I 
know evrybodY feels sorrY for me at the 
bake ry and r dont want that eather so Im 
going someplace where the y are a lot of 
other pepul like me and nobody cares that 
Charlie Gordon was once a genus and now 
.... 
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he cant even reed a book or rite good 
( 2 1 5 ) , 
In this passage, Charlie is convincing, but not only as 
a retarded man, He is also convincing as a sensitive, 
car ind d . e, an prideful retarded man, because the author 
has d eveloped these traits in him through the course of 
the novel. Although Charlie maY be a fictional 
character h' h f 1· d , is revelations about t e ee ings an 
riences of a mildly retarded person still seem expe · 
Valuable. 
Unlike the other forms of writing discussed in this 
dissertat· 
ion, fiction allows its authors to break free 
off actualness, This freedom permits authors of fiction 
to predetermine events to a degree that is impossible 
for authors of the other two forms who are limited by 
the f acts. This freedom from factualness, however, does 
not completely free authors of fiction from the tension 
betw een objectivity and subjectivity, These authors must 
consider the degree to which their creations refer to 
the real · f t t· d world, If their creations are an as ic an 
have little in common with the real world, they must 
find" subtle correspondences" between their fictional 
Worlds and the real world in order for their creations 
to b e believable (Scholes 8), 
As we have seen, however, authors who can make this 
conn · h ection with the real world can use the tee niques of 
the fictional form--including the use of the reliable 
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re 1able narrator, point of view, and un 1· 
characterization, dialogue, and setting--to illuminate 
their own subjective views and those of their 
char act ers. In addition, these authors' ability to 
1 ferent characters who undergo similar invent d'f 
er1ences or to dramatize different facets of the same exp · 
character's experience allows them to illuminate these 
1 
ar experiences through various types and levels of sim'l 
cons . c1ousness. We must remember, however, that these 
subjective views in works of fiction are inescapably the 
creations of their real-world authors. 
Although we have used the terms ~uthor and implied 
il,Uthor interchangeably in this discussion, we cannot 
forget that the real-world author is separate from the 
led author in a work of fiction. Authors of litera ry 
impl' 
journalism and the life history do not enjoy this 
separation, because they are personally identified as 
the creators of their works. However, in a sense, the 
ied author in a work of fiction is simply another impl' 
lctional invention and, as the critic David Carroll has f' 
itten, a single consciousness resides behind all Wr' 
ictional inventions: "What ultimately guarante es the f' 
. is that behind 
the window is another figure, this one, supposedly 
integrity of the house of fiction· 
present in the 'real world'--the aut hor 
." (56). The "authority'' for everything 
' r e al' d an 
himself . 
that 
appe ars in a work of fiction must be the real-world 
r 
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author. Although authors of fiction have more freedom to 
explore their own subjective worlds than authors who use 
the other forms considered in this study, all the 
Subjective realities that are illuminated in works of 
r· 
lction are, finally, products of those real-world 
authors' creative minds. 
Chapter Six 
An Original Version of Literary Journalism 
In the preceding chapters, I have analyzed the 
manner i' n 
which authors use literary journalism, the 
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istory, and fiction to illuminate subjective life h' 
realities--their own as well as those of the people who 
appear within their works, Because the primary purpose 
of this investigation has been to discover how authors 
of literary journalism reveal subjective views within 
I will now apply t e 1n orma 10n gained so their works, h · f t' · 
far, I 
am presenting my own version of a report about a 
mildly retarded man, a factual report written in the 
0 
literary journalism using techniques identified 
form f 
fundamental to that form, Thus, the report is based 
on information gathered using information obtained both 
as 
g research on the subject and through saturation 
throu h 
reporting. This information is presented in a text 
wr· itten as literary journalism, that is, a t ext that 
Uses strai' ght th 'th h expository prose toge er w1 sue 
1· lterary techniques as the strong narrative voice, 
scenic construction, dialogue, point of view, and status 
life d f . etails to communicate the in ormat1on, 
However, I also include in this report selected 
tech · d f · niques from both the life historY an 1ction that 
hav 
e proven effective in illuminatinS subjectivity , wi t h 
the single exception that these techniques do not 
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o invented material, At the conclusion 
include the use f 
of this report, 
techniques from 
I analyze my rationale for choosing the 
the life history and fiction that I 
a so ana yze e1r use u ness 1n writing 
selected, and I 1 1 th · f 1 · 
the report. 
My report, entitled "Talian Pie," is based 
Primarily on interviews with a mildly retarded man who 
lives in a group home for the mentally retarded in the 
suburbs of a mid-sized city in southeastern 
Pennsylvania, Although I have known this man, whom I 
call Dan, from February, 1986, to the present, the 
material in this report is based primarily on 
information I gained through research, interviews, and 
va ions I completed between February-May 1986, The 
obser t· 
boldf 
aced sections in the report contain material taken 
m my own life that is meant to put related material 
fro 
on Dan's life in perspective, Except for my name, all 
names of people, places, and organizations in the 
the 
report are pseudonyms to protect the confidentiality of 
People and organizations that appear within the report. 
Noth1·nd else · · nted o in the report is 1nve • 
Talian Pie 
The first time I met Dan he was standing on the 
steps that led from the bedroom hall of the group home 
He was 
into th 1· . e 1v1ng 
room where I was waiting, 
sm·1 1 ing broadly, 
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"Y 
ou must be Paul," he said in a booming voice, He 
marched d own the stairs toward me, arms and legs 
PUm ' ping, head bobbing, hand outstretched toward me--like 
c salesman approaching a promising client for the a era k 
lrst time. He shook my hand with enthusiasm, f' 
"Glad to meet you, Paul," he said. "I'm Dan." 
He was not what I expected at all, Not at all, 
Dan's file, which I obtained from the agency which 
0 Perat 
es the group home where he lives, noted that he is 
a 
26
-year-old white male who receives monthly disability 
e rom the Social Security Administration and is in 
incom f 
0 
services for the mentally retarded, His need f 
rincipal Presenting Problem" was listed as: "p . 
Down's Syndrome 
According to the American Association on Mental 
Mild Mental Retardation 
iciency manual for professionals entitled Def· 
Clas ·r· ---=..,: s1 1ca tion in Mental Retardation, Down's Syndrome is 
defined as follows: 
Syndrome in which the majority of affected 
individuals are trisomic for chromosome number 
2; clinical manifestations include epicanthal 
folds, oblique palpebral fissures, broad 
bridge of the nose, protruding tongue, open 
mouth, square-shaped ears, muscular h ypotonia, 
often congenital heart disease, and vary ing 
degrees of mental retardation (Grossman, 169). 
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Dan's file indicated that he does not suffer from 
congenital heart disease although the file contains no 
a ion on his genetic makeup. Dan's eyes do slant inform t· 
sightly (oblique palpebral fissures). Also, his upward 1· 
tongued oes seem to be somewhat large causing him to 
partly open. However, Dan as a rather 
keep his mouth h 
e his nose rather than a roa ridge, his high bri·dde to b db· 
no square-shaped, an is i e ingers do ears are t d h. 1·ttl f . 
not tu~n inward. I have never had the opportunity to 
obs erve Dan's feet or toes. 
I made a special effort to observe Dan's physical 
charact · . . eristics during one of our lunch meetings at a 
when I thought he was so absorbed 
Pizz H a ut restaurant, 
With h . is meal that he 
would not notice what I was doing. 
Dan was eating from a plate piled high with mac a roni 
salad, coleslaw, and cottage cheese. I turned away 
from h' d t 1· t im and pretended to study the eser is while I 
When he seemed to be concentrating solely 
observed him. 
on the food, I raised my gaze above the desert menu s o I 
could glance sideways at his face and hands without his 
knowledge, r thought. Within a few seconds, he stopped 
eating and lifted his head to one side so he was looki n g 
directly at me. 
"Wh at's the matter?" 
he asked. 
"N . othing," I s a i d. 
"I'm just looking at t he 
des ert menu." 
"Do you want desert?" 
"N " o, 
have." 
I said. 
"I'm just looking at what they 
"Are you mad at me?" 
II N II o, I said. 
"Of course not," 
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I, too, have a protruding tongue, My tongue is too 
large for my mouth and caused me problems as a boy, 
e it pushed my front teeth forward, I had to have 
becaus · 
orthodontia work, I remember my first visit to the 
orthodontist and my alarm when the doctor said it was 
Possible I would need part of my tongue cut off, 
although fitting my teeth with braces would probably 
correct the problem without such a drastic measure. 
I supposed he was joking but wasn't sure, because 
he was 
such a cold and humorless man, I remember how I 
resented the clinical, officious way he treated me 
v1s1ts--speaking onlY to his assistant in during · . . 
nical terms about the condition of my bite and tech . 
speaking to me only to deliver curt orders to open wide 
or t 
urn my head. He never used mY name or talked to me 
directly except in the condescending manner adults often 
take with children. 
I remember once, though, I got his attention. He 
had 
just put a whole set of braces on my upper teeth 
making me extremely uncomfortable, As soon as I got 
home from his office, I took a pair of pliers and pulled 
all th M t . e braces out of mY mouth• Y paren s were irate 
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when they discovered what I had done, and the 
orthodontist stopped me on the street one day to lecture 
me. He said that, in his entire ninety years as an 
orthodonti·st, no pat1.'ent h d d h. 
a ever remove 1.s own braces 
a pair of pliers and that he would never allow me With 
is office again if I were ever to repeat such a into h. 
stunt. Even today, I feel an odd sense of pride whenever 
I remember that time I yanked those braces off my teeth 
Wit ha greasy pair of pliers. 
Dan lives in a group home called a CLA (Community 
Liv· ing Arrangement) with two other mentally retarded 
male adults. The house, a single-family split level, is 
located on a tree-lined street in a suburban area of a 
mid- · 1 . A sized city in southeastern PennsY van1a. n 
employee of the agencY (called Helping Hand Inc.) that 
operates the home is always present when the three male 
r e s·d 
Dan and the other residents all 
1 ents are home. 
Work at sheltered workshops during weekdays. 
According to Susan, a social worker at Helping Hand 
With whom 
1 
spoke, each client at the home works on an 
individualized program to help him gain inde pendent 
living skills, These programs trY to modify behaviour 
that encourage clients to learn to 
The philos ophY of Helping Hand, 
through "goal plans" 
c are f or themselves. 
Susan said, is to helP each client live as independently 
a s he is a ble, Cl i ents who complete their goal plans can 
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move to a higher level of independence, For example, 
a t eir goa pans can move to 
clients who complete 11 h · 1 1 
ir own apartments where they receive much less the· 
supervision. 
Dan described his own goal plans to me during an 
inte · rv1ew at the group home, Dan likes to use his hands 
to help express himself as he talks, As he enumerated 
oa plans, he wrapped one hand around a different 
his g 1 
finger of his other hand to represent each goal plan. 
an exercise 
"I have a personal hygiene goal plan, 
goal plan, a dieting goal plan, and a chores goal plan, 
This · 1 I is how I follow my hygiene goal Pan: get myself 
up in the morning, I'm a big man, I do my morning 
hygiene." 
"Do " you dress yourself? 
I asked, 
"Oh yes, 
Yes, yes, yes, I like you for a friend," 
Dan said. 
comb your hair and have a nice sweater; you stand 
"You're the one I like the best, because you 
straight." 
"Do you think we get along with each other? " 
d " You are a nice han some man, 
"Oh yes, 
In order to help me understand Dan's life as a 
c· ltizen in the community, r s ought out information on 
the l i ves of other retarde d people in similar 
i tuations . 
1 
found that Robert B, Edgerton h a d s · 
conduc t e d a n a n t hropolog ical study in the 1960's t hat 
examine d the a djus tment problems of r e t ard e d a dul ts . He 
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ished the results of this research in a book Puhl' 
entitled The Cloak of Competence: Stigma in the Lives of 
the Mentally Retarded. Edgerton compiled detailed 
reports on forty-eight mildly retarded individuals who 
were attempting to live as ordinary citizens outside of 
1 
ut1ons. Edgerton found that the greatest challenge inst·t . 
for th 
ese people was keeping their mental retardation 
secret both from themselves and others: the label was 
disturb' 
. ing to them that theY could not admit either to 
so 
themselves or others that it could apply to them. 
Every one of these informants had been a resident 
of an institution for the mentally retarded. Edgerton 
d' iscovered that the stigma of the label became a heavy 
burden once they took up residence in the community. 
Edgerton reasoned that this label was so burdensome to 
them because our society places such a premium on an 
individual's competency and intelligence, According to 
Edgerton, each "ex-patient must take his intelligence 
Very seriously, for he has been accused and found guilty 
of being so stupid that he was considered incompetent to 
manage his own life." 
Edgerton found that, to compensate for this 
" shattering" accusation of mental retardation, these 
People constantly struggled to denY the accusation both 
to themselves and othe rs, and, once theY were living in 
the community, attempted to pass as normal, non-retarde d 
individuals. Edgerton discovered too that this struggle 
.... 
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proved to be exceptionally difficult. First, the fact 
that they had been institutionalized was often difficult 
to hide. Second, life in an urban environment required 
knowledge and skills of such complexity that these 
People often failed to conceal from both themselves and 
their competence in manY aspects of 
others "that 
everyday life is clearly less than that of the normals 
with whom they must associate." 
Although Dan has never been institutionalized, he 
struggle with the stigma o mental 
has also had to · f 
In fact, he seems to be trying to deal with 
retardat· ion. 
problems this stigma has caused him in the past, to 
the 
lessen th · h' th' k ' e impact of the stigma on is own in ing so 
he can d f t · 1 f construct a positive an more com or ing se -
image. Also, he is trying to find a practical way of 
living in the community that is pleasant for him despite 
the problems that both the stigma of mental retardation 
and his own limitations cause him• 
I discovered that there are three main aspects of 
Dan's life that he considers most important: his love 
for his family and friends, his desire for independence, 
Yet, the stigma of mental 
and h1· s enjoyment of food• 
retardation deeply affects his ability to find 
fulfillment in each of these areas, 
Dan communicated this dilemma to me in several 
~ays, During our interviews, Dan did not like to remain 
With any subject for too long, He talked about the 
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Jects he enjoyed talking about in short bursts, When sub· 
other subjects that he did not enjoy talking about came 
up, he either refused to talk about them or would not 
a ou t em excep or a surprise 
Volunteer 1'nformat1'on b t h t f 
tr· ickle now and then, although he would sometimes answer 
a few direct questions about these areas that troubled 
him. 
His method of answering questions provides a good 
example of Dan's style of expressing himself, Dan's 
answers to my questions often followed a consistent 
Pattern; that is, I soon realized that the specific 
sand expressions he used indicated the degree of 
word 
emotion behind his answer, 
He would often answer, "Oh yes," to my questions 
dragging out the syllables with a kind of wis t ful sigh. 
If he felt even more strongly about his answer, he would 
say· "That's right," curtly and directly, His 
strongest expression of agreement was, "Correct," alway s 
Pronounced in two distinct, elongated syllables, The 
Jects Dan talked about, the subjects he refused to 
sub· 
talk about, and the style in which he spoke--all of 
components of Dan's commun1ca 1on--gave me an these · t' 
entry into his view of himself and his view of the 
ciety to which he was trying to adjust, so . 
Dur i ng one of our first interviews, Dan t alked 
about his love for food and enumerated some of t he 
dishes he lf could pre pare himse : 
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"I 
can make pizza, spaghetti, tacos, T,V, dinners, 
ies, brownies, cakes and angel food cakes, blueberry hoag· 
Pancakes, eggs benedict, omelettes, western omelettes, 
hot cereal and cold cereal, coffee, tea, hot 
chocol ate,home-made chicken pot pie," 
Once, Dan invited me for dinner at the group home 
on the day he was scheduled to cook, Dan is able enough 
itchen so that cooking is not one of his goal 
in the k 
Plans, . 
Mark, one of the staff members who works at the 
group home, told me that Dan requires little help when 
he cooks, but the staff is helping him to learn to 
measure the ingredients he 
uses, 
Dan seemed quite sure of himself as he prepared the 
ning meal, Although he knew I was watching him, he 
e v e · 
Worked efficiently and methodically, describing his 
methods to me in a running commentary as he prepared 
each dish--Shake and Bake pork chops, broccoli, apple 
sauce 
' 
and a commercially precooked package of Italian 
Po ta toe S, 
He also set the table and mixed a soft drink for 
the six people who were eating at the house that 
evening, 
"What kind of drink do you want?" he asked, "I 
like grape," 
"W II h a t e l se do you have? 
I asked, 
"O range," he said, 
"I'd 11· ke orange," 
I said, 
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e 11 have grape," "W ' 
Dan hinted several times during our interviews that 
he wanted to be invited to my house for dinner, Once, 
when he visited my home, he talked to my wife about the 
food h s e enjoyed, 
"Your wife asked me what kind of food I like the 
' e said, "I told her spaghetti and meatballs 
best" h 
with darli·c 0 bread," 
During our first interview, Dan told me that his 
"I love pizza," he 
favorite restaurant was Pizza Hut, 
"I like mushrooms, 
s . aid and rubbed his hands together, 
sausage, and black olives all on the same 
Peppero . ni, 
There are two different kinds of pizza--pan 
Pizza. 
Pizza and supreme pizza," 
Dan is on a diet goal plan, According to staff 
members at the group home, the diet is not a strict one, 
but Dan is 
supposed to be careful that he does not eat 
too much or eat foods particularlY high in calories, 
"I can't have any 
"W d hen I'm on a diet," Dan sai , 
toppinds . J·ust plain ice cream," 
o on my ice cream--
Do you like being on your diet?" I asked. 
''It " he said, "I've got to 
makes me feel lousY, 
follow my goal plans." He emphasized the words "goal 
Plans" in a sarcastic tone of voice, 
Yet, Dan seemed to have mixed feelings about his 
diet h 1 d goal plan. His main objection tote Pan seeme 
to b 





ou don't like people to tell you what to do?" 
asked h' 1m. 
"C or-rect," he said. 
Would you like to decide what you can eat 
Yourself?" 
"Yes, Paul," he said. 
I 
However, whenever I took Dan to Pizza Hut, he was 
caref 1 
u to order onlY a salad from the salad bar, a diet 
, and a small pizza. "Pepsi is my favorite 
soft dr1· nk 
' e told the waitress at one lunch meeting, 
drink" h 
she left, he said, "I can't eat too much because 
After 
of my d' 1et." 
I asked him whY he was on a diet, 
"Because I want to lose weight," he said, 
Dan had been certain of the kind of pizza he wanted 
at the 
restaurant--"a small crisPY pizza with mushrooms 
, 
• and green peppers•" When the waitress brought 
onions 
the · 
pizza, he smiled at her in a dignified manne r and 
"That is mY favorite dish." 
sa · ct 1 very softly, 
When I was at the group home for dinner, Dan told 
me that 
he would be given a soda if he had finishe d 
~ash1' . 
ng all the dishes and had begun h1s evening hygiene 
by . eight o'clock• Dan mentioned the soda several times 
during d f 11 the evening, but after he h a care u Y washe d 
the d' 
ishes, scrubbed the caked-on food from the pots a nd 
Pan 8
• and drie d and put all the dishes away, it was ten 
.. 
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m· inutes past eight, Dan and I left the kitchen to join 
th e others in the living room, Mark told Dan that he 
could not give him his soda because it was past eight, 
and h e had not begun his hygiene, 
Dan argued that there were two extra people for 
dinner th 
at evening, and he should have extra time to 
"I want a soda so bad," he said, 
finish the cleanup, 
When Hark said no again, I waited for the explosion 
face the 









II he said, 
'Wide , amused smile, 
Dan's first memory is a haPPY one about his 
1
. ti 




and Grandpa used to take me to lunch at their 
house. I liked them, 
My grandmother made my favorite 
a 
macaroni' salad," 
Dan grew up with bis family--his parents, a brother 
and sister--and did not leave home until he moved into a 
grou h · f P ome at age sixteen, According to in ormation in 
his f 
ile, he attended public school as a child where he 
Was 11 enrolled in special classes for the menta Y 
:retarded. 
In his earlY teens, be spent several years at 
a day-care program for the mentallY retarded that he 
calls, "the boarder home," At sixteen, he moved from 
Parents' home to a children's group home for the 
his 
mentally retarded, 
accepted by Helping Hand, rnc, and bas since lived in 
When be was eighteen, he was 
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several adult group homes operated by that agency, 
Dan often expressed his affection for his immediate 
family. 
During one interview, he spoke about his 
ionship with his familY in detail, Dan was relat· 
ing me at my home during this interview, He sipped 
Visit · 
a glass of soda as we spoke, 
I'm going home for 
" I 1 ike my parents a lot, 
Easter. 
I like my brother and mY sister and my brother-
in-law_." 
Dan smiled when he told me that his parents don't 
Visit him "too often," He said theY visit him about 
"I go home for Thanksgiving, Christmas, 
once a month, 
and Easter" 
' 
"Would you like to go back to liv e in your home 
he said, 
town?" I. asked, 
"I wish, I can't." 
"W hy can't you?" 
"I don't know," 
"Why do you want to go back there?" I a s ked, 
"B · th " h a1· d 
ecause my familY 1s ere, es · 
"Did you ever ask your parents if you could move 
back?" 
"No." 
"Do you think you can ' t move back because you're an 
a dult now? " 
II I think 
" d lt?" 




II I ' don t know." 
II A re there a lot of people who care about you?" 
"No." 
"Who 
are the people who care about you?" 
"I can't mention them. 
"I'm sorry," he said, 
I'll get upset," 
"Wh ? " y.
"I don't want to talk about that, Paul. 
I really 
like th1· s root beer," 
Only once did Dan voice some criticism of his 
Parent 
sand that was in the context of a question I 
asked h. 1m concerning his dislikes. 
"What do I hate most? 
I don't like people telling 
me what to 
do. I don't like it when my parents say, 'Do 
is, do that.' I feel mad and l o s e my temper sometime s 
th· 
Whe 
n people tell me what to do• It bothers me to talk 
about th. " 1S, 
Dan also talked lovingly about his friends, "I 
like f · · d ''Th 
r d 
" h e people 1· n 
1en sand neighbors, e sai • 
the group home are important to me• I know three people 
around the neighborhood, I know Robert. He goes to 
college. He's my dearest, best fri e nd. I see him e v e ry 
I like it 
morning. He calls me 'old pal, mY friend,' 
When he says that. 
Dan reserved some of hi s mos t unqualifi e d praise 
I feel gentle inside," 
for 
me. "Only one person is mY special friend," he 
1 during an intervie w at mY home, sa'd 
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"Who?" I asked. 
"You. y 
ou are a special friend of mine. I like 
You; I l'k 
1 e your daughter; I like your wife. I like you 
You and I get alonS with each other." 
so much. 
I said. "You don't like 
"No fighting, right?" 
f' ighting." 
don't want to talk about that," he said. "I 
"I 
like 
you because you don't tell your daughter what to 
do." 
Once, when Dan and I had just come to my house, I 
kissed my six-year-old daughter. Dan said, "That makes 
Jealous.'' Often, Dan would arrange to sit beside me 
me · 
When 
we were in the car or sittinS in the living room at 
the 
group home with the others. Sometimes, I had the 
feeling that he wanted to hug me--give me a great bear 
hug like the one I once saw him give Mark, I think, 
though, that he sensed that I would not be comfortable 
ith such displays of affection. Instead, he would w· 
sometimes gently stroke the back of my hand as we sat 
together during our interviews. 
On several occasions, Dan indicated that there was 
a strongly negative side to his attitude toward others, 
I think that this negative attitude is a response to the 
many people who have related to Dan primarily as a 
" mentally retarded" person, His distaste for being 
told what to do, even by his parents, seems to be the 
result of his sense that he has seldom been treated as 
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an adult. 
Susan, the social worker at Helping Hand, said that 
People tend to treat retarded individuals as they would 
c 1 dren--perhaps because some of their abilities 
treat h'l 
are at a level similar to the abilities of children. 
, she said that this similarity often did not 
However 
imply a similarity in levels of maturity. "They may have 
a deficit in adaptive skills," she said, "but that 
doesn't 
mean they are immature. We have people who are 
e 1cient in adaptive skills, but who are very 
very d f. 
mature." She added that such people would be as 
insulted 
as any other adults when others spoke to them 
or behaved toward them as if theY were young children, 
Dan seems to greatly resent this condescend i ng 
attitude that others often take toward him, This 
resentment does not seem to be reserved only for people 
Who are deliberately cruel but also includes well-
meaning people who tell him what to do--even in contexts 
such as work where one might reasonably expe ct to be 
told what to do. 
"I like some friends and people who don't be so 
"People I work wi th are mea n. My 
mean" ' Dan said. 
When he talks to me, he says '25 minutes 
All the bosses, I don't 
boss is mean. 
late or 15 minutes late,' 
like." 
"Because you don't like beinS told what to do ? " 
" p 1 " Cor-rect. That's right, au· 
l 
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"Why does it bother you when the bosses tell you 
what to do?" 
"I 
don't want to talk about that," he said, 
"Why not?" He 
"Talking about it makes me mad using my head," 
Pressed h" 
is hands to the sides of his head and grimaced 




it' s work. 
It's boring for me, Uncomfortable, 
Up and down the halls and go in the restroom 
rink water, All that is boring," and d . 
"What would you like to do if you didn't have to 
Work?" I asked, I don't like 
"I don't want to talk about that, 
that word." 
"What word?" 
"Work," he said, 
Dan indicated several times to me that he preferred 
to b 
e alone rather than with people. Dan had completed 
a goal plan h d for staying alone in the group ome an , 
When 
the others went to the movies, he usually chose to 
stay h ome alone--despite the fact that he said he 
Yed movies and enthusiastically described to me the 
enjo 
Plots 
and all the characters in several movies he had 
seen. 
I'd rather be alone than with people," h e said. 
" When I'm l " alone, I don't feel uncomfortab e, 
·th 1 ? " 
"y OU 
f e el uncomfortable wi peoP e . 
l 
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"Y es, yes. 
I don't know why. I do writing and 
drawing at home by myself." 
Once, when Dan was visiting at my home, I asked him 
if he was looking forward to going back to the group 
home. 
"Only 1· f 
there are no people there," 
"Why?" 
II 
Because I don't like people. I don't care about 
People," he said. 
Now that I am in my forties, I find that it is no 
long er easy for me to make new friends. I find it 
icult to rekindle the feelings of trust and warmth 
diff· 
'W. lth people that I often felt when I was younger. Now, 
I am more wary of others. I find it difficult to be 
comfortable with the complex relationships I have with 
my colleagues h It h at the college were eac , 
relationships that seem to combine a kind of friendship 
'With 
a kind of competitiveness. Who's on top? Who has 
the d 
a vantage? Be careful. Don't give yourself away. 
Trust 
no one, I sometimes feel as if my good will toward 
others is turning into something else, something like 
b· itterness. Much of the time now, I want only to be 
alone. 
Despi't h' · 1 e~pressions of dislike for 
e 1s occas1.ona ~ 
Othe 





str angers. He 
seemed always to make an effort to please 
win over the people we met when we were together, and · 
Alth 
ou going qualities don t necessarily 
ough such t · ' 
ans comments about disliking people, he 
contradict D ' 
seemed genuinely to enjoy interaction with others, 
often 
and I sensed that he recognized and was proud of his 
so . cial sk'll l. s. 
When he first visited my house, he told my wife 
that he wa " H lk d 
s very happy" to meet her, eta e to my 
daughter 
and asked her to tell him the names of her 
e animals. He complimented us manY times on our 
stuff d 
and furniture, Whenever Dan and I went to a public 
home 
Place h 
' e made an effort to make friendlY conversation 
people we dealt with, once, when were paying 
'With the 
at Pizza Hut, Dan struck up a conversation with 
our bill 
the cashier. "I used to 
live 
seems 
he said to the man• 
"I I ve met you," 
on Shelby Street and we came here," 
"You used to order pizza to go," the man said, 
"Oh yes," Dan said• 
Dan's relationship with the people he lives with 
uncommon to me, In fact, all the residents of the 
8roup h ome seem to recognize that theY comprise a 
>net group within the world and the ir behavior d i st · 
toward other members of thiS grouP is unlike the 
behav· 
>or I have witnessed among anY other such subgroup, 




re · sidents. 
put people in the group home to learn goal 
"They 
Plans" h ' e said, 
group homes different from other 
"Are the people i· n 
People?" I asked, 
"They do things different ways," 
"Yes " , 
"How do they do things differently?" 
he said, 
"People are different, 
I don't know why," 
"How 
are the people who live at the group home 
ifferent from the staff?" I asked, ct· 
I want to talk 
"I don't want to talk about that, 
ab out good things," 
When I try to analyze the behavior of the group 
home 
residents toward one another, I always think of 
them 
as performing a kind of dance. TheY move about one 
another 
as if each was surrounded by a sort of weak 
magnetic f t b 




, and that draws them together, but not too close. 
They do not seem to speak to one another as often 
one would expect of people who live together. They 
en seem to relate by simply standing at a comfortable 
distance 
form one another and smiling or simplY saying, 
I have noticed, though, that theY are able to 
" Hello." 
com 
municate specific messages in this waY• One resident 
stanct· 
ing near another in a room often seems to be saying 
to the other person: I have somethinS to do in the place 
"Wher 
e you are now, and when you leave, I will come there 
l 
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and do it. 
The response of the other resident is often a 
quick · 
en1ng of activity to show that the message has been 
eived and then a friendly, deliberate departure from rec · 
the place where the first person wants to be, 
One evening when I was invited for dinner at the 
met a temporary resi ent, a young woman 
group home, I d 
who was staying at the group home for a few 
named Debby, 
' . ecause she was having some difficulty at her 
days b 
Perma 
nent residence and needed a respite. Debby seemed 
When she first arrived at the home, she sat 
Upset. 
alone on the 1 · · d · d · tl couch in the 1v1ng room an cr1e qu1e y 
The other three residents 
With her face 1·n h h d er ans. 
I think, just 
treated her . d t 1n a tender waY an no , 
because she was the onlY woman among them, 
Dan said as he was setting 
"D on't be sad, Debby," 
the d 
ining room table for dinner• The other residents 
0 
seemed to be trying to make her feel better by 
als 
taking turns sitting on the couch with her for a while--
always a comfortable distance awaY• 
At dinner, the other residents were gently 
"Do you want some potatoes, 
Solic·t 1 ous toward her. 
"How about another pork chop, Deb?" 
Debby?" one said. 
another asked. By the end of the meal, Debby had cheered 
Up and was eating heartilY• 
After dinner, all the residents were in the kitchen 




s. Here they talked together more than I had heard 
Their dialogue consisted mainly of a 
them talk before, 
e ind of teasing, "Ha, you don't have a Sentl k" 
dish washer here, do you?" Debby said, 
II I I m the dishwasher," Dan said, 
"You'd better watch out," she said and moved 
toward h" 1m, 
Instead, she laughed and flicked her fingers 
For an instant, I thought she might hit 
him. 
is face, and a few drops of water left on her 
toward h" 
after washing flew into Dan's face, He rubbed his 
hands 
hands 
across his face in an exaggerated manner as if he 
He grinned at 
w1p1ng a great deal of water awaY• Were . . 
on me," he said, 
Debby. "C, . k mon Debby, You always p1c 
Dan's desire to be alone seems to be related to 
er need he spoke about often--h1s need for greater anoth . 
pendence. Although Dan sometimes expressed negative 
inde 
fee1 · 
ings about his job, at other times he expressed the 
belief that t d th th holding a job is importan an a e must 
not take his work lightlY• on one such occasion, we were 
talking about a person who had lost his job at the 
Shelt ered workshop, 
"I don't like to get fired from a job," he said, 
"Why?" 
"I don• t know whY. It make• me feel bad." 
Although Dan never said so directly , he often 
implied 1 nt was related to 
that he realized that emP oyme 
adulthood and independence• perhaps, the reason for his 
l 
mixed feelings about his job is that a large part of 
Dan's d 
esire for independence stems from his dislike for 
This aversion is reflected in 
being told what to do. 
his ch . 
oices of activities and in his feelings about his 
activities outside of the group home. 
"I like to go to lunch and to the laundromat," he 
"I like to do it by myself. Shop by myself. I 
can 
said. 
buy t ablets, notebooks." 
"You don't want other people to go shopping with 
You?" 
"I 
want people to do the things I like to do," 
"Y 
ou don't like people to tell you what to do ? " 
"Nobody." 
Dan sometimes expressed pride in his achievements 
in 
regard to his goal plans, At other times, the goal 
s seemed to represent another source of constraint 
Plan 
in his life. 
"I don't like to have to follW mY goal plans," he 
told me once. 
"You'd rather just do what you want?" 
"That's right." 
I aske d. 
"W I ho makes the goal plans?' he 
"p k th g 1 plans," 
eople from the offic e ma e e oa 
Said. "Th " ey have machines• 
But Dan also could see the goal plans a s a means 
towa d r achieving greater independence• 
" d ti If I got all mY goal plans one, 
he said, " I 
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could move to an apartment," 
"W 
ould you live in an apartment by yourself?" I 
asked. 
"With 
my roommate." Dan said he likes his roommate 
"He'd better 
because he doesn't tell him what to do, 
not," D an said. 
"C 
ould you take care of yourself in an apartment?" 
I asked. 
My parents don't want me to move to an 
"Oh yes, 
apartment." 
He said his parents didn't think he could 
take care of himself in an apartment, 
"Why do they think that?" 
I asked, 
"I don't know," he said with a disgusted tone. 
The side of Dan that enjoys socializing with others 
Was 
evident when he talked about a workshop for retarded 
People that he attended one Saturday, 
"I liked the workshops," he said, 
"We had lunch- -
macaroni and cheese, coleslaw, bean salad, and 
caulifl ower, 
I had coffee and diet soda. They had diet 
Sod as out there," 
"What h k h " did theY talk about int e wor sops, 
I 
asked. 
"They talked . 1 th 
about raping, tearing your co es 
Off 1t ' he said, 
"Why t? II did they talk about tha · 
"For safety. We had supper, 
I had four pieces of 
chicken h d roll and butter, and corn, 




we had small sundaes with toppings--strawberry and 
butterscotch. After that we danced. I danced with all 
the females. 
I like dancing but my stomach jingles," 
"D o you like to go out with girls?" 
"No. T 
oo much people on your case. My 
riend s name is Barbara Hartin, I go out with her 
girlf · , 
Parents and her," 
"Do you ever go out by yourselves?" 
II I'd 
· be uncomfortable to go out with my girlfriend 
alone" h . ' e said, 
"Why?" 
"We fight with each other," 
Dan's social identity as a mentally retarded person 
has d 
efinitely had a profound effect in each of the 
are 
as of hi' s · t · · th D life. And so, in my 1n erv1ews w1 an, I 
attempted to discover how he deals more personally with 
the · issue of mental retardation, 
During several interviews, I approached the subject 
by 
asking Dan if he recognized anY similarities between 
e who lived in grouP home•• Dan always cut off this 
Peopl 
line of 
questioning once be recognized what I was 
dr· 
iving tl b t th at. Once I asked him direc Ya ou e 
connect. 1 ion between the grouP homes and menta 
retardat· ion, 
"Are the people who live in the group homes 
mentally retarded?" 
Dan shook his head• 
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II A re you mentally retarded?" 
"No." 
"What 
does the word 'retarded' mean? I asked. 
"I don't know." 
"Has anyone ever said that you were retarded?" 
I hate that 
"People call me dumb, weird, stupid. 
kind of stuff." 
"W 
hy do they call you those names?" 
"I don't know." 
"Have you ever heard the word 'retarded'?" 




"I don't know." 
"Have you ever heard the words 'Down's Syndrome,'" 
"No." 
Dan's refusal to discuss this subject maY be a 
result 
of unpleasant memories of childhood experiences, 
was reluctant to talk about such experiences, but he 
Dan 
occa . sionally 
had suffered 
would 1et sliP comments that indicated he 
a great deal as a child from the stigma of 
During one interview, I asked Dan about his 
retardat· ion. 
expe . riences at school as a child• 
"I ·11 "h 'd went to school in Manorvi e, e sai • 
rem b em er the d h th" writing an t e ma • 
''D1'd you like school?" 







"Did people pick on you at school?" 
"Always," 
"H 
ow did that make you feel?" I asked, 
"Uncomfortable," 
"What did you do when people picked on you?" 
"I don't know," 
"Did all the kids pick on you?" 
"I don't want to talk about that, Some kids did 
and some kids didn't," 
Dan's most painful memories of his childhood seem 
to b 
e connected to the day care center for the mentally 
retarded 
where he spent bis earlY teens, Dan called the 
day 
care center "the boarder home" and spoke about it 
With b itterness, 
"They made me wear diapers in the boarder home, I 
Was embarrassed and 1ost mY temper, I bated it," 
"Were there manY other people in the boarder home?" 
"There were a lot of people in the boarder home, 
They would just say, 
toys,' I 
didn't like the boarder home, Please don't 
'Go in the room and play with your 
talk about it, II 
Since Dan bas lived in the group homes, he has 
followed 1 1 d 1 a personal hygiene goa Pan an no anger has 
a Probl . 
em controll
1
ng hi• bowels or bladder, He refused 
to d' 1
scuss the daY care center after this conversation 
except for W . d. . one other occasion, e were r1 1ng 1n my car 
and D an suddenly brought up the subject, 
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"I 
have a tooth missing. See," he said. "This 
He pointed at a space where a front tooth 
tooth." 
should h 
ave been. In the boarder home, someone grabbed 
smas e my tooth against the table." 
my hair and h d 
"W ho did that to you?" 
"I can't say their names." 
I remember it as being a quiet and lonely place, 
the f 
ield where the city dump trucks would come with 
snow, more black than white and mixed with 
loads of 
• that had been plowed up downtown along Glen c· inders 
e where the parking meters were• What I remember 
Stre t 
a out it was the waY theY talked so calmlY about 
most b 
hey were going to do to me--the terror of it as I 
What t 
rom one to the other as theY talked. 
looked f 
ant to make him into the abominable snowman," he 
"W 
Said 
to Gerald? Like we did to what'• hi• name?" 
"Should we?" 
"Y " eah, we'll stuff his whole head UP• 
We had been walking home from school together, They 
were 1.·n h d f I k the eighth grade, one year a ea o me, new 
they f were from south street, the bum• part o town, but 
they didn't seem bad when we'd come out of school 
the three of us alone because we'd all stayed 
togeth er, 
after. It 
was getting to be 1ate in the afternoon, the 
Kray winter sky getting darker, and we'd started fooling 
arou d h d th n, throwing snowballs at one anot er, an en 
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a Y walking together down Broad Street and past 
natur 11 
the snow dumping field. 
"L ' 
et s go into the fort," Mike bad said. Gerald 
followed h' 
1m, and Mike had waved bis green shiny mitten 
me when I hesitated at the sidewal k. "C'mon." 
back at 
The plows had made high snow walls around the 
field ' banked the snow up high at the borders of the 
there would be room to heap new mounds of snow. 
field so 
The kids 
called it "the fort" because the snow banks 
whole field except for a break on the street 
Side th 
c· ircled the 
at was left for the trucks to come through, When 
You climbed up the bank and down the other side into the 
fort, all you could see were the snow walls surrounding 
was always quiet in there as 1f the sounds from You. It . 
Brod 
a Street bad disappeared along with the sight of the 
We were standing at the top of the snow bank 
street. 
ing down into the fort when be said that about look· 
stuff' ing my head up. 
I remember I let out a small laugh to let them know 
that I understood it was a joke, because theY were 
talk' 
ing so matter-of-factlY about it, without any anger 
or r eally paying anY attention to me, sut I saw then 
that 
it didn't make anY difference what I did or what I 
sa· 1d, Talking wouldn't mean anything to the•• It was 
like I wasn't even there• 
I must h run because Mike yelled, 
ave turned to 
" Grab Th him," though it sounded soft and far awaY• en 
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the 
re was the "thack" as Gerald hit me in the mouth and 
m, tingling in my lip, a sick tingling as if my 
the nub 
grown huge and heavy. What I remember of the 
rest f . . 
lip had 
0 
it is mostly the cold and the feeling of falling 
and th 
e certainty that there was no help, that I would 
r e lost in the cold and the falling. 
foreve b 
Although Dan said that he is seldom picked on any 
more h 
' e seems to have developed methods of coping with 
situations if they occur, such · 
"Sometimes people pick on me and sometimes they 
don't" , he said, 
"When theY pick on me, I walk away 
like an adult." 
Through this emphasis on adulthood, Dan seems to 
have 
resolved, to some degree, his anger at the 
treatment he received as a child, By separating his 
with its enhanced ability to deal with 
Present lf se , 
such treatment, from the self that suffered helplessly 
from the unpleasant incidents of his childhood, Dan 
seems to have created a healing emotional distance 
between himself and those painful memories of the past, 
Like the people in the Edgerton study, Dan seems to 
recognize the destructiveness of the label of mental 
retardation both to his own image of himself and to the 
image that others have of him• His refusal to accept 
the label is similar to the response of the people in 
the Edgerton study, Dan not onlY rejected the label 
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t e subJect, ea so sought to 
whenever I i'ntroduced h · h 1 
contradict it, 
Once, during a conversation that focused on the 
"I'm 
lives of 
the group home residents, Dan said, 
smart." 
"Who said you're not smart?" 
I asked, 
II I 
am smart," he said forcefully and smiled a 
satisfi' ed 
smile as if he had just accepted the truth of 
this idea for the first time, 
Despite his resentment of the label of retardation, 
oes seem to recognize that he has certain 
Dan d 
limitat· 
ions, His grudging acceptance of the need to 
complete his goal plans and his occasional pride in 
is ing aspects of his goa pans, sue as is accompl · h · 1 1 h h 
success with his goal plan for hygiene, suggests an 
awa 
reness that he needs to make up for deficiencies in 
certain areas of his life, DurinS one interview, Dan 
said he hoped someday to work as a busboy in a 
restaurant, Dan's comments about this possibility 
indicated that he understood some of the difficulties he 
ight encounter in obtaininS a job outside of the m· 
sheltered workshop, 
he said, 
"I'd work two 
"I'd " like to be a busboY, 
an make more moneY• 
I'd like to work in a 
jobs d 
restaurant," 




Dan nodded. "Clear my tables, take the trash out, 
Put tables in order. I worked as a busboy once. I 
remember when. The hard part about getting a job 
don't 
1 
ling out the application, I have to sign my name, 
is r·1 
0 
a1r--brown. Color of eyes--green, Color of 
Color f h. 
sk' in--wh·t " 1 e, 
Dan seems to be attempting to cope with his 
lim't 1 
ations and, perhaps, a feeling of inadequacy, by 
developing a realistic image of himself that includes 
imitations but with which he still feels his 1 · . 
comfortable, Once, I asked him what he would like 
Peopl e to know about his life, 
"That I'm not perfect," he said, 
"Why?" 
"People are not perfect, and I'm not perfect," 
"Do people expect too much of you?" 
"Not always, Sometimes, I don't like people 
f' 
ighting each other, It• s mY problem not being perfect." 
I discovered that the label of mental retardation 
This 
has been a D ' l'f significant force in ans 1 e, 
char d h f acterization bas 1argelY determine t e arm of his 
soc i 1 h · . th f . 1 a relationships: bis relations 1ps w1 am1 y, 
friends, and acquaintances, hi• treatment by those who 
manage educational, governmental, and social agencies, 
his relationships with employers and potential 
employers, his negotiations with Helping Hand staff 
members to obtain greater independence and to eat the 
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foods h 
e enjoys--all these relationships have been 
Profo d 
un ly affected by society's definition of him as a 
mentally retarded individual, 
Although his own limitations have certainly 
cont 'b ri uted to h 
t e kinds of experiences Dan has had in 
0 
these areas, the power of the label of 
each f 
a ion has sometimes seemed to overwhelm a 
retard t' 
istic and fair appraisal of his abilities and his 
real' 
a ity. For example, th• administrators of "the 
Person 1· 
er home" assumed that Dan was similar to a small 
board 
ch' lld: he could not learn to control his bodily 
ions so he needed to wear a diaper; he should be 
funct· 
red to spend his daY playing in a roomful of toys. 
requi 
They assumed that this infantile role was the 
Priate one for Dan, Yet, Dan felt humiliated by 
appro · 
reatment, Under different circumstances, he has 
this t 
Proven that f . g f h' he is quite capabl• o car1n or 1s 
Per so 
nal hygiene, that, in fact, he is a rather neat and 
n person, In addition, Dan has proven that he can 
clea 
funct· h ion efficientlY and more comfortablY wen he 
assumes more adult roles, 
One wonders if Dan maY still be unduly limited by 
the 1 b in th• more 
a el of mental retardation even 
ightene d environment in which h• no• lives, Dan has 
en1· 
ex.cell ent social skills; 
be relates well to people, 
no one seems 
in fact, be quite charming, However, can 
' 
to h 
ave possi'bi'litY that Dan could work 
considered the 
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at a · 
Job in which he deals directly with the public, 
suspect that D 
an would enjoy and could function quite 
I 
Well in 
many such jobs, but I am doubtful if most 
employers 
or many of their customers could accept a man 
identifiable as a victim of Down's 
in such a J'ob who 1.·s 
Syndrome and, therefore, carries the label of 
retardat· 
1.on, The negative effect of the label of 
retard t' 
a ion on Dan's own self-image is fairly obvious, 
ass1.onate denial that he even understands the His p . 
ter · 
minology surrounding mental retardation, his desire 
01 
people despite his naturallY outgoing nature, 
to av 'd 
and h' 
is deep resentment at being told what to do, all, I 
ink, reflect his dread that he must accept the th' 
Portr ·t 
a1 that society has painted for him as his own 
true self. on the other hand, I think that Dan has 
develop an image of himself that e can accept 
begun to h 
and that is also realistic• This new, more comforting 
self-image does not force Dan to identify wi t h t he 
mi 1ating stereotype of the mental retardate yet sti l l 
hu ·i· 
accepts the fact that he maY be limited in some ways 
that others are not, 
In this regard, I remember an incide nt that 
occurred one time while Dan and I were having lunch at 
Pizza Hut. At one point durinS our meal, Dan g lanced 
s ign, 




'Italian Pie, '" 
ee, he said, 
"the 
"But they forgot 
t o put 
the I I' 
in the 
'Ita lian,'" 
1 said. "The 
sign says 'Talian Pie,'" 
"Who forgot?" Dan asked, 
"I guess the people who put up the sign." 
"Well," he said, "nobody's perfect." 
# 
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In this report, I used the reporting and literary 
tech. niques common to literarY journalism to describe 
from his own point of vieW• I openlY assumed 
Dan's life 
the role of 
narrator in this report in order to 
establish a 
strong presence for myself within the text. 
As we h 
ave seen earlier, such a presence seems to be an 
import 
ant characteristic of literary journalism that 
tends to 
separate it from other forms• I also obviously 
Used 
saturation reporting techniques and, in addition to 
the 
strong narrative voice, literarY devices such as 
scenic 
construction, dialogue, point of view, and status 
life d etails throughout the piece. 
My style in this report was consistent, I hope , 
With the h f style of most reports that take t e orm of 
literary . 
journalism, a form whose authors strive to 
Prod 
uce reports that are both accessible and interesting 
to the lay reader. For example, because literary 
journ 1· h d 
a 1 s t s attempt to use 1anguase tat oes not assume 
the 
reader has a specialize d or advanc ed educat i on, the y 
carefully translate unfamiliar language and concepts 
i nto 
non-s p e c ialist's terms, and theY do not use 
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mic conventions such as footnotes or endnotes in acade · 
their texts, 
References to published sources of 
information, 
if included at all, are made as 
unobtrusively as possible within the text itself, 
I suggested in chapter three that Robert Meyers may 
etter illuminated his own rather than his brother 
have b 
Rage , rs subjective views in 1_.ike Normal People, I 
suggested that he might better have illuminated Roger's 
1terarY ev1ces more ex ens1ve y, 
Views had he used 1 · d · t · 1 I 
hope that I have not overwhelmed Dan's views with my own 
and that my frequent use of literarY devices in this 
report succeeded in illuminating Dan's subjective views, 
1 
also hope it is clear that this report is, in part, a 
report about the relationship between Dan and me and 
that any such report that ignores the relationship 
between the report's author and its main actor will be, 
in an . important sense, incomplete, 
In addition to using techniques of literary 
journalism, 
1 
also used techniques borrowed from the 
life h. · th· t F 1story and fiction in writing 1s repor • or 
example, I attempted to organize this report using 
concepts drawn from the social sciences that are 
Commonly used in emic versions of the life history. Such 
concepts seemed particularlY effective at focusing 
attention on the subjective elements of the life 
histories we have studied, The important prerequisite 




are forced on an informant's life but must, in some 
be part of the informant's own consciousness, For 
the concept of self-image seemed to be a genuine 
way, 
Dan I 
in 1s own life. element . h' 
The concept of self~image as it is being used here 
is d 
erived from theoretical discussions about self-image 
and identity (Caughey, 'Personal Identity and Social 
Organization" 188-189; Hallowell 76; Wallace and 
son 380-381), In Dan's case, the concept can refer 
Fogel 
several different conceptualizations that Dan has of 
to 
himself. On 
one hand, the concept can refer to Dan's 
rejection of a 'feared" self-image, a self-
hatred and 
e of what he does not want to be, that is based on 
imag 
the label of mental retardation, On the other hand, the 
concept " 
can refer to Dan's yearning for an ideal' self-
image 
• a self-image of what h• would like to be, that is 
based on f h' lf his potential to take car• o 1mse , to be 
totally responsible for himself as an adult, Finally, 
concept can refer to Dan's 'real" self-image , a 
the 
self-image that is based on what he actuallY believes 
himself to be {CaugheY 188)• 
In this report, I showed hoW Da n, in each i mporta nt 
area of his life, strives to escape a self-image that 
Portrays him as a dependent, mentallY retarded person 
Who 
constantly has to be told what to do, Dan i s a l s o 
striv1·ng to th t p rtrays h 1' acquire a self-image a 
O 
m as a n 
ind 





is smart. At the same time, Dan seems to be 
accept himself as he his, a man with both 
trying to 
and weaknesses, For Dan, these different self-
strengths 
are a very real part of his own subjective 
images 
y. he energetically denies the label of mental 
realit . 
retardation; he also seeks independence in his 
relationships with others, looks forward to independence 
in h. 18 
living and working arrangements, and cultivates 
en ence in his efforts to eat responsibly. In the 
indep d 
0 
this struggle, Dan also seems to have decided 
midst f . 
e must live with himself as a person who is not 
that h 
Perfect. 
Similarly, because authors of fiction often use 
ifferent levels of meaning to helP illuminate the ct· 
I decided to 
subject· 1ve compone nts in their work, 
attempt to h 1 1 ·n mY report In establish sue eves 1 • 
Elowers for Algernon, for example, we have seen how 
>el Keyes used fantasY to create an intelligent 
Dan· 
Chari· d ie who could act as a foil for the retar ed 
While I could not use fantasY in mY report 
Chari· 1e. 
because, unlike fiction, literarY journalism is 
dedicated to factual accuracY, I could use e vents from 
my own life to act as a foil for Dan's life, a technique 
Which I hoped might, like fantasY, increase 
Unde rstanding of incide nts from Dan's life, 
Including such incident• could also serve a nother 
Purpose · the B . 11uminating relevant aspects 
in report, Y 1 
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of my own life and relevant aspects of my own subjective 
, hoped to remove the author further from the 
views I 
ws to reveal, at least partially, how his 
shade 
r1ences and views maY have influenced the report. 
expe · 
The boldfaced sections in the report are meant to serve 
these two functions. In these sections, I attempted to 
incidents from my life, experiences of insensitivity 
use · . 
or brutality for example, that could serve to put Dan's 
experiences in perspective, to illustrate by comparison 
how such incidents maY have affected him. 
In this way, I hoped to add a level of meaning to 
this 
piece of literarY journalism that is similar to the 
s of meaning that authors of fiction can include in 
level 
their works through their use of fantasy or through 
greater ability to separate the narra or rom the their t f 
impl1' ed I th t author. At the same time, am aware a 
authors of literarY journalism risk overwhelming other 
of their work when theY insert 
into their reports• I hope that my 
impo t rant aspects 
th emselves boldly 
de · d d sire to add meaning to nan's experiences an my esire 
to acknowledge my presence as the author of the report 




The main focus of the dissertation thus far has 
been ind" 
iscovering how each of the three forms--
Journalism, the life historY and fiction--have 1· iterary . 
illuminate the subjective realities of both 
operated to 
authors who use these forms .to compose their works 
the 
and the 
actors, the people who populate those works, 
' we must carefully examine the distinctions among 
Now 
these f 
orms to understand this power from a broader 
ive and, in particular, to understand better the 
Perspect · 
individual 
power of the literarY journalism, which is 
Jor focus of this studY· the ma. 
To accomplish this goal, I will again concen t rate 
on each of the two areas of subjectivitY studied 
out this dissertation--the illumination of the 
through 
Sub· 
Jective realities of the authors of the works and the 
mination of the subjective realities of the actors 
illu . 
will compare literarY journalism 
"7ith" in the works, I 
"7ith . 
fiction and with the life historY to make these 
dist· 
1.nct · · th t f ions among the three forms 1n ese wo areas o 
Jectivity. The works on the mildlY retarded men SUb. 
included · d f · · 11 f · in chapters three, four, an ive wi 1gure 
Prom· inently in this comparison• 
The authors of the works of literarY journali s m 




illu · minate thei· r 
own subjective views, This strong 
narrat· 
1.ve presence seems to be central to the power of 
iterary journalism to illuminate the subjective 1· 
realit· 1es of 
its authors, OnlY Joan Didion seemed to 
she had not asserted herself enough in 
believe that 
ng Toward Bethlehem, and her belief seemed to 
.S...louchi 
stem from a fear h d·d t h 
tat her views 1 no comet rough 
r Y enough in this work• ActuallY, the analysis of 
clea 1 
n . s report, "some Dreamers of the Golden Dream" 
Didio , 
showed that Didion's voice was a powerful element in 
is report and did help to establish the meaning that 
th · 
she h oped the report would produce, 
On the other hand, stronS narrative voices were not 
so ev · d 1 
ent in the life histories• Although both Vincent 
Crap 
panzano in Tuhami: portrait of a Moroccan and 
Barb 
ara Myerhoff in~ established a 
Perso 
nal narrative presence, theY seemed uncomfortable 
With th · is presence 
they h 
ad partly abandoned their roles as social 
sc· ientists in these studies• Although Crappanzano 
and felt the need to confess that 
cont· inually emphasized the importance of the 
ethn f h . ographer's collaboration in the lie istory, he 
seem d 1 h h e most confident and most comfortab e wen e was 
theo . 
r1zing as an anthropologist about the role of demons 
in T 
uhami's life. Myerhoff agonized about the effect of 
her Personal involvement in the lives of her informants 




g1.· zed for this 1.nvo vement, and 
ur ays, a.po o 
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finally 
decided that she had to relinquish openly all 
Pretense of 
scientific detachment, a detachment that she 
found extremely important to her work, 
ordinarily 
ace of authors in works of fiction proved to 
The pl 
be the 
most complex of the three forms, These authors 
he greatest arraY of tools to illuminate their 
Used t 
ive views. The freedom from factualness that 
subject· 
iction enjoyed enabled them to influence the 
authors off 
mination of their own views bY giving them the illu . 
to predetermine their conclusions and to 
ability 
their narrators and their point-of-view 
manipulate 
who could be either close or distant from 
cha racters , 
another and from the implied authors in the works, 
one 
The 
narrator and point-of-view character in Bernard 
Malamud' 
s story, "Idiot's First," served as examples of 
this d' 
istancing abilitY• BY maintaining a distance 
bet 
ween the narrator and Mendel (the point-of-view 
character 
in the story), the implied author helped to 
reve 1 
a Mendel's fear and foreboding to a degree that 
'Would h 
ave been impossible if the narrator were closer 
to Mend . . 
el. By creating a fantastic setting in the story, 
the · 
implied author further increased the distance 
bet 
ween himself and Mendel, a distance that allowed the 
imp1· 
ied author to establish a 1evel of meaning in the 
star 1 M d 1 Y beyond the level of meaning availab e to en e . 
Authors of works of literarY journalism did not 
have · t f the . ting narrators, po1n -o -
same leewaY 1n crea 
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View characters ' 
and implied authors who were different 
works of literary 
from themselves, These figures in 
journal' ism were 
author--although, at times, the author-
almost always identifiable as one 
Person --the 
so close to one of the actors in a work 
that 
narrat or got 
we seemed to be seeing events through that actor's 
Point of view, 
The strong f l 1 · f th · presence o rea - i e au ors within 
· literary journalism maY be partly responsible 
Works of . 
e apparent strength of the narrative voice in the 
for th 
form 
• Perhaps, authors of literarY journalism have been 
or dominating their reports and emphasi z ing 
er· . iticized f 
egos over the facts~ critics expect all 
the· ir own 
works to resemble works of fiction in which 1· lterary 
ors are able to separate themselves from their 
auth 
rs, point-of-view characters, and implied 
narrate . 
Criti c s maY understandablY feel the authors 
auth ors. 
ominating their works, when, in works of literary 
are d 
a ism, these critics are confronted by r eal-l i f e 
journ 1· 
ors who often assume the identities of all three of 
auth 
these . figures, 
ike Normal peopl$, for exampl e , e mphasizes its 
1· 
stron 
g narrative voice boldlY• from the beginning of the 
book 
' Robert Meyers places himself firmlY in the center 
Of h' 
is report about his mildlY retarde d brothe r Ro ger's 
1· lfe and d d I ensuing marriage to a retar e woman, n 
addit· 
ion, Robert is not th• 1east apologetic about his 
-----
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strong presence within the book, Robert uses first 
Person 
narration and offers forceful opinions about the 
0 
retarded people throughout the text, In 
treatment f 
' obert outlines the major points he intends to 
fact R 
establ' 
ish early in the text: that retarded people have 
been discriminated against by society and 
hist . or1cally 
are capable of living much more independent 
that they 
they are simply given the chance, 1· lves if 
Although he does not drown out the other important 
Vo' ices in 
the book, Robert's strong narrative voice 
Like Normal pee~• and his viewpoint is the 
dom· lnates 
ongest in the book, There is seldom much doubt about 
Str 
v-1her 
e he stands on the issues of his brother's treatment 
or h' 
is brother's potential, This dominance does remind 
one of 
the criticism that the literarY journalists place 
so m 
uch emphasis on their 0 wn views that their egos 
somet· 
imes become barriers to a proper understanding of 
the· 
ir subject matter, In Like Normal Pee le, this 
Pro bl 
em seems particularlY severe when Robert's emphasis 
on h' 
is own views and reactions to Roger's life seem to 
over h 
s adow Roger's insights into his life as a retarded 
man 
, In my discussion of thi• problem in 1l!<e Normal 
~ 
• I suggested that Robert might have better 
ba1 
anced his point of vieW with Roger'• point of view by 
Usin 
g literary devices to portraY Roger's actions more 
fre quently in the book, 
However, although Robert did not use literary 
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devices 
' with the exception of the strong narrative 
Voic e, to the t 
ex ent that the other literary journalists 
found in our discussion of _L__ike Normal 
used th em, we 
these devices did work effectively to 
~ople that 
minate Robert's views. Thus, the use of literary illu . 
in Like Normal Peopl.;, and in the other examples 
devices . 
in chapter three demonstrated that literary Cited . 
ists are able to manipulate the literary devices 
journal' 
as the strong narrative voice, scenic construction, 
such 
dial 
ague, point of view, and status-life descriptions so 
they 
represent powerful tools for the illumination of 
thos e authors' subjective realities• 
a mildly retarded man, contrasts sharply with 
1.i.ke Normal People in its use of narration• No 
1 
ual narrator in "LivinS in the Real World" is 
"L. 1ving 
Anthony, 
in the Real World," the 1ife historY of Tim 
indiv·d 
identified specificallY• The onlY references to the 
ever . 
ive voice in the article is first person plural 
narrat· 
rences such as "we" or "our," references which are 
l:'efe 
0 bv· 
iously meant to refer to all three of the article's 
ors. This first person plural narration creates a 
auth 
detached 
, scientific tone in the article, This tone, 
ver, does not seem cold or uncaring, probablY 
howe 
bee a 
use the article deals with the personal, even 
imate, details of Tim's life. int · 
In addition, the authors work diligentlY to 
communicate the facts about Tim's life as he saw them in 
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an t a tempt t 
o provide "the flavor of his life," to the 
e, an attempt which is, generally, quite articl 
However, although the authors succeed in 
successful. 
in the article, they do 
capt . ur1ng T" ' 1m s subjective views 
sense of their own personalities or points 
of view Th . 
not provide a 
· e1r absence in the article makes the 
cone! . usions they d ' h 
raw about Tims approac to life seem 
ave emerged almost without their involvement, TheY 
to h 
even 
refer to the details about Tim's life that theY 
include 
in the life history as "data," a term that 
separates their involvement in the life history 
further 
influence of their views on it from their text, 
and the 
"Living in the Real World" is different from the 
other 
examples of emic life histories discussed in 
cha 
Pter four in terms of the paucitY of information 
Provid d 
e about the authors' participation in the life 
h · lstory . 
and of their subjective views about 1t, Yet, in 
some 
ways, this lack of information is representative of 
the . 
spirit of even the most forthcoming of the other 
ethn 
ographers, Both crappanzano, who emphasized the 
imp 
ortance of the ethnographer as a collaborator in the 
creat· 
ion of life histories, and Myerhoff, who admitted 
that h 
er personal feelings about her subjects had 
infl 
uenced the life bistorY she produced, often seemed 
troubled . 
and uncomfortable when discussing their own 
v-. iews and their own involvement in the life histories 
the y wrote. 
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Both th 
ese ethnographers seemed much more 
comf 
ortable when describing the subjective realities of 
informants or the concepts drawn from the social 
their · 
that emerged from their analyses of the sc· iences 
views, Perhaps, these reactions arose from 
inf ormants, . 
the sa 
me conviction that kept the ethnographers in 
in the Real World" from revealing their own 
" Living . 
ive views, a deeply-rooted conviction that social 
subject· 
ists must maintain detachment in their work, This 
Scient· 
ion combined with the rare use of literary 
convict· 
niques in the life historY, techniques which had 
tech . 
Prov'd 
i ed authors of literarY journalism with manY 
ortun1·t1·es t · b. t· · k 
o reveal their su Jee ive views, ma es 
Opp 
the life 
history less effective than literarY journalism 
minating the subjective realities of its authors, 
at illu . 
Authors of fiction, on the other hand, seemed to 
have 
more techniques available to reveal their own 
Sub' 
Jective views than authors of either of the other two 
' An examination of Flowers for Al ernon, 
forms 
illustr · 1 ates the range of techniques that Danie Keyes 
available to illuminate his views, Keyes used a 
had 
first 
person narrator (the main cha racter, Charlie) to 
te11 the 
story, BY making charlie retarded for part of 
novel and intelligent for part of the novel, Keyes 
the 
"'as 
able to manipulate his narrator to an extraordinary 
in order to reveal his 0 wn (Keyes') subjective 
degree 
v· lews 
When Charlie is retarded, he functions, in some 
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ways, as an 
unreliable narrator, The reader is aware 
that Charlie i's 
being treated cruelly and unjustly by 
other 
people in his life while Charlie himself is not 
aware 
of this ill-treatment, Thus, the implied author is 
0 
communicate his disgust at Charlie's treatment 
able t 
Providing the reader with insights into Charlie's by . 
life that Charlie himself does not have, 
when Charlie becomes intelligent, he also 
However ' 
becomes 
of the ways that others have used and 
im, The intelligent Charlie reacts with anger at 
aware 
abused h' 
ay people treated the retarded Charlie and continue 
thew 
reat others like him, In this section of the nove l, 
tot 
istance between the implied author and Charlie 
the d' 
- ically disappears, so that the intelligent Charlie 
Prart· 
resenting the norms of th• implied author when he 
is rep 
arg ues that d d tl 
all people should be treate ecen Y 
regardless K bl of their intelligence, ThUS, eyes was a e 
Use the se e ssentiallY differe nt narrators, who exist 
to 
ifferent distances from the implied author, to 
at ct· 
municate his subjective views in a waY that Robert 
com 
Meyers 
and other authors of 1iterarY journalism could 
Among authors of the three forms, authors of 
fict · 
ion had the greatest abilitY to illuminate their own 
subject' ·th ive realities, be cause th• Y could use ei e r 
not, 
reliable ld r Y the or unreliable narrators, th•Y cou va 
dist 
ance b e twe en their narrators, implie d authors, a nd 
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po· int-of . 
-view characters, and theY could make the most 
extensive 
use of the literarY devices, Primarily because 
are virtually identical 
narrat ors and implied authors 
With th e real 
journalism still proved to be a powerful form 
for r . evealing its authors' subjective realities, bec ause 
those 
authors could create a particularlY strong 
narrat · 
ive voice to communicate their views and could 
manipulate 
the literarY devices to emphasize the ir 
View 
s. The life historY also could be used to illuminate 
its 
authors' views, particularlY the views of thos e 
authors who . . 
were most dedicated to the emic version of 
the f 
orm in which the author is seen as a coll a borator 
w· lth the h' informant in creating the life istorY• 
Howe 
ver, e ve n these authors seemed r e luctant to violate 
the . 
principle of scientific detachment bY establishing a 
Perso 
nal presence within the life historY and thus were 
the 1 
east effe ctive among authors of the three forms in 
ill . um1nating their own subjective r e alities, 
journal' 
ists could not manipulate these figures as could 
auth 
ors of fiction and, thus, were less effective at 
illu . minating their own subjective views, However, 
literary 
author in literarY journalism, literary 
Th f that visualizes 
us, a model of the three orms 
the 
ability of each form to illuminate the subjective 
r e al it · · t d b ies of its authors could be d e pic e Ya 
hor · 
izontal line that represents a progression of va lues 
as 
shown · The left side of this continuum 









represent the least ability to illuminate authors' 
SUbje t· 
c Ive realit1·es d an the right side of the continuum 
Would 
represent the greatest ability to illuminate 
authors' 
subjective realities. The three forms would be 
Situated 
along this continuum with the life history at 
the left 
' literary journalism in the middle, and fiction 
at the right. 







Literary Journalism Fiction 
Fig, 1 . Authors' Continuum 
The conclusions are different when we analyze each 
fol:' , . 
ms ab·1· l l 1ty to illuminate the subjective rea ities of 
the 
actors within the works, We are most struck by th e 
Put' i ty 
and dedication of the life history's approach to 
the 
illumination of its informants' subjective realities 
and how th h d e ethnographers seemed to ave spare no 
effol:'t to get inside the skin of their informants and to 
com 
municate those informants' views about their lives. 
For example, in Vincent Crappanzano's Tuhami: 
p 0 l:'tt'a1· t k t · · b t of a Moroccan, we read withs ep 1c1sm a ou 
the H 0 roccan tilemaker Tuhami's conviction that his life 
is C 
ontroll e d by demons, And then, as we read on, we are 
ast . 0 nlshed by C 's effort s t o unde r s t a nd Tuha mi rappanz ano 
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and t 0 
make us understand what these demons mean to 
him, 
Through 
Crappanzano's patient and gentle work with 
Tuham· 1 , web · 
eg1n to see how the demons actually protect 
insanity when it had seemed all along to us 
Tuham· 1 from · · 
must be driving him insane, OnlY Crappanzano's 
that they 
focus on Tuhami's subjective reality above all 
intense 
in the life history could have produced this else . 
into the way Tuhami himself perceived his world 
insight 
hen lived a life based on those perceptions, 
and t 
In Janet Hoskins' life historY of Maru Daku, a Kodi 
man 
of Indonesia, we see again hoW the emic approach to 
ife history attempts to shape everything within it 
the 1 
ing what Watson and Watson-frank• called the 
by us· 
lvidual's "subjectivelY bounded existential reality" 
ind· 
( 1 4 3 ) 
• Maru Daku is a man much more in the mainstream of 
society than Tuhami was in Moroccan society; in 
his 
fact 
' Maru Daku is a leader of hi• people• As Hoskins 
caref 
ully relates Maru Daku's storY, we empathize with 
struggle to embrace what he believes are the truths 
his 
ist1anitY without tearing awaY from his of Chr. . 
itional beliefs and alienating his kin• We can feel 
tl:'ad · 
h· ls P . h d 
a1n when, despite the fact that he as manage to 
egrate both sets of beliefs into his own life, he is 
int 
f orced by the Dutch church to choose between its 
ings and his de•P allegiance to his traditional 
teach' 
beliefs and customs, Hoskin•' determination to di s cove r 
Maru Daku's conception of his own life provides the 
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vitality and 
surprise to this moving creation of an 
ind' ividual's life. 
Both Crappanzano and Hoskin• insisted that no life 
complete without an understanding of the 
history can be 
ethno 
grapher's role in that life history, and their 
effort 
s to supplY this understanding certainlY added 
an 
import . 
ant dimension to their life histories. However, 
des . 
pite their stated commitment .to revealinS their own 
. ive views, theY often seemed as reluctant and 
subject· 
ed about revealing those views as theY were 
troubl 
and gratifie d to reveal th• subjective realities 
anxious 
ir informants, Perhaps, ethnographers who write 
of the . . 
istories need to attain a high degree of self-
life h' 
ceme nt in order to focus entirelY on the subjective 
effa 
realit' ies of their informants, 
these ethnographers' devotion to 
the subjective realities of their 
In fact ' 
illu . m1nat· 1ng 
ormant s was s o comple te that even th• concepts drawn 
inf 
from the 
social sciences that th•Y use d in the i r 
analyses of their informants' lives seemed to increase 
0 ur 
unde rstandinS of tho•• informants' subjective views, 
'I'hes 
e authors made certain that the Y did not impos e 
exte f rnal scientific generalities on their in ormants; 
rath 
e r, the y sought onlY to us• emic concepts, concepts 
Simi! 
ar to those that t h e informants themselves 
Pere . e ived as affe cting their lives, 
Authors of literarY journalism were also quite 
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effect· ive at ·11 
1 uminating the subjective realities of 
the people who appeared within their works, 
acco . mplishing 
this goal both in ways that were similar 
in ways that were different from the life history, 
and · 
The 1 itera · 
ry Journalists' methods for gaining 
informat· 
ion for their reports, the use of saturation 
ing that includes both research on their subjects 
report' 
and · 
intensive interviewing and observation, did not seem 
significantly different from the techniques of 
>pant-observation used by ethnographers to gather 
Partic· 
ial for their life histories, The stated goals of 
mater· 
literary 
journalists and ethnographers who write life 
hist . 
cries also seem compatible--to capture the lives of 
real actors they include within their works from 
the 
thos e actors' own viewpoints, 
The literary journalism does differ significantly 
from 
the life historY in form, Whil e life histories 
Y report on their informants primarilY through 
usual! 
Verbat. ' 
im transcripts of those informants comments or 
summar· 1· ies of their comments, 1iterarY journa ists, in 
addit· 
ion to expositorY prose, use an arraY of literary 








d cenic construction, dialogue, 
01ce, 1nc u es 
Point of view, and the inclusion of status life details 
intensely detailed descriptions), As we have seen, ( . 
these literary techniques provide 1iterarY journalists 
With th e means 
to dramatize their subjects' lives 
effect· 1.vely, 
For example, in Joan Didion's piece, "Some Dreamers 
0 
den Dream," we discover that certain of 
of the G 1 
Didion's 
recreations of scenes that used numerous, 
carefully 
selected status life details are particularly 
mg of Lucille Miller's "haPPY" middle class life, 
reveal' 
Thes e scenes 
seem to have originated from within 
Lucill ' 
e sown bitterness years later when she has lost 
standing in the communitY and is serving a life her 
sent ence f 
or he r husband's murder, Didion used this 
abil' 1.ty . 
' inherent in the narrative form, to perceive the 
through Lucille's point of vieW in order to create 
World 
a dev 
astating portrait of the effects of the middle 
class American 
dream on a woman who believed in tha t 
drea 
m. Through this portrait, we realize that Lucille is 
royed, not by greed or 1ust as the prosecutor in her 
dest 
trial 
claims, but bY her belief in her familY, in 
succe ss, · l 1.n ove, in 
the promise of the good life in the 
golden l and of California, 
Didion's use of point of view and status life 
details 
in certain passages in this report are extreme lY 
effect· 
1.ve at t. . g s that seem to be coming from 
. crea 1ng 1ma e 
e Lucille, However, we are never told that the s e 
l.nsid 




1e he rself, Rather, 
came 
are given the impression that these passages 
be t he k i nd of descr i ptions ta an 




wiser Luc · 11 1 
e would have used when she looked back on 
her younger days. We are 
never sure, however, which 
Views Lucille would have supplied and which views 
with Didion herself, In fact, these passages 
0 . r1ginated 
seem to be a combination of Lucille's subjective 
often 
real it Y and Didion's subjective reality, 
This confusion again reminds us of the critics of 
literary 
journalism who complain that authors' egos 
often 
overwhelm the other components in works written in 
the f 
orm. However, in this case, it seems that it is the 
author' 
s desire to emphasize the subjective views of her 
m . a1n actor 
, rather than her ego, that makes it diffi c ult 
to 
separate the author's views from the views of the 
ma· in actor in the work. Didion seems so anx ious t o 
est bl 
a ish the effect of the middle class dream on 
Lu · 
cille that she maY have sometimes obscured Lucille's 
Views 
in order to express that effect• The ability that 
authors of literarY journalism have to manipulate the 
lite 
rary devices, in this case the use of point of view, 
the 
strong narrative voice and status life descriptions, 
Se ems 
to have helped Didion in her attempt to emphasize 
Lu · 
cille's viewpoint in her work, although, at time s, 
that ability may also have caused Didion to 
ove r emphasize her own presence in the work, 
The b f f ict ion to illum i nat e the 
a ilitY of authors o 
Sub · 
Jective rea lities of the people in their works was 
qu a litativ e ly diffe r e nt tha n tha t of the authors o f the 
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other two forms, 
characters, theY are not limited by the 
Because authors of fiction are able to 
invent their 
portray real people authentically as are the 
need to 
literary journalism and life history, 
authors of both 
in works of fiction can illuminate the 
Thus , authors 
realities of their characters using 
sub· Jective 
rications, They can invent the characters' fab · 
Per 
ities and subjective realities and then use the 
sonal. . 
- J evices in manY ways to reveal those 
lit erar,- d . 
subjective views, For example, theY can use 
char acters' 
of view to report characters' thoughts and 
Point 
feel . ings th 
' ey can invent dialogue for charac ters to 
' ey can varY the amount of time devoted to each 
speak th 
in order to influence that character's 
relat· 
character 
importance in the work, and theY can us e 
lVe · 
fant 0 
epict characters' behavior in extraordinary 
asy t d 
In Bernard Malamud's short storY, "Idiots First," 
Malamud 
chose a limited omniscient narrator who use s the 
character, Mendel, as the point-of-view character, 
s · ituat· ions. 
Illa in 
This 
narrator is able to read Mendel's thoughts and 
fee1· 
ings, but he remains somewhat distant from Me nde l, 
This 
narrator not onlY reveals Mendel's subjective views 
by sh 
aring some of Me nde l's thoughts and feelings but, 
becau 
se of the distance be mainta i ns from Me nde l, b e i s 
al 
so able to provide a contrastinS voice to Mendel's 
often h 
yste rical voic e which further reveals Mende l's 
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Personality 
to us, Throughout the storY, Malamud 
illum· inates M d ' 
en els subjective world by documenting the 
thinks, talks, and acts as he confronts the 
way Mendel 
various situations that come his waY• 
By the end of the storY, Malamud has managed to 
verY well, We have a thorough 
help us to know Mendel 
appreciat· 
ion of Mendel's view of life, and we are even 
e of the limits of Mendel's understanding and how 
a war 
this 1· 
imited understanding contrasts with the implied 
author's 
more far-reaching understanding, However, 
although 
we have gained this knowledge of Mendel's 
subject· 
ive reality, we still cannot forget that this 
knowledge 
was engineered by Bernard Malamud, Mendel and 
of Mendel's world are .the autJ,or' s creations, and we 
a11 
rea1· ize that h 
Mendel's subjective realitY as arisen from 
Malamud' s subjective realitY• 
The life historY chosen for comparison here 
vieW that the life historY is 
strongly reinforces the 
the purest 
of the forms in its dedication to the 
illu . 
mination of its actors' subjective realities, 
Although 
the aeal world' was found wanting 
as 
"Living in 
an . 1 
i luminator of its authors' views, its power to 
illu . 
minate Tim Anthony's views is impressive, "Living in 
eal World' captures the essence of Tim's existence 
the R 
'\\'ith . 
its recognition of the dichotomY that Tim has 
created . . 
in his life bY dividing the universe into the 
It 
l'eal world" and the • fake world,• In th• • fake world" 
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T· im would 
be mentally retarded, he would not be able to 
would have a familY that was unacceptable, and 
read h ' e 
he would 
have to associate with mentally retarded 
read 
People 
· In the "real world," Tim is normal, he can 
and pursue f 
urther education, and he can have satisfying 
1ps with college-educated women, 
relationsh· 
The authors indicate that, to the outside 
observer 
• Tim's rejection of the "fake world" and 
acce t P ance f 
o the "real world" is not rational, because 
1m to reject aspects of his life that are 
it f orces h" 
to avoid, He has to reject tie• with his 
diff" 1cult 
he has to avoid revealinS to himself and others 
family, 
that he 
cannot read, he ha• to remain 1onelY and 
isolat 
ed, so he will not have to associate with most of 
along without female companionshiP, because he 
has d 
ifficulty in sustaininS relationships with college-
women, Yet, the authors al•• make clear that 
the 
People who have been a part of his life, and he has 
to get 
educated 
ing this dichotomy seems to give Tim the strength 
creat· 
cope with his problem• and to gain the self-to 
confidence . d d 
he needs to maintain a 1arselY 1n epen ent 
ence. Rational or not, realistic or not, Tim's 
exist 
ermination to live in the real world seems to be 
det 
"1ork· 1ng. 
Even the concepts drawn from the social sciences 
that 
the authors used in "LivinS in the Real World" help 
to 
reveal more about Tim'• subjective realitY• The 
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auth ors used th 
e concept of the ~rocess of adjustme.111 in 
· 
1 
e history, a concept theY hoped could help them 
this 1·r 
etermine how successfullY mentally retarded people 
to d 
hav e adapted 
to life in the community, However, this 
was not foisted on Tim's life, but, rather, the 
concept 
analyzed Tim's life to discover what processes 
authors 
adapt to the communitY• The authors found 
he used to 
1
m s creation of the dichotomY between the "fake 
that T. ' 
. and the "real world" represented a conscious 
World" 
s of adjustment in his own life, and then they 
Proces 
process from Tim's point of view, The 
anal yzed th1· s 
that this concept became an extremely 
organizing principle that could be used to 
analyze T. ' 
1m s life. It enabled the authors to write the 




similar individuals in other life histories, and, 
With 
most . important here, it enabled them to create a 
1nc t· · 1· 1v e p e rspective on Tim's subject1ve r e a 1tY• 
dist· 
In Like Normal peo le, Robert Meyers ofte n made an 
effort to f ld capture the subjective views o his mi lY 
retarded ' 
brother, Roger• Robert included Rogers 
comments 1 d d on a variety of subjects and inc u e 
of Roger's behavior that allowed us to gain 
his subjective realitY• For example, Robert 
desc . r1pt· 1ons 
ins· ight int o 
rec 
reated scenes in which Roger i s s hown on t he d a Y of 
his 
marriage to a mentallY retarded woman, scenes in 
Wh i ch R d 
o ge r · h ti· ng to mistreatment or ange r, 
1 s sown rea.c 
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and scenes in which Roger 
ment 1 a ly retarded person, 
responds to his status as a 
In addition, Robert began each 
' 
ch apt er in the b 
ook with a poem that Roger had written 
and th 
ese poems also help to illuminate Roger's thoughts 
and feelings. 
Yet, Robert's 1·n h b k · 
own presence t e oo 1s at least 
as strong 
as Roger's presence, We learn earlY in the 
Robert has strong feelings both about what he 
book that 
cons·d 1 ers 
the poor treatment of the retarded in our 
and about the untapped potential for greater 
society 
pendence that manY retarded people have, At times, 
inde 
Robe t 
r seems so intent on illuminating his own views 
e does not provide us with a complete enough 
that h 
of Roger's views, Yet, when Robert realized 
Portrait 
oger disagreed with him on some subject, he was 
that R 
include Roger's viewpoint, In one situation, 
careful to 
r Robert has railed against the bullying that Roger 
afte 
had 
to face as a child, Robert provided Roger's view of 
treatment, Roger seems to be less indignant about 
such 
is; 
he seems to view 
this m· istreatment than Robert 
occasions 1 f t· 1 of bullying more as examP es o prac ica 
ems he can solve rather than as reasons for 
P:robl 
outrage. 
In Like Normal P~' we have again discovered an 
author of a work of literarY journalism who seems so 
anxious d th · w f to capture both hiS 0 wn views an e vies o 
the main actor in hiS work that he created a strong 
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Prese nee for h' 
imself within the work to help communicate 
o ert Meyers strong presence in Like 
those . viewpoints. Rb , 
eople contrasts with the role of the authors in 
N._orrnal p 
It 
to acknowledge their presence in this life 
history 
was criticized earlier for providing incomplete 
ion on those authors' subjective views, their 
Living 
failure 
in the Real World," Although the authors' 
informat· 
lack 
of presence may enhance the authors' ability to 
in the Real World," there is no obvious 
author· 
ial presence to overwhelm or muddle the subjective 
of the informant as maY have occurred at times in 
illu. 
minate the subjective views of their informant, In 
"Living 
Views 
L' k -1. e Normal People, 
Daniel Keyes used a varietY of techniques to 
Charlie's subjective realitY in flowers for 
illu . minate 
Al_g ernon. 
is the narrator in the book as 
character, Keyes not onlY 
Because Charlie 
Well as the point-of-view 
depicted 
Charlie's thoughts and feelings, but he also 
Used other of f1·ct1·on have ava1'labl e 
techniques authors 
for 
manipulating the narrator to reveal Charlie's views, 
When 
Charlie is retarded, Keyes used him as an 
unre1· 
iable narrator so that charlie reveals more about 
h' 
imself to the reader than he realizes he is revealing, 
In th· 
is case, the implied author discloses details about 
the mistreatment that Charlie suffers even when Charlie 
h' 
imself is not fullY aware of that mistreatment, This 
Use 
of the · 
1
. d th to reveal Charlie's subjective 




Y represents a technique that authors of fiction 
than authors of the other 
can use mu h c more effectivelY 
form b s' ecause, in two 
the other forms, the narrator and 
ied author are assumed to be identical. 
the impl' 
In addition to the use of narration and point of 
View 
scenes that were esigned to reveal 
' Keyes invented d 
th e details 
of Charlie's subjective realitY and also 
antasy to reveal Charlie's subjective views. The 
used f 
represents a fantastic event that Keyes 
man· ipulates t t 
o create essentiallY two separa e 
acters, the retarded Charlie and the intellige nt 
change . . in 
th e novel 
Charlie's intelligence during the course of 
char 
Chari· 
ie. Not onlY does Keyes use these two characters' 




but, because th•Y each represent separate aspects 
of the 
same person's life, each can serve as a foil for 
the 
other's life. Thus, th• contrast between the 
red Charlie's life and the intelligent Charlie's 
r eta d 
life h 
elps to further define each of these characters . 
Perhaps, the most noteworthY aspect of this 
d' iscuss· 
ion about Flowers To Al ernon is the number of 
time 
s we have referred to Keyes as th• inventor, the 
man· 
ipulator, the controller of Charlie's subjective 
t'ea1· 
ity. Although Ke y e s ha• created a fictional 
character h t 1·f l'k that does seem lifel i ke , t e erm -1 e 1 ~ 
Unde 
rscores our knowledge that charli• is an invented 
char 
acte r, a c omponent of Keyes' own subjective r eality . 
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This · is not to 
say that Charlie's subjective views and 
views of other fictional characters are 
the subjective do 
inval'd i or · 
unimportant, but that works of fiction 
not embody the subjective realities of actual 
indiv'd 
i uals in the way that the subjective realities of 
individuals are embodied by the other two forms, 
such . 
' portraits of fictional characters are valuable 
However 
ic creations that can helP us to understand 
artist· 
nizable types of individuals in familiar recog . 
Also, an awareness of the manner in which 
circ umstances, 
manipulated the techniques at his disposal to 
create 
Keyes has 
Charlie's subjective views is particularlY 
relevant f 
or this studY in which an understanding of 
such techniques is so important, 
Among the three forms, th• life historY seemed to 
be the 
most powerful at illuminating the subjective 
ies of actors within the works• The ethnographers' 
realit' 
Sin 1 
g •-minded dedication to portraying th• world from 
the . 
point of view of their informants, their self-
effac· 
ing detachment, and their us• of emic concepts 
draw 
n from the social s c iences in organizing their works 
all 
combined to make the life historY e xtre me lY 
effect. , . ive at capturing it• informants vie••· 
Lit 1 ved to be a powerful 
e rary journalism a so pro 
form 
for illuminating the subjective realit ies o f its 
act 
ors. The use of literarY devices to depict 
i ndividuals within the works often provided dramati c 
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at1.on into th Penetr . 
eir subjective lives, In addition, 
the w·1 l. lingness f 
o authors to include their own views 
al ong with the 
views provided valuable insights 
between the literary journalists 
those at 
c ors, a collaboration that was essential 
the creat' 
1.on of the works, However, this same 
for 
wi11· ingness 
to establish a personal presence in their 
work 
s sometimes caused the author's views to overwhelm 
of the main actors in works of literarY 
journal· 
the . views 
ism, Because authors of life histories did not 
obscure 
their informants in this waY, the life history 
judged as more effective than literary 
rnust be 
a ism at illuminating actors' subjective realities, 
journ 1· 
Fictional works did not illuminate the subjective 
realit· 
ies of actual people as effectivelY as works 
Writt 
en using the other two forms, because the 




estat· ' b. t· ions of their authors own su Jec 1ve 
realit· 
ies. However, authors of fiction could use a wide 
Variety of f f 
literarY and stylistic devices to orce ully 
dep· 
let the h · h t h subjective realities oft e1r c arac ers w o 
d exemplify remarkablY lifelike figures, 
cou1 
Thus, a model of the three forms that visualized 
the 
ability of each form to illuminate the subjective 
ities of actors within the works could be depicted 
rea1· 
by-
a horizontal line that represents a progression of 
Values as shown in Figure 2, The left side of this 
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cont· inuum would 
represent the least ability to 
illum· inate t 
ac ors' subjective realities and the right 
side of the c t· 
on inuum would represent the greatest 
ability t ·1 0 1 
luminate actors' subjective realities. The 
orms would be situated along this continuum with 
three f 
fiction 
at the left, literary journalism in the middle, 
and the life history at the right, 










Literary journalism has proven to be the most 
,ve of the forms when it comes to illuminating 
effect· 
b -9.1.h the 
subjective realities of its authors and the 
subject· 1
ve realities of the actors who appear within the 
However, the strength of the authors' presence 
\./ith ' 
•n the works of literarY journalism also reminds us 
of our · between 
earlier discussions about the tens1on 
ob· Jectivity and subjectivitY• The authors' strong 
Prese 
nee within works of literarY journalism 
demo 
nstrated in this studY reinforces the conviction 
that th . 1 ld ese authors are not communicat1ng rea wor 
events, but th creating their own sense of 
, ra er, a.re 
those events . rks However, as we have 
within their wo · 
\./ork s. 
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seen , the same tensi'on 
has troubled critics of 
convent· 
ional journalism, and also has proven to be a 
problem for authors of the other two forms we 
diff' 1cult 
in detail in this dissertation, And the problem 
examined 
how can authors portraY events in the real 
remains: 
without either distorting those portraits by 
world . 
1
ng them with their own views or distortinS 
OVe rwhelm· 
by ignoring their own undeniable 
thos e portraits 
infl uence on them? 
As we have seen in this dissertation, there can be 
no one 
answer to this dilemma, Each form of writing must 
problem in its own waY• However, literary 
app roach the 
seems to be one form that bas seriously 
journal' ism 
the dilemma by daring to recognize it, even 
to a 
confronted 
ccentuate it within the form itself, By emphasizing 
the 
strong narrative voice and usinS the other literary 
1
ques, the literarY journalists self-consciouslY 
techn' 
attention to their pre s e nce within their works; 
call 
they 
accentuate their role as the agents who organize 
g
1
ve meaning to the portraits based on real-world 
and . 
ev ents that they create, 
Literary journalists, unlike conventional 
journ 1· 
a 1sts, cannot disappear within the vortex of 
object1· v. t 
1 y, and, unlike ethnographers who write life 
h ' 1
stories, cannot withdraw behind the veil of s cientific 
det 
achment, because their personal involvement is 
Oby· 10
us, The ir strong, self-conscious narrators and 
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loudly 
the· lr use of the other literary techniques 
announce their 
authors of fiction, cannot create an implied 
participation, And literarY journalists, 
unlike 
1aphanous wizard who presses all the literary 
auth or, ad' 
at a comfortable distance from themselves, 
buttons 
Perhaps, a good waY to illustrate the presence of 
the 
authors within all these forms is to compare that 
Prese nee with Jean 
Louis Baudry's incisive discussion of 
and effects of the cinematic experience, 
the nature 
Baudry 
explained that adjacent frames in a striP of film 
in almost identical images, The viewer can onlY 
conta· 
the changes within the striP which create 
and meaning when th• film is run through the 
Pro· 
Jector ( the "apparatus" I, Thi• situation, BaudrY 




say that film--and perhaps in this respect it is 
could 
r y --l1ves on the denial of difference: the 
e x.empla . 
erence is necessarY for it to live, but it lives on 
diff 
its negation" ( 42). 
In a similar manner, forms of writinS which conceal 
or 
conf h · k · use the author's presence int eir wor s, in 
eny that this presence is essential fo r creat i n g 
effect d 
llle an. 
ing in that form and, therefore, unjustifiably denY 
thee . d x1 stence of the tension between objectivitY an 
Sub· 
Jectivity Th normallY not even awa re tha t 
• us, we a.re 
the 
apparatus--the authors' manipulation of me aning in 
s uch f f howe ve r, 
o r ms --even exists• Unlik• th••• orms, 
literary journalism 
seems to be closer to Baudry's 
the nature of cinema when the apparatus 
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example of 
breaks down than when it is running smoothly: 
We should remember, moreover, the disturbing 
effect which results from breakdowns in the 
recreation of movement, when the spectator is 
brought abruptly back to discontinuity--tbat 
is, to the bodY, to the technical apparatus 
which he had forgotten (42), 
The 1· 
iterarY journalists' acknowledgment of their 
Prese nee . t 
.w1 bin their works creates a constant awareness 
that th 
ey are responsible for the creation of movement, 
production of meaning in their works, BY 
acknowledg' 
for the 
1ng their responsibilitY, th• literary 
jou 
call attention to the tension etween 
rnalists b 
ob. Jectiv' ity 
and subjectivitY rather than concealing that 
ion th d d • us encouraging readers and critics to eci e tens· 
fort 
hemselves what influence the authors' views have 
authors' presence maY not risk 
ov erem h 
P asizing that presence as sometimes occurs in 
ary journalism and maY be e~tremelY effective a t 
had on the 1 · 
report, other forms which are less revea 1nS 
about their 
1· lter 
municating meaning, but those forms maY also make 
com 
less 
Progre ss toward resolving the tension between 
Jecu · · 1 · v1ty and subjectivitY than 1iterarY Jour na ism, Ob . 
jou 
In "T 1· a ian 
rna l . i s m, 
Pie," mY original version of literarY 
I hope d to provide an illustration of this 
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form . in which 
the author had consciouslY attempted to 
deal with 
the tension between objectivity and 
sub· Jectivity 
as well as the other issues that have 
figu 
red in this dissertation, The experimental nature of 
project allowed me to take risks in my effort to 
this 
exemplify 
these issues in the report, At the same time, 
ize that the creator of such an experiment becomes 
I real' 
attached to 
that experiment in a waY that limits his 
ab · ility to 
act as its critic, Thus, I am aware of these 
1· imitat· 
ions as I approach the analysis of mY report and 
that I must depend on the reader to supply 
ack now ledg e 
much of the 
evaluation concerninS the report's 
effect· iveness. I will tlnalyze "Talian Pie" 
In th1' d. . s 1.scuss1.on, that I have analyzed 
works in this dissertation• The first 
Pers 
pective will deal with the report's attempt to 
minate the author's subjective realitY, the second 
from the three major perspectives 
the other 
illu . 
pective will deal with the report's attempt to 
Pers 
the main actor's subJective reality, and the 
third 
illu . m1nate 
pers pective will deal with the report's attempt to 
illu . 
minate the tension between obJectivitY and 
SUb' 
Jectivity within the piece• I hope that mY abilitY as 
the author 
of the piece to share mY intentions, as best 
I Und . 
erstand them, will add a 1evel of interpretation t o 
this 1 f analysi·s ss1.'ble in the ana yses o 
that was not po 
Oth e r works i n the dissertation• 
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has shown that the use of the 
This conclus1· on 
voice represented a powerful literary 
strong narrative 
authors of literary journalism, This 
stron 
tech · n1que for 
g narrative voice served both to illuminate the 
authors' 
subjective realities and to underscore the 
e authors' presence in the works, In 
imp ortance of th 
ie," I tried to establish mY own voice at the 
"Talian p· 
beg· inning and 
to make that voice a consistent presence 
oughout the piece, I am paul who assumes the role of 
thr 
the f ' 
irst person narrator in "Talian Pie," who functions 
of the two main actors in the piece, and who is 
as one 
also the author of the report, 
en I compared Dan to a "crack salesman" at the 
Wh 
opening 
of the piece, I was attempting to establish for 
reader at the outset that mY views would be an 
the 
element in this article, for the remainder of 
I used the narrator to reveal mY views both 
imp ortant 
the . piece 
ct · irectly 
in more subtle ways, For exampl e , ' 
and, I hope, . I i·ncluded the comment that he 
meeting Dan, 
Was 
not what I expected, I hoped to indicate directly 
that D h an's outgoing manner did not satisfY t e 
\./hen , after 
Pre co 1 nceptions I had about retarded peoP e, 
In th t. 
1 
tri· ed to communicate my 
e next sec 10n, 
I 
included the textbook 
v · lews in a 
def· inition 
imp ersonal, 
not· lee the 
more subtle manner• it is so 
of Down's syndrome, because 
t th reader would 
and I was hopeful tha e 
th
·s detached, objective 




of writing and the more personal prose style that 
when I am describing Dan's life. In the 
Predominates 
rema· inder of th1.' s 
section, I tried to include a hint of 
in my physical description of Dan--for example, in 
irony . 
my comment th 
at I never observed Dan's feet--to 
un1.cate the superficialitY and archness of a comm . 
descript' 
ion that views Dan as an object, that ignores 
complexity and richness of his personality. the 
Immediately 
after this description, I constructed a 
scene to illustrate the contrast between an 
small 
att · 
itude that views Dan simplisticallY and an attitude 
all his humanitY• In this scene, I 
to reinforce the point that Dan is a sensitive 
hum a 
n being, not an object, bY including dialogue that 
that my surreptitious spying was insulting to 




In th t · le I attempted to 
0 
er sections of the ar 1c , 
he strong narrative voice and th• other literarY 
Use t 
dev· 
ices to illuminate mY subjective views in the piece, 
For example, I used scenic construction, status life 
descriptions, and dialogue to indicate mY growing 
. . . . mY description of · one 
ab1l1t1es 1n 
a
nd the other residents respect for Dan's 
even· Dan cooked for me ing meal 
at th e group 
Part · icularly 
home• in the boldfaced section• about mY life, I 
mY thoughts 
. t of view to capture 
person po1n Use d f' 1rst and m what embarrassed 




these sections, the degree to which I 
used 
int· imacy f 
to reveal my own thoughts and experiences, 
the narrator 
However 
' I think such intimacY is justified because it 
wedges that a journalist whose close relationship 
ackno 1 
an actor in his report is central to that report 
With 
e as willing to reveal himself as be is to reveal 
must b 
inner life of his source, the · 
Throughout the report, I used literarY devices to 
illu . 
minate Dan's subjective realitY• I set scenes at the 
group h 
ome, at my home, and at the Pizza Hut restaurant 
ich I could use the narrative voice, dialogue 
in wh' 
Dan and me, point of view, and status life 
between 
communicate Dan's vieWS• For example, I tried 
details to 
capture Dan's enjoyment of food bY having the 
to 
narrator 
carefully describe th• manner in which Dan 
Pared his meals, by includinS dialogue in which Dan 
Pre 
descr'b 1 d. 
1 
ed his favorite foods to me, and bY inc u ing 
actual f d ·1 lists of foods Dan liked--status lie etal s--to 
reveal d' h When I 
Dan's pleasure in hiS favorite is es• 
1scussed Dan's attitude toward th• other people who 
d ' 
live · h. h at the group home and the unusual relations 1p t ey 
seem to h h I tried to use point of 
ave with one anot er, 
View to get as close as possible to the waY Dan and the 
othe rs s e em to feel about one another• When I described 
the behavior of the people who live at th• groUP home a s 
Simil 
1 
showed the tender care 
ar to a dance and when 
the y prov1'de d n who was staying at the 
De bbY, the woma 
~----~- ------- ---------·- ----
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group h ome temporarily, 
I tried to capture these moments 
from the 
e group ome residents 
point of v1·ew of th h 
themse' .lves. 
xperimented with a technique that had been 
I al so e . 
Used 
effectively by ethnographers to explain, interpret, 
organize their informants' subjective views within 
and 
the 1 
istories they had written• This technique 
ife h. 
the use of concepts these ethnographers had 
involved 
· ram the social sciences for use within their life 
drawn f 
One important prerequisite that these 
h · lstories. 
were required to meet before theY were used in 
life histories was that th•Y be part of the 
concepts 
the em· lC 
ormants' f . own conscious existence, not oreign inf 
concepts 
that were forced upon th• informants' li ves, 
For 
my report, I used the concept of~ to he lp 
reveal 
Dan's views, a concept that seems to be verY much 
a Part 
of D , I di· d not borrow the 
ans life, However, 
Special· 
ized vocabularY normallY used to describe this 
con 
cept both because Dan did not understand these terms 
and b 
ecause most laY readers, for whom reports of 
lit 
erary · d ld not be familiar 
Journalism are intende , wou 
\.Ii th them. 
Instead, I tried to show that the label of mental 
retardat· . dependent, almost 
. ion, which portrays him as a 
1 nf 
antile D , feared s e lf-image 
creature, represents ans 
and that 1·s devoted to coping with that 
much of his life 
hat 
ed l a be l. I also tried to show that nan ha s a 
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can stay home by himself, can shop for the 
thing 8 
he needs himself, can decide for himself the kind 
would like to do, This independent figure 
Year · n1ng to be an 
own 1· ife--who 
autonomous person who can manage his 
of work he 
resents Dan's ideal self-image, Finally, I tried to 
rep 
show that Dan 
is working to accept himself as a person 
18 
competent in some areas and less competent in 
Who · 
He is striving to see himself as a person who, 
others . 
not perfect, is still worthY of his own respect 
While 
e respect of others, Thi• figure represents Dan's 
and th 
real self-image, 
The boldfaced sections in "Talian Pie" were 
intended 
to duplicate a technique in fiction that 
ors used to create contrasting levels of meaninS 
auth 
w· 
•thin their works, In works of fiction, authors were 
able to . create these contrasting 1evels bY usinS 
f 
antasy, a technique that I could not emploY in a work 
of 1 · b iterary journalism, However, I hoped that Y 
juxt f · th aposing events and emotions from mY own l i e wi 
similar t' I .. ,as describinS in Dan's 
events and emo ions " 
life f · d in the 
' 
1 
might create another level 
O 
meanino 
report that would highlight and reinforce th• meaning of 
the · f For example, when 
events and emotions in Dan's 
11 
e, 
Dan di crueltY he had been 
scus sed the pointless 
8
Ubje t h I discussed a similar 
c ed to in the boarder ome, 
incident that d t me when I was younS• 
had happene 
0 
Beca h' evperience in detail, 




I hoped that 
a detailed description of my experience at 
in the report where he mentioned his might act 
the . point · 
as a foil 
for Dan's life that would increase the 
Under t sanding of his experience, 
I . 
included these boldfaced sections in the report 
as other material that described the 
as well 
relat· ionsh1· p 
between Dan and me for another reason as 
' I wanted to make certain that mY presence in this 
Well 
report_ was 
obvious, that readers understood that I was 
masquarading as a neutral recording machine, that 
not 
the ten. 
sion between objectivity and subjectivity was a 
Y real element throughout this report, When Dan 
Ver 
ref 
ers tom · h h. " ·al fr1·end," he 
e 1n t e report as 1s spec1 
ying a grea t deal, because it is unlikelY that he 
is sa . 
Would h 
ave shared the same information with another 
n in the same waY• surelY, "Tali•n pie" i• partlY 
Per so . 
about the d h relationshiP between Dan and me, an t e 
ationship that developed between us was the result of 
re1 . 
the k" 
ind of person I am as much as it was a result of 
the k ind f o person he is, Beca . . and 0 ur relationshiP were 
use our personal1t1es 




Sub· Ject· 1ve 
could h ave 
also 
and subjectivitY• fact and value are 
to it, I could not have removed the 
elements from thi• report anY more than 1 
removed mY relationshiP with Dan from the 
report are 
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interconnected and inseparable, What I hoped 
what I tried to do was to bring as manY of the 
to d 0 and 
ive and subjective elements that were part of the 
ob · Ject· 
e open for readers to see so theY might 
report . 1.nto th 
w at effect these elements had on the report 
judge h 
itself. 
at we have identified the methods that 
Now th 
lit erary . . 
Journalists use to reveal their own subjective 
real. . 1.t1.es and 
the subjective realities of the actors in 
and have attempted an experiment to 
the· ir works 
ill ustrate 
and refine those methods bY creating an 
Orig· 1.nal . 
version of literarY journalism, we might take a 
examine some possibilities for future research 
moment to 
iterary journalism, perhaps, in the next steP in the 
on 1· 
ion of this form, scholars could begin to 
explorat· 
ine if the subjective realities within individual 
exam · 
of literary journalism begin to change when new 
-Works 
have emerged or the original facts have been 
re int 
facts 
erpreted, Critics could analyze th• effect of facts 
on 
values and the effect of values on facts within works 
of lite · · ht rary journalism• such explorations mig prove 
Part· 
icularly useful in closing th• gaP between fact and 
Value by t 
. determininS how each of these componen s 
lnflu 1 . ences the other within the works• The resu ting 
Und 
erstanding of the interdependence between facts a nd 
Val 
Ues within an individual work could assist in 
dern 
Yst ify i ng the tension be tween objectivitY and 
sub· Jectivity within that work, 
Another f 
ruitful sphere of studY in literary 
ism could involve further experimentation, 
journal' 
sim'l i ar to 
what I attempted in chapter six, with 
combin' 
ing techniques of literarY journalism with 
techn' 
iques that have proven useful in other forms to 
d' iscover 
how these techniques influence the 
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effect· 
iveness of literary journalism, Lee Wilkins has 
arg ued that 
literary journalism is on the cutting edge 
perimentation when it haS used point of view 
of 8 uch ex . 
to communicate 
the thoughts of real-life actors who 
the works, thus bringinS subjective 
appe ar withi'n 
the world as a reportable subject and 
rea1· ity into 
internal reality as important as external reality 
mak· ing · 
reporter (21)• further experimentation with this 
for the 
point of view together with careful analyses of 
Use of . 
experimentation could helP to determine the 
that 
ctiveness and credibilitY of thi• us• of point of 
effe . 
Vie w. 
Such experimentation is related to a much broader 
area 
of intellectual inquirY• Thi• area of inquirY, 
c encompasses both the tension between objectivity 
"1hi h 
and sub· JectivitY 
emol 
0
g ;cal . . 
1 
not onlY is central to the 
and the weakness of objectivitY as an 
epist 
1
. • princiP e, 
lter 
ary journalism and th• other two disparate field• 
included 
in this dissertation but also ha• aroused muc h 
debate 
in th w ld a.mon" scholars who represent 
e estern wor e, 
255 
a w'd l e range f . . . . 0 other d1sc1phnes. Hore 
sciplinary studies are needed to assess common 
interdi . 
concerns 
about these problems and to share possible 
solut· 
ions between disciplines, for example, studies of 
ethnographic novel could analyze how works of the 
fict· 
ion which are based on anthropological fieldwork 
differ from ethnographic reports which are 
actually 
based on the same fieldwork, 
Finally, scholars could focus on the relative 
effect· 
iveness of literarY journalism with various types 
subjects. In this dissertation, I chose to compare 
of 
"7orks that 
dealt with the lives of mildlY mentally 
men, partlY because the subjective views of 
retarded 
such . 
individuals are often difficult to obtain, Perhaps, 
ability of literary journalism to capture the 
the 
subject· 
1ve realities of both authors and actors would be 
mental 
ecially 1 t well-suited to subjects simi ar 
0 
esp 
r e t ardation in which authors must collaborate 
•xtens. . . t ively with actors in order to 111umina e 








useful, because th•Y would allow 
who often lack th• mean• to reach 
to a Wl
· cte audience, In such 
their views comm . un1cate 
cases ' literary journalism might represent an 
exc 
eptional . 1f-e~pression to people 
opportun1tY for se 
ave been denied that precious gift• "'ho h 
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